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major Alaska Native ethnic groUps in Alaska:
Aleuts, Athabascans, Eskimos, Haidas, Tlingits,
and TsimOsians.
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'.7. TO THOSE&WHO USE THIS.,GUIDE
I

f \
This guidebools,wasClevelbpeel in revonse to-the need for wa- ys to help build, better

understanding and apj5reciation of people of all, ethnic groupt, and,partibularly; Alaska
Native. ethnic groups. The primary goals are to stimulate critical thinking and build positive

human relationships.. ,
.

Most of the materials ar ththe which the authors have usecsuccessfully in their
classrooms. These lessons; activ ices, and, teachings ideas are suitable 'for "us'e'in classes in
Which all of the students are Al ka Natives (such as Native Core and the Rural Trans4icin

0 Center), in classes where part the students are Alaska Natives, or in classes that rfiay not
have any Native students. . 11.0."...

,--

.k-- Sortie lesslns emphasize the similarities of cultures. In other
C

lessons, students will
"learn how the many differences amongst ethnic groups have contributed to and enriched our

lives. All lesson's emphasize better understanding of others through, human relations
%, concepts. Several ideas for teaching human relations concepts were adapted fr m the

,
Human Relations Education Project of Western New York.

r
A ,---

This guide is intended as an instructional tool to be used. As noted by-the a thors,

, \ , some lessons need to be planned- very carefully. Do adept the.ideas presented to f your
classroonteituatidn, and please send us your ideas for improving this typeof guidebo k.

0
-

, -' '...

Zi_.,... (--
,

>s o Daisy, Lee Bitter,...

.4 .
'Boarding Home

1,
c., Program Coordinator

. '

I SOME INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
4

This guide was designed with several things in mind but mainly' to give e teacher, .
some guidance in teaching students about the different ethnic groups of Ala Ica using
human relations approach. Another task of the guide is to give teachers som ideas that'
mi,ght be helpful with any Native students he might have in class so that these s ,}dints have
a meaningful and rewarding experience in his classroom.

A few, comments on (the subject ot teaching Native students alle\--Te aired' at this
point but let us consider more authoritative sources for these comments. Fr .m a pamphlet
entitled, tensitizihg Teachers To Ethnic Groups 1, author Gertrude Noar gi es some clues
about teaching Noiyes in an article entitled, "What Po Teachers Need t Know Abob't
American Indians'' Although this article deals- with all American India s (sOrnetirries a
dangerous undertaking) the authors of this guide feel, that her points ar well-taken and
should be passed along to teachers of Alaska ethnic groups.

1Noar, Gertrude, Sensitizing Teachers To Ethnic Groups, for
League of'B'Nai, B'rith, distributed by Allyn and Bacon, Inc: in U.S.A.

. '

ouns,

T

Anti - Defamation

5
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: WH:AT bO,TEACHEilSNLED TO KNOW ABOUT AMERICAN INDIAN

.4
Much that haS been said in the previous discussion of blacks applies equally t ther

minority groups insOtar as they, too, are victims of prejudice, discrimination, limita on,'
restriction, segregation, and interfereriCe with the exercise of their inalienable hu and

. civil rights. There are, however, elements peculiar to4eaoh minority group to whidh teachers
must be sensitive.

The habit of thinking imstereotypet that often traps both stu'dertts and teachers, is.'
- especially noticeable in connection with teaching about American ydians. Verb' often
expressions like "dumb Indians", "drunken Indians",`or "dirty I ndidni" reflect the kinds of
stories children have heard, or read. the teacher must be ready at all times to challenge such

, characterizations and tendency to name-calling. Discussionf independent learnina projects,
and _''research" musk reveal the. truth about Indian history and especially about tiservation
conditions.

Language tends to be an acute problem to those children who at home heat, and
speak only the native tongue whether it is Navajo, Hopi, Apache'Sioux or any other
language belonging to any one of the numerous tribes living in every part of the United
States. If at age six, a child knows rho English words, the demand thI he must speak only
English ill school, and the threat of punishment if he uses his native Language to a classmate,
may seriously inhibit his ability to learn. When the Indian child's priitary language, whiCh
part of his very -self, is called "bad", pride and the positive self - image necessary for lea ning
are destroyed. Their teachers must learn how to communicate with 'them'and also h to
teach English as a second language. Children are paicula'rly delighted and feel especia y ,
accepted and of worth when their teachers speak to them in their native language and
encourage them to teach their langUage to dieir non-Indian classmates.

Any-child who speaks one language at home and must think, read, and talk another
,j,n school is bound to respond lilore srowly than white English- speaking peers of similar
ability and mentality. If, then, the school is organized in a tso-c Iled mental ability
multi-track system, Indian children, like other non-white, non-English- eaking children are
bound to gravitate to the lower sections. There. they often are inh ited in learning by
ne ative attitudes of teachers (who prefer academically able pupils), it elevant content, and,
loss of self pride.

Research summarized by John F. Brycle in an article, "A New Approach to Indian
ucation", which appeared in Integrated Educhon, Sept.-Oct., 1968,,iftdicates that even

if Indian children progresi satisfactorily through grade°6, at grade 7 they begin to decline.
As much as 60% drop out between grades 8 and 12. They are five months behind in grade 8
and frornAthen on suffer feelings of rejection, depression, and anxiety. They terl, to ,
withdraw and become socially and emotionally alienated, even paranoid. They feel caught
and carried along, powerless to do anything about their lives; they have no direction and are
"lost".\lhese feelings, which are the outcome of .school experiences, .create a crippling
negative self- concept whicifirtterferes with learning.

Pgrt, of the problem lies in the teacher's lack of information about Indian value
pattelns and the nature of their value conflicts.' For example, some do not necessarily like or
want to participate in geleliratiOns of Christian holidays. The white, middle-class system of
rewards and punishments may not work with them. They may not be competitiye in
classroom\learnin'g (though they are in sports), and do not like to be-singled out for special

or attdrition. They tend, tb_carg_les4 than their ,whiteyeers do about such rewards as
high marks. They have a different orientation to time. Other matters, especially if they are
connected with family or tribe, may take precedence over being on time for school and
attending every day and all day. Those who are poor cannot be.eXpected to accept readily.
middle-class ways of life that are largely dependent upon economic sufficiency, if their own
homes or hogans are still, quite primitive and the,reservation or goternment subsidy provides
only minimum essentials.'

The average yearly income of the rural orrwrvation Indiap family is about $1500.
Very often the onlonly satisfying meal those children get is that provided in tne schocil at lunch
time. In Tuba City, Arizona, where the Writer visited several_yeati ago, teachers reported
that at the end of the summer vacation children returned to school scrawny and hungry.

-\)
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With second and third helpings at lunchwthey soon begin to fill out again. In general, Indian'
communities have poor health conditions; a high rate of infant, mortality, much
tuberculosis, and disease and a shOrtened life span. Nevertheless they are a growing minority
how numbering more th n 600,000 people. Many, being_ungle td-use their traditional ways
ofinaking a living, ar trouble because they haye none other. *Nt '

Most social studies curricula include a unit oIndians at about the third grade, Many
of them tend to perpetuate stereotypes, and myths and- tell only a' fraction of the truth.
about Indian experienCes both before and after the coming of white men to these shores. It
is important for teachers to'remember that the Indians, unlike all other people here, did not
coriie to join "meting pbt" or to find a better way of life, br to get awayfrornsegcegation
and restrictiOn. They alreadAtt had a democratic form of government. .

Indian traditions are rooted in life on large land areas and a clod relatiohStkip with,
the forces of nature: clouds, earth, and animal life. They worshipped The Great Spiritwho
created the lafd;.Ihe Suh who gave life to theplants and animall that provided them with
food and clothing; the water and., rain that made the plants and animals'plentiful. It is
fruitless for the teacher to try toreplace these traditional value systems and culture patterns-
with thole of the white middle Classes. Moreover, the teacher is prohibited by law from
attempting to act,as a'missionary fo convert Indian children and teach them Christianity.

What the Indian Child needs is4-Welp in examining' his .own unconscious value
motivations in order to get self understanding ancrio discover his ow identify. Then,
perhaps, he will be able to harmOnize the Indian and non-tridian syste st Above all, he
nee& to be helped to becOme more. Indian rather than white. Where there are value
conflicts, the minority gfoup child must not be led to conclude tharhis are bad or less
desirable.

Indian children are not likely to get- the necessary sense of ethnic pride from the
content of the usual American history....school textbook jn which, too often, Indians are
downgraded, and which deals mostly *th the activities of early 'settlers against their own
race. The books usually tell of "good puritans ", disregarding their dealings in witchcraft, the
massacres, and the other nefarious dealings with Indians. 'Along with the implication that in,
contrast to good Puritans`, Indians were trd,,children are led to believe that because they
were not Christien, ndians had no God andi no religion. The fact that some missionaries
Were directed on thei trips to America to "convert or exterminate Indians" is omitted,..

In a stuchVbf how- Indians are treated in history textbooks, Virgil J. Vogel reported
in "an article, "The \ Indian in American History Textbooks", Integrated Education, .

Sept.-Oct., 1968; that \falsities are created or perpetuated by four method: obliteration,
defamation, disembodirnent, and disparagement. They are ,described as wild men, 'wild
beasts, savage, idle; shiftless, superstitious_and unreastmalale. No mention is made of the .,

faCt that by the time white men came, the Indians had already domesticated morethan 4Q
plant& had some 40 intentions to their credit, were greaat artists and craftsmen, had music,.
songs, dances and poetry, used 150 medicines, tUrgery and drugs; had`discovered rubber,
and invented thetbulbed syringe. he mythical picture of them as cruel, primitive hunters
and nomadic warriors must be replacM-by the truth. Many tribes were farmers who lived in
communities that had constitutions. They published books' and neWspapers,. Owned mills
and' shops and weaving looms. They raised horses and cattle. r-_,.. -

The infamous story 'of how theiwhites dragged 125,000 Indians from their homes
aie deported them west of the Mississippi , River is usually not reported. The Pribery, .
intimidation, thredts, force, misrepresentation, and fraucl.in the treaties that whites made
with them are minimized. The history books nil to picture hoyv they were hunted Ow like .

animals, with bountidofferedior their scalps, bounda-isoners and confined to std .adest '.
to await deportation. No meniton is made that a third die on the journey and thatd ekes
met with massacre. The fact is forgotten that thousands were enslaved and chipped out .ti

their?
,

the Barbary States and West Indies. The books do not-tell how children Who spoke eii?

l Indian language in school were whipped and had their food rations cut off if they danced.or:
did their handicra t. No mention is made of their

,

bravery in battle, and their victories inGthe
' 1790's. . i

,Jndians became wards of the' United States government. All their lives are
. . .. ,

deterrnined and directed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs in Washington. Mass relocation

4
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programs sent many of them to the cities where they became displaCed persons living and
working, for tha most parf, in depressed' neighborhoods in an';*nosphere of _social
breakdown. There many suffer from alcoholism, broken. homes, social; and cultural chaos.
For ,some" 'years "termination" programs' have attempted to =Ile them away from
reservations and make them self-sustaining. In the Indian languages the equivalent words for
terminate are "wipe out" and "kill Mr.'

Sensitive teachers will learn how and when to tell the real story to both Indian and
non- Indian children: They will understand that more is at stake than the study of past and
distant civilizations. To b interested at all, Indian and other minority pupils need tb know
the history of theii- o n racial, religious, and ethnic groups. Only when the cld
understands the origins,o his traditions, values, Ad culture patterns, can he accent himself,
find his own identify and develop the pride and.pdsitive self-image be must have in order to
learn. A child who has of aceomplighed ghat task, who ;sees- himself and his group as
nobodies, who does not elieve in his own ability to, leYrn, becomes, in-truth, "turned off".
Psychological drop-out, t at begins as early as grade three or four, is apparent by grade five,"
ends in physical drop-o t as soon as .the law allows or the school fails to investigate
continuous absence,

Indian Children should not be led to believe that in order to succeed in school and in
life they must "become white", must accept white middle-class values, must live and
behave as middle-class white people do. Rather, they need to Ida helped to know themselves,
to keep the best of their own culture patterns, and hopefully, in time, to blend them with
the best of the patterns of...the domirtanf group. Thus, they may create new personality',
patterns richer than either of.those fron'r which they draw.

. Another source of valuable information to the teacher of Native students is Dr.
Judith Kleinfeld, an assistant professor of educational psychology at the Institute of Social,
Edonomic, & Government. Research, University. of Alaska. She- has written several
pubfications which deal with`zthe teaching of Native students. One entitled, Instructional
Style and the Ihtellectualh Performance of Indian and Eskimd Students, gives much
information including ai se.ation entitled "Dimensions Differentiating Effective and
Ineffective Teachers". The article describes four typologies of teachers,and their relative
strengths' and weaknesses as teachers of Native students: The articleis too lengthy to be
presented here but a figure diagraming her typology plus a summation of her "supportive
gadflies" who make the best teachers of Natives, according to Dr. Kleinfeld, must be
included. More information on.this and other research of, Or.. Kleinfeld can be found in
Suggestions for Teaching Alaskln Natiie Students, written b,y ShirokSellens and Guy
Fjaher for RTC and Core classes and for classes 9f Alaskan Native students. In this guide Dr.
Kleinfeld's ideas are discussed at length. Below is a diagram fOr foLir types of teachers who
may be quite successful in the encuiturated classroom but only one, Type IV, seems to be
successful when dealing with Native students who are not encultuited.

Type I
'Traditionalists"

Professional
Distance

Active bemandingness

Type tV
'/"Supportive gadflies"

Personal
Warmth

Type II Type III
"Sophisticates" "Sentimentalists"

Passive Understa mg
.

. #

According to Dr. Kleinfeld, the supportive gadfly teacher tends to be highly
successful in teaching Native as well as non-Native students. What's he like?,Perhaps his main
classroom emphasis is atmosphere. Instead ordiving into theatademic work, he will spend
several days "establishing a positive social definition of the clessroom,situation." Western

.
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mantfeelk oblige&tbegiri the business at hand immediately, says Dr. Kleinfeld, but in many
cultures "establishing approPriate social relationships it an important business prerequisite'.
Only after ease and comfort of attitude towards the classroom situation has been established
can a Native student (or most students, non-Native as well) begin to learn. Then, the teacher
can begin to demand, in a warm and friendly way, bunevertheless demand,achievement.
Native students are not allowedtto hide behind the "shy-Native" role. The essence of success
can bd summed up as "intense warmth within a highly personalized relationship to draw
from students a standard of academic work which the students did not believe themselves
capable of." Direct criticism is best. A situation would be approached not by laying to a
daydreaming student 'Why are you sitting there with your book closed?', but rather 'Why is
the ,book close&' Joking js another effective way of expressing criticism, but not with
"sophisticated irony" rather with "broad gentle joshing."

. Clearly, the supportive gadfly combines the two most important characteristics of
successful teaching of Native and non-Native students -- personal warmth and active
demandingness.

The last introductory remark of this guide might be an opening to an entirely new
experience; that of discovering the existence of some really excellent research done on
Alaska. and Alaskan ethnic cultures. Many 9f the sources listed below have been borroileil

.from in writing this guide but much remains in each which could be very useful to.the
teachers. A well-equipped classroom for teaching ,Alaskan ethnic culture from a Human
Relations point of view should include the following:

)
1. Source Book on Alaska, compiled by Robert J. Peratrovich, Jr.

2. The First Alaskans, teacher's guidebook written by Daisy Lee Bitter to accompany
ABSD instructional television series.

3. iMaska Natives and the Land, Federal Field Committee for Development Planning
in Alaska..

4., Suggestions for Teaching Rural Alaska Native Students, written by SharonSellens
and Guy Fisher. ,

5; The Story Knife, teacher's guidebook written by Jan Gibson to accompany ABSD
instructional television series. 1

6. Man: A Course of Study, devOloped by Educational Development Center under
grants from' the National Science Foundation and produced by Curriculum Development
Assoc., Inc:

9RD OF EXPLANATION

The body of tfkiguide contains lessons, activities, ideas, etc., that can actually be
used in the classroom; most have been tested by the authors and they work. However a
problem irises 'when onetries to place them in groups, categories, or clusters. Many of them
are related to each other in several ways. The authors suggest that when a teacher is
searching for a particular type of lesson that he look 'throughout the plans. He may find
something in another section which more closely fits his idea's. Indeed, Most bf these lessons
.could be changed, rearranged, etc. It is hoped that any "variations oh the theme" that
,teachers ,come up with are recorded and passed along to others. Any that wish may send
these variations to Daisy Lee Bitter, Boarding Home Program Coordinator, Administration 0
Building. The lessons are grouped as f011ows:

I. ' Breaking the Ice

11. Developing a Positive Self-Concept

0010
15
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III. Investigating.the Concept of Group

IV. Family and Marriage

V. Art, Artifacts, and Activities

V I'. Drama, MuSic, Poetry, and Prose

V I Learhing Games

V I I I.: Geography

Some of the lessons in this guide have been adapted from Man: A Course of Study,
specifically that area dealing with the Netsilik Eskimos of Pally Bay. The Netsilik are
Canadian rather than Alaskan Eskimos, buerytuch of the research donecm them have a great
deal of value to a study of Alaskan Eskirho groups!

a
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BREAKING THE ICE

TITLE: Broken Squares

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY: I period

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPTS TO BE TAUGHT:

Problems man faces often require cooperationAolve.

\ , Non-verbal communication is often as important or more importanj than
communication in solving problems. i

.

verbal

ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

To allow students to experience non-verbal communication-
To allow students to solve problems in groups.
To help the student understand thevalue of cooperation in a group activity.
To increase awareness that in some situations it is necessary to subordinat the needs
of the individual to the needs of the group.
To increase the student's skill in changing his role in a group as the,:.-need arises.

TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

1. One set of squares should be provided for each group of five persons.

2. Directions ,for making sqUares:

a. A set .consists of five envelopei containing pieces of cardboard 'which have een

cut into different patterns and, when properly arranged, will form cardboard squares
,of equal size, six by six inches. Place the squares in a row and mark them as below;
penciling the letters a, b, c, and so on, lightly, so they can be erased later.

C C

:4
. ,

1 l ,..,

b. he lines should be so drawn 'Wit when cut out, all pteces marked "a" will be of
actty the sam size, all pieces marked'"c" of the same size, and so on. By using

` °muliiples of thre inches, several combinations will be possible that will -enable
participants to for one or two squares, but only one combinations is possible that

,P will form five square .six by six inches.
o

. .

c. After drawing the I yes orl the six by six inch squares and labeling their with
lowet-case letters, cut ea square as marked into smalleipieces to.make the oaks of

.

the puzzle. 4, k-?

...

d. Mark each of five envelop A, B, C, D, and E. Distribute the cardboard pieces in
the five envelopes as fdllows:

Ehvelope A nas pieces i, h, e
Enlvelor B has pieces a, a, a, c

;..

1)1L1 -2
,

-7-,
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ope C has pieces a, j
Envelope D has pieces d, f
Envelope E has pieces g, b, f, c

0

0 r

-
e. Erase the penciled letter from each piece and write, instead, the appropriate
envelope letter, as Envelope A, Envelope B, and so on. This will puke it easy to
return the pieces'to the proper envelope forsubsequent use.

f. Divide the class into groups, five_ people to a group. Students not nvolvecl in a
group can be assigned to observe one group. These observations can b shared wit.h .
the class when the task has been corplfed. ,

,
. -

.\\.,
-

all
3. Instructions to the groups

, , , I

\\

..,
'a. In this package are five envelopes, each of which contains pieceS of cardboard forv /.
forming cluares. When the teacher gives the signal to begin, the task of yotr group is
to form five \sqcrr.7-eiof equal size. Th sk wil,l/not- be_completed intil each
individ#al has before him.a perfect square the saine size as that held by others. :Ns

A
T a - _

s .-.

b. inform grdups that-this is a n -verbal ivity and no member may ask another
member for a card or-in-any ay signal/that another person is to give him a card: / .
Members may, liow,ever, give ds to ether members.

c. When several grou
elapsed, call time an

z
Lk. Possible Discussi

1 z 7----T7
a The teacher may want to all W the' group to discuss the Exp- ience among.
temsel iszbefore,callingifOr a

=,' \
ow did you feel when someone holding a key.piece did not.see the solution?

--- Flbw did ybu feel when someonhad completed his square incorrectly and then sat
back with a self-satisfied smile on'his a e?
1 .

4A''' / Niey.... c. What 'feelings do y think he had? How did yoU fee abo t the persOn who could
----1---The---so1 tit io iEll y as the others? Did y u want to get him out of the' 1 ..

?', way or help him? t
;.

("._
, 4

s have so
discu

ed the problem or the maximum allowable time has -
the eperiepce among students.

neral discussion.

TITLE:,. Peo0e Hunt

LENGT11
,

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPT2TO'fiE TAUGHT:
. -5

on-verbal communication is' sometimes more effective tha verbal communication.
1 /1"

ATTI4DINAL AND B HAVIORAL OBJ8C Et:

To mak articipards More a thernsel s by removing the barrlier of language.
e participants mare awa other

-1r tensify person_alfeelings for the p
)To create a warm, open atr:--nos-pheirrthe-C-Iasoorn.-, _

3 1\
.

-8-
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I.

To make participants aware of how their feelings affect, tivatf non=verbal

communication.

TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND LEARNING ACTIVM ES:

1. Prepare a.name tag fOr each member of the class.

,'2. Distribute them so that no one gets his own first name.

3.. Ask the class to find an individual who has that first name. They.may not talk or
write questions in this pursuit. It must be entirely through non-verbal communication.'

4. When everyone has been discovered, disbuss the activity using the questions below
as a suggested guide. Don't hesitate to ask the same question of different students since the
reaction will probably beflifferent;

How did you feel during this activity?
Was it difficult to 'seep silent? Why?
What-vigre the actions and reactionof other class
Did you feel self-conscious? -
What facial expressions were observed?

", Did you like looking directly into someone's eyes?

RELATED ACTIVITIES;.

1. Non-Verbal Greeting (Procedure A):

3

members?

t.cit.-, from the class, various' ways people communicate, i.e\ language
(writtg-n-,sp en), gestures, facial expressions, etc. Suggest that each student imagine himself
at a party whe no one speaks his language. Ask the class to stand up and ask each student
to greet as many people as possible, in a friendly manner, in a specified arnount of time,
without speaking. -

The students may possibly move around the room waving to each other, shaking
hands, smiling, giggling, etc. Observe and/participate, if possible,.so that questions can be
related to what actually occurred.

At the .close of the activity,. ask the class, to
exercise. (See questions above.)

i

2. Procedure. B:

return, to'.their seats and discuss the

.4

Divide the class into .two equal groups. Form the groups into two !concentric circles
facing each other about two feet apart. Direct them to greet each other, in 'a friendly
manner, without speaking for a short period of time. After the first pairs have greeted each

' other in the allotted time, have the outer circle rotate to the right so that the proCess ma
begin again with the next person. CoritinUe until the original pairs meet agai . At theclos

,of the activity discuss the exericise. (See questions above.).,

Have class members choose partneks. Tell the 'students to. face their partners. One
will lead, the other will follow. The leader is to pretend that he is looking into a mirror. The
follower mill pretend, that he is the mirror and will reflect the actions, facial expressions,
etc., of the leader. Caution the leaders to move slowly so that the mirror can coordinate his
movements. Tell the mirrors-to, logk directly into the leader's eyes. After a time, change so
`that,the mirror becomes the leader. (Consult questions above.)

3. The Mirror:



4. dtaders' Circle:

Arrehge desks so that there is sufficient room to form a large circle. Have the class
join ,handsi.and form a large circle. If the rooro is 'too small; limit the number to ten or
fifteen Oolunteers. Members of the circle are pot allowed totalk. Tell-the students in the
circle to think of a place in the room where they would like-the circle to move. When the
signal is gitien, the shape of the circle will be distorted by people within -who wish to move
in differenfidirections. After a few ,minutes call time. If the activity becomes physically
thfeateningsstop it immediately.

TITLE: One Way -Two Way Conimunication

LENGTI4 CFACTIVITY: 1 period

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPTS TO BE TAUGHT:

The communication process should unite and lead to better understanding among
people.

NohNerbal communication is often as important or more important than verbal
communication.

ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

0.
To :help students become aware of communication as a way in which people relate,,

to one another.
.c:,':

Tosdemonstrate that coMmunication'is both a verbal -and a non-verbal proceis.

ITo_ demonstrate how luman relations can be improved through two-way
,-:.

communication. ,
1,--'.' l ,

t
To, recognize that while One way communication is usually less time consuming,

,., ,.
two-way coMmunication.oroduces a higher level of confidence.

c.,

. TiPaid the student in realizing that two Way communication is more difficult for
some people.

TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
tr,

1 ',fAsk for a clarification of the meaning of communication and illustrations of when
it takes Tice. Explain that the following'experiment will show how communicatiorr, is
affected i directionality.

Divan be:

one wey-Ita speaker giving a lecture
two way 4- a telephone conversation ,
network - whispering somethinifrom One ,person to another

to another,

2,1Select a demonstratorand two observers. The group members each need a pencil
and two sheets of paper, one labe' led Chart I and the other, Chart II ;Ile- II the group that the

0015
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demonstrator will give directions to draw a, diagram. In the firsi,situation they may is:it ask
questions and give no audible response. In the second drawing situation, they .may ask
questions and the demonstratorwill answer them. The demonstrator. c:anncit, however, show
the chatis or show their relatjtinship to one another by drawinOiagrams'in the,,air with his
hands. Only verbal directions are acceptable. Note the time which elapses for each situation.

..

3. Situation I (Audience uses Chart I) .'
,.

n'
The demonstrator4 has his back turned to the group. Hels told to study the diagram
and be careful' pot to let the ilarticipants see the diagratn of squares. The observers
are instmdted to obiervethe behavior and reactions of the demonstrator and the
articipantS. i .,-

,
, ri .

0 .),

4. SituatOn 11 (Audience' uses Chart II)
,, i Y ,

The dempriStrator ,face* the participants. Cluestions.,caktie asked of and answered by
the derriltrator.

iri 'I" -i
5. When this phase is completed, ask the students` to guess their accuracy fdr each

chart. Display the actual charts. Have the students deterrnine'their actual accuracy..t

6. Discuss and compare the results in terms of-tinie, accuracy, and their own
confidence. Ask the observers to commen't ...u.ehavior..andileactions of the group and
demonstrator. Discuss these observations with thelgroup.

7. Sumtnarize by pointing out that one-Wa omrn unicafion is oft:en quicker, less
accurate and the levelof confidence of the hearer js roweiir.:.tWo-way communication takes
=tie time, but is also likely to be more accurate.

4liarti l. _Two -Way8. Chi) One-Way

-RESOURCES:

4

Handbook Of Staff Development and Humarr Relationl Training: Materials
Developed For Use -1'n Africa (revised and expanded edition) by Donald Ny1en, J. Robert

'Mitchell, and Anthony Stout. 9. ?

() 016 .
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TITLE: Classroom Gabgraphy

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY: Adaptable

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPT TO BE TAUGHT:

. Classroom variety has much to do with the type of Communication taking place.

ATIITUDINAL AND BEH,VIORAL OBJECTIVES:

To promote creative thinking.

To get the students to more fully participate in class discussion.

° To provide a vehicle for teacher analysis of group liscussion procedure..

TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

1. Placement of desks in a, classroom has much to do with the type of
communication taking place. Sometimes, for real communication, the teacher, must push

back the desks!

4 2. The following are some stiscessful, desk pattern's used by teachers at different
times for different purposes to promote discussion and facilitate communication X

'indicates the teacher position.

3. Example:

x
t

IN NS
x 111
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DEVELOPING A POSITIVE SELF-CONCEPT

TITLE: My Pe onal Time Line

LENGTH 0 ACTIVITY: 1 period

HUM4N ELATIONS CONCEPT TO BE TAUGHT:

he bincess of developing a positive self;concept

ATTI UDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

To develop an awareness and appreciation of self. ,

Tb explore personal contribution to human affairs..

o help'relate self to people and environment.

ING TECHNIQUES AND LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

1. The time line can serve both as a wbstitute for, or as a preliminary outline to an
autobiography. /

2. Begin with a discussion of the many different personal experiences which make
';tip individual lives. Encourage students to recall significant events which influenced or

affected their own lives, expeences which, at the time, involved their feelings and attitudes
about themselves.

r:r
3. Then have the students; record the events, - both positive and negative - along

either side of a vertical line Which represents the individual life span from birth to the
present.

.

- 4. biaw-, a vertical line in .the center of

inch.
legal-sized paper (or anY other long paper) in pcil
or ink% The line.should eitend from about one
above the bottom edge to two inches from the to
allowing space for the title and student's name.

f.

5. Beginning at the boitom, with birth, Work
up the line to the present time.. ; '

6. Strict chronplogy is not important, and
early childhood events will, of necessity, be recorded
de facto.. It may be necessary to stimulate the classes
thinking by. indicating some .of the more common
experiences, such as learning to talk and walk,
starting schoo , childhood diseaies, travel, learning
skills, getting ets and special gifts, injuries, illnesses,
losing pets, aths of relatives;.new.siblings.

7. Completed time lines may be displayed '

above or together with collages (see later lesson).

RELATED -ACTIVITIES:. Life Line

The If% line is an outgrowth of the personal time line. A long piece of heavy yarn or
string represents each individual's life. One end is birth, the other, death. Students, using 3 x

MY TIME LINE
Saluk Harper

Today,

Got a new puppy

My best teacher

Started grade 5

Broke a window

Learned to drive
snowmobile ";

Got a sled

Best friend moved

Got glasses

Nothing else happened

Learned a dance -.

Best report card

Broke my arm

Won foot race

Got shots

Went to fist) camp

Started to talk

f was born

Grandpa died

Went to Nome

Broke glasses

Got chicken pox

Started school

Got a puppy

Started to walk

S
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5 cards and paper clips, illustrate .the yarn with t nportant events of .their past and
project what they think will happen in the future. The value of this activity lies with the
opportunity to display and discuss each life line.

\ i

TITLE: A Collage of Self

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY: 1 period

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPT TO BE TAUGHT:
o

Positive self concept developrrient.

ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

To discover personatstrengths and weaknesses.
To develop an awareness and appreciation of self.
To identify personal goali.
To recognize personal convictions.

TgACHING TECHNIQUES AND LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

1. Before starting this activity, amass a generous stockpile of picture, magazines,
newspapers, comic books, travel brochures, catalogs, greeting cards,picture Postcards,
illustrated calendars, book advertisements and any other picture sources available (be sure to
get materials that both Native and non-Native students can use).

2. You might begin b_y.creating a collage of yourself.teut out an` assortment of
pictures and- words which reflect your tastes, interests, hobbies, talents, leisure activities,

, favorite things, philosophy and ideals.
.)'

.

3. Mount the items on any convenient background material - newspaper, craft paper,
wrapping paper, wallpaper, constructions paper, oak tag, 'cardboard, burlap, or any cloth

:: remnant.

4. Collages can be any manageable' ize or shape desire,d. The badkground Material
may be part of the design, or cut away to create irregular shapes.

-

5. Let the class examine and then disCuss their interpfetatitn of yOur collage.
Encourage students to talk about the thirigs which they' have discovered about you. Then,
ask the class to create collages of themselves.

6. Older students will enjoy making three dimensional collages by pasting wordfand
pictures to cubes, cones, cylinders, pyramids and polyhedronal forms constructed froM
cardboard and masking tape. There are any number of. interesting variations that can be
achieved through imaginative use of materials..

7. Provide for adequate discussion and display of the completed collages.

8. Encourage students. (especially Native, boarding home students who like to draw)
to do their -own art for their collage, for several of the illustrations they need may not'be :t

'teadily available in the'usuat magazines.
L

9. As related activity have those students who wish to draw, paint, or chalk a
self-portrait. This is especially successfOl with younger students.

0 fl 19
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TITLE: A Serial Autobiography

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY: Several periods as desired

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPT TO BE TAUGHT.

Positive self-concept de./el ment.

ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL BJEC IVES:

To cultivate an increasing awareness nd appreciation of self.
To help relate the selto people an environment.
To appreciate personal 'uniquenet
To explore personal contributio to human affairs.

TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND LEA NING ACTIVITIES:

1. This autobiography is Milt up overa period of time through a sequential series of

(questionnaire worksheets. The prima y,
.purpose of this activity is to cultivate an increaqing

awareness and appreciation of self th ough repeated introspection and verbalization.

.
2. Each worksheet section rovides in-depth ..exploration of a student's experience

and involvement in a specific area of human affairs. Sentence stubs are utilized to guide
NdevelOpment of each topic with oth objective and subjective responses. There is some

/repetition and overlapping betwee the sections, but this is in the nature of reinforcement.

3. Students complete on: section of the series each week over a period of 10
weeks. The frequency may be acd lerated if it is desirable. When All ten sections have been

completed, they are bound togethr r to form.individual autobiographiet.

4. Listed below are the m jOr topics together with suggested sentence stubs. The
should be adjusted to fit indivi ual .classroom needs. Use only those, items which

appropriate. , .

MY FEELINGS

I usually feel
I feel unhappy when
I feel lonely when
The best feeling in the world is
Things that frighten me are
If I had a fight with a friend I

, When people don't listen to me I '
Things I argue about at home are
The things that bug me most are
1 hate

I am bappiest when
,

Things that make me angry are
The worst feeling in the world .is
I like to be alone when
I really get mad when
When I get mad at home I
If someone called me a name I would
Thegperson I argue with most often is
C can:C stand

I love

0 2 0
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THINGS I LIKE TO DO

Things nike to do after school are
Things I like to do in winter are
Jobs Tike to do are

I n school I RIO (o:
I like to read about
My hobbies are
TV shows I like to watch are

it

Sports I like to Watch are
When a cold wind blows, I like to
1 wish I could

imY FAVORITE THINGS

My favorite:

game is

season is

stor'Y is

place is
smell is
day is
trick is t

. drink is
activity is

On weekends1 like to

t
Thins I like,to do in summer are
I like to buy

. I like io go to . .

At home or in my villre I like to
I would like to spend more time
Games I li to play are
When it rains I like

IWhen,it snows, I like to
When) grow up I would like to

.

(Repeat "My favorite" before each item)

colOr is

TV Show is
book is
person is
sight is
thing is
relativeis
music is
time of days

sport is
food is
subject is
sound is
animal is
*thing is
possession is
.celebration is

THINGS'IS DISLIKE

, (Repeat each of the items above preceeded by "-the" and followed by the phrase "I dislike
most is i e .The game I dislike most is

'.:,,:PLACES I HAVE GONE e.

Places I go,near home, or my village are
My family and I sometimes go to
We plarto go to
?would like to gPia:
Sometimes we go to
The farthesraway I have ever been-is'
I wish we could go to

-When I am alone; I like to g9 to

My family and I often go to
We have taken trips to
My favorite place is
My friends and I often go to'
We would like to go to
Our class has been,to
When I grow up I, would like to go to
The best place hilthe world is

1

c



SUGGESTED TOPICSAND LEAD QUESTIONS FOR SERIAL AUTOBIOGRAPHY

r.

WHO'l AM

1
am m a My name is i

:::.1 am _,,e___ years old. I was born on ' at

am tall, and I Weigh , lbs. I have eyes and hair.

You can recdgnize me because _______. My friends call me

I upuallYfeel
"-I

The best thing about me is

I am different from anyone else because
This is,a picture of me. (Insert photo or self-portrait.)

...

MY,FAMI LY

There are.
.

pectpl in sny family. I hive 'brothers and sisters.

My older brothers and sisters names are The oldest is

My younger brothers'and sisters are Wit The youngest is

The other members ot my family are my ----The best thing about my family is

Things we enjoy doing together are _ "'RegularIobstdo at home are

Things I like to do best with my family are I sometimes her-v.

Things I would like to do more often with my family are
I feel happy at home when
I wish my family could
Special things I do fill; my family are

'MY FRIENDS

My special friends are
Things I like best about myfriends are
Things I like to do best with my friends are
Friends are really - P

help- my friend's by

Some places I go with friends are
I could make more friend; if
t don't want my friends around when
I usually feel when I am with friends

I feel sad when
Special things my family do for
The person who understands me be

MY SCHOOL

I go to school =

My teacher is
'My best subject is
I dislike - the most

11 need to improve in

' Ways I help in school are
Things I like best about school are
In school I usually feel
My teacher is usually
My class is usually
If I ran the school, I would

4

My best friend is
I make friends because I

are
.

My friends help me by
Things that bug me about friends are
I wish my friends would
I like people who
I don't like people who

I am in grade
s, The subjects I like best are

Subjects I dislike are _7_
do my tiestiWork in

.; I think that my grades
I think homework is
Things I don't like abodt school are -
I ish the school would

T eacher should.

!Wish they would
When I finrsh school, I plea to

-17- .
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RELATED 'ACTIVITIES:
.

- 1. A personal.evaluatidn sheet:

0

ft

a. .The Personal Evaluation Sheet is an informal, non-threatening work heet designed
to help stubents clarify and verbalize theirleelings about themselves in relation to

--everyday experiences. The evaluation sheet' Src be readily adapted to meet the
requirements of a wide range of grade levels.by altering the substance and structure
of the questions. f 601 ''.: I

*6.

b. The ditth evaluation sheets are composed of sentence stubs or questions intended
4 to stimulate responses about the concerns-and attitudes shared by all children.

Although the process itself is 'the primary objective :iirthis activity, the feedback is
pften useful for future planning or follow-up:,
c, listed below areSome suggested sentence stUbs arictq(uestions which can be °sect
on evaluation sheets. I,t is .recommeked that ihe number of questions be limited'to
about ten or-twelve. daestions may, be deleted, aCkleCVor modified to fit Massrponi., -need, /

Personal Evaluation Sentence Stubs: f

Today I feel very .

I enjoy. .

I am unhappy.when . . .

I feel good when . . .

Wish mV tefitheds) . . v
classrilates,think I . "Ye:

.

School is . . °

-- ,

I enjoy reading about . . . . ,
.Reading a book' is . . .-
I-wish grown-ups woUld (wouldn't). .

If I had to move I . . . .

I like myself best when ;, . . .

Most sisters and brothers . .
, 0When I grow up . . . . 0

If I had aphoice, I would . . ..,: ' .
:

I feel tonely when.. . . . - . -
.

Atschoo1.1 am . . .

I wish . . . .
.

Tomorrow I would like to . . ' . ' . . ' '.

If I had my way . . . .
..

-.

-

4

Personal Evaluation Questions for. younger chen are answered with a yes, no,
or sometimes.

-

bo you like school? Your' teacher? Your classmates?
Are you a helper? \

4
Do you like you. --,...

Are you a kind person? A quietperson? A gentle person?
Are you usually happy? Unhappy?'Sad?
Do you have many friends? AlIest friena?
Do you have fun with your friends?, Your classmates?
Do you haim fun at home (in your village)? ;Outside? Inside?
Did you like doing this sheet?. *

,
d. These questions can also be used as an oral aCtiyity with younger children.

s

I _

v"-^ -
r-

0.1
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2. Weekly Reaction Sheet:
O

a.- This activity enables-students to refle :u on' the week just past. It
presents, an opportunity for ope pression of feelings, opt satisfactions,

dissatisfactions, improvements d changes. A series of eight to ten senten 'tubs is

utilized. . V

I feel that this week I improved in
I wish I had
I really didn't like it when
I wish our s could
The st thi thpt happened this week was_
In gen al, I t ink thKwgek was
It was.i ter mg to learn
Next week uld like to
Co

!I

'1-11
4.-

b. Initiated over a num ser of weeks, observations an comments' become less ,
superficial and more penetratin
student.

0.

he option of a signature should be allowed each

-19-()24
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INVESTIGATING THE CONCEPT OF GROUP

tlfLE: Silent Majority

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY: 1 period

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPTS TO BE TAUGHT:

Man belongs to one biological family..

No group is innately superior to another;

ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

To enable the student to experience discrimination.

To avoid' using physical appearance as a criterion for judging the worth and
,capabilities of others.

To base judgments and relationships with other people upon each individual, not
upon tWe group to which he belongs.

To expose discriminatory attitudes in the classroom.

To help the student to consider behavioral changes and ways to implement these in
the classroom and in society.

TEACHING TEHNIQUES AND LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

1. As the teacher is conducting the class in any subject matter field, he might
authoritatively tell a student to.take his books and to stand in the back of the room.

2. He, should, however, avoid choosing students who usually have conflicts with
authOtity.,

3. StUdent's who offer argument should be silenced immediately.
et;

4. As he goes along with the lesson, gradually he has an increasing number of
students standing in the back with their books. When everyone in the class becomes puzzled
by this abnormal situation, the discussion might begin. Questions might be:

Why did you follow my instructions?
Why didn't you speak up? When should people speak up?
How does this resemble the My Lai incident in Vietnam?
How would you relate Thoreau's "Essay onCivil Disobedience'-' td this?
Are we training sheep?
Do you find any parallels between the class situation today and the
_ white man's treatment of the Indians, Eskimos, Aleuts? Or other

minority- groups?

RELATED ACTIVITY: Brown Eyes -,,Bluae Eyes

1. Divide the class into-,two group's, those with blue eyes and those with brown eyes.
Any other comparable methOd of dividing the.class may also be used, i.e. students' height,
hair color, length of hair /sex, etc. Siudentsshould NOT' be told the basis for the division. If
the teacher's eyes re blue, he might favor the blue-eyed 'group in order to increase
discriminatory.planning. Give oral questions to students similar to the following:
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a. Blue eyes

Brown eyes
b. Blue eyes

Brown eyes
c. Blue eyes

Brown eyes
d. Blue eyes

Brown eyes

- "Who discovered America?"
- "Who discovered New Zealand?"

"What is 7 + 3?"
"- "What is 1/3 of 72?"
- "What line follOws: 'Twas the night before Christmas?"
- "What line follows: 'Neath th'e spreading Chestnut tree?"

"What large waterfall is located near Buffalo?"
"What is the largest waterfall in the world?"

o

2. As the group with the more difficult questions vocalizes its hoStility, put down all
resistance. After the experiment is over, explain that the division was made according to eye
color if they do not guess why some were discriminated against. Discuss ways in which we
discriminate against groups. Students will, vocalize the impossibility of answering some of
the questions without, resorting ,to encyclopedias, etc., and the unfairnessof one set of the
questions as opposed to the other. Consider how we constantly deprive each other of
privileges in the classroom, at home in the family situation, in business._ Arrange a chart of
classroorrr privileges using students' suggestions.

3. This .approach might be used with older students. Divide the clatrilltbtwo groups-
according to eye color. Tell one group that they aresuperibr to the other and allow them,to
sit in,the front of the room. Develop the idea of stereotyping. Blame the whole group when
one of the inferiors makes any commotion. Compliment the group of uperiors -vvlifin one
gives a correct answer.

4. Some teachers might profit from suggestions on the debriefing and follow-Fp
discussion.

TITLE:" Ethnocentrism -- Examples

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY: One class period

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPT TO BE TAUGHT:

. Attitudes toward other groupi may be determined by one's own cultural reference.

ATTIT.UDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

To detect examples of judging otheqby one's own ultural standards.

TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

1. Pass out a c py of the following sheet to each student.

SHEET:

° Culture* Causes

The lenses through whithInyslation looks at life are not the ones that other nations
use. --Ruth Benedict

1.. Some 'boys are playing together. One boy says that they should have a race.
Another boy, Who is smaller than the rest, states that he clods not want to run in the,
race. He starts to walk slowly away from the pth but he-is stopped by thetoy

J
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whdsuggested the race. Whtifiappen next?

.2. A handsoine young works in a place where he sees a beautiful young lady
day. He is 'str ng, healthy, and intelligent. He dOes

would like to marry_and h ve a family. The young lady is'Orace ul, well-mannered,
almost everc, t have a wife. He

and charming. She too is un arried. What will happen next?

3. The focal point of the shri e is a box which is built into the wall. In this,box are
kept the many charr'ns 'an4a agiCal potiOns-lhithout which no-native believes h
could live. The charm is not d' posed of aft it-has served its purposes, but is placed
in the charm-box of the hou ehold shrine. T e magical packets are so numerous that

.people forget what their;pur oses were and f r toU, them again. While the natives
are very vague pn this poik, we Can' only assu e t the idea in retaining all theold
magical materials is that thejOneienCe in the c arm-box will in'ome way protect
the worshiper.

, a. Do you'approOrAisaPproye of the natives?
e

b. Do their pra'ctices make sensep you? :4

c..Have you heard of any other grstl'u-p whictr,

4. Make sense out of each of the olldwing praAdes;customs, or beliefs by-placing it
in its cultural milieu:

.

Assimilar practices?.)

1' ,,,
,r)

.

a. A tTan's purchase of a new car every year, even th4augh,his last 'car still runs
perfectly.

b. The Heide, ceremony inv
opposing chiefs -- destructive

lying th clestructipp dfilfOttsonal priSperty by two
otlatch's.

c. A Tlingit practice of bury'

199
d. Belief by the Eskimos that shamans

e. A woman's sleeping on painful hair

2. Ask.the students to'read the first excerpt.

d, a

ave spy

tcpls with the dead.

rs.
rlers all nigh long.

A.,t *

3. After alt students have read the ex rpt, askothe students the question: Whafwill'
,

happen next? Allow for an open - ended discussion. ., . /
-,

4. When all points of view haye been' presented, tell the students that -the boys
-s involved are, members of a Navajo culture which frowns Upon competition. Ask studefus

how,this will-affect what will happen next. 1

a:

O

.
5. Then ask students ead the second excerpt, and again have them answer the

question: Whatwill happen next? A w ditcussion time. ,

.. ,

; . , , .-
4 ,

6. After discussion, telt1f e students that the man and woman Men,itioned were
members of the Alaskan Eskimo group veo value vyorking ability (hunting ana fishing for
boys; sewing, cooking, and. housekeeping r gills). In the highly inhospitable Arctic
environment, working ability is the most impo ant thing in mate selection.

'''''" 7. Have the students read the thied excerpt and briefly answer the questions ort the
sheet. .

. 0 .

B. Allow open discussion of the possible' opinions on the qu'estions. Thei mention
'that the excerpt might be an anthropological study of the Medicine chest in present-day

2

. American culture. Allow discussion on that point of view. .

4 Vz,
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9. Then ask students to examine the five examples given in the fourth excerpt.,The
actions in the examples might seem: peculiar to people of a different culture. Ask them to
rriake. sense out of each of these.practices, customs,4or beliefs, by placing them in the_
cultural milieu whiatrdeveloped them:7

TITLE: American Character: New Curriculum

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY: Two class periods

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPT TO BE TAUGHT:

American minority groups are not alltAred full realization of American democracy.

ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECtIVES:-,

reflecur5on one's concept of "The i!kmerican Dream".

To verbalize its changing nature and the role of ininorngroups in this dreaM.

To compare other cultures perception of "The American Deearri".,
TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

1

1. Give students dittoed sheets with twenty possible characteristicstof American \I
character with space provided for their own comment.

CHARACTER ISTICS OF AMER ICAN:CHI-RACTER

.

1.. Committed to the habit of work
2. A nation of joiners
3. individualism
4. Acquisitive materialistic
5. Optimistic
6. Restless -- hurried
7.. Equality of opportunity
8. Inclined to violence,
9.- Pragmatic -- will it work?

1-0.

11. Given to overstatement
12. Free Of social bias
13, Believer in short-cuts
14. Believer in fair play /

15, Conformist in morals
16. .Politically astute and mature
17, Mobile
18. Ethnocentric
19; Patriotic
20. Insists on-punctuality

r.

Other characteristics you would add: qualities of an American:

22..
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23.
24.
25.
26.

What is "The American Dream"? Has it changed through America's history? How do
minority gro-Ups fit into it?

2. (Break the class into small groups to discuss their concepts of "The American
Character". In one.class period, each group is asked to decide on a consensus of five chief
characteristics. Ask, ach group to respond. Discuss.

'3.. The next day, taking the same list of characteristics, choose one of the Alaskan
Ethnic groups. Compare and contrast "The Eskimo Dream", "The Aleut Dream", or "The
Tlingit Dream". An example of twenty-one characteristics of "The Eskimo Dream" would
be:

1. Committed to the habit of hard work
2. Cooperative
3. Utilizes all resources (doesn't waste anything)
4. Highly skilled in life work
5. Controlled by iocica I mores rather than laws
6. Vile orientation is on present
7. Generous '
8. Doesn't want to be considered a show off
9. Mobile

10.. Pacifistic
11 Cares for all
1g. Believes in spirit world
13. lielieves animals are superidr to men
14; Wife advertisement of husband's wealth

if 15. Practical (/)
16. Soft-spokert \
17. Learned in,danorg
18, Good menidrk
192. Controlled r
20: COncerned with survival constantly
21. Respected

TITLE:Lthe Group Acts tq Protect Itself

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY: One Period

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPTS TO BE TAUGHT:

=There can tie no coherent social life unless

understandable and even predictable to others.

To,maintain, an orderly system of social relatidns,
broadly accepted patterns of behavior.

ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

4-

(

the way individuals behave is

people must behave according'IO

4T
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'To realize that societies need some means of.pro&fing itself against individuals who
threaten the group.

To understand that cultures have different techniques of. protecting itself from
individual threats.

TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND ACTIVITIES:
..,., ...,

1. Often,
,

in a society, an Individual's behavior does not fit the accepted patterns.
When he is harmless to others; like a man who refuses to marry, he may be ridiculed. But
when he threatens 'the group, he,must be removed fprhit. In Eskimo society, the family is
r onsible for its own members. But when'the camas p whole is threatened, the men oft-
the camp come together to 'decide on a course ofactio7,

2. There are few rules which the Eskimo must follow. These include:

. Eskimos must share their food.

13". Every man must join in the hunt unless sick, injured, or too old.

c. A man who is sick,,injured, or too old, is fed by the others.

`11. No one can settle in a camp without the approval of the others.
ro

Whenever any of these rules are broken, the peace of the group is threatened.

3. Read thee tale "When a Dog is Crazy" 4on;following pages)..This tale describes
how members of the winter cunt, of -the Netsilik EskiMos deal with a man who doesnot
hunt and who finally goes madAnd threatened the security of the camp.

What jobs did Alornek no longer perform?
1

, -

What did he do that made him a threat_to the rest of the group?

.? - '14
What effect did Alornek's menacing behav,---rhave on people at the camp?
Student's should see that although they ,Were: frightened, thepeople were drawn
together by Alornek'sthreats.)

Although a group of hunters met to-decide what should be done, it wasAlornek's
brother who was chdsen to do, the killing? Why? 1.

4. Each of the following questions could lead to'a discussion of some of the issues
raised in this discussion. One or two might be-appropriate:

Did the men kill Alornek as a punishment? Why 'Ai you think they killed hini?

What choices were there other than killing Alornek? What choices would we have in
'-dealing with a Person like Alornek? Who-Would make these decisions?'

°

- '-'" Did Alaskan Eskimos ever have' customs sinillai to this?
, ;,

9 .

What behaviors threaten the' peace or safety of a group you know ab
example, an a child's behavior becbmeo disruptive to a class that the child
be expelled from the school? Do you think his is the best way of dealing with til
problem?

V,.. 9
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WHEN A DQG IS CRAZY.

Manelak was waiting the next morning when her father and her son returned. She
told Sekinek and Ukpik that sometime in the middle ofthe night, Kunak had woken up and
asked where he Was and therVie had eaten, thoughhis cut face still hurt him. His fear of the
white bear seemed to be passing.

Old Sekinek and Ukpik smiled. they kept their secret, but now they knew whose
magic was stronger.

Every person in the camp knew about Kunak and .the bear. They talked among
themselves. The word tonrak was used. They thought of who Kunak's enemy could be, and
they remembered the song due6 and the boxin4 match 'between Kunak and Alornek. They
whispered abcipt Alornek and said he was crazy.

Alornek stayed in his igloo by himself. People did not want to go near him. But
Ukpik went. Heknelt at the entrance and listened. Hisfather was singing.

While the other people talked among themselves, Alornek's family worried. One
night Pakluk, Alornek's brother, said, "Losing a good hunter' like ,Alornek is bad for
everyone,"andthey knewhow deep Pakluk's unhappiness went.

Yom jold their children not to play near Alorn'ek's igloo.,Some people said that
they heard rangescrtaining in thilslieep, and they were afraid.

0 day eti en th en e home, the women told .them something bad had.
happeried.

Pamiok unak's da hter, had been walking by Alornek's igloo. She had heard
Alornek callingsto he?: "Parraok, come here, I need your help."'

She had gone Into the tunnel. According to her story, Alornek was sitting on the
platform hugging himself, and singing. At first he hardly noticed the girl. Then big tears
filled his eyes and he began to say, "My niece, my little Pamiok, now you've done it. Now
you've made the'seals go away from us and we are going to starve." .

Pamiok- told him no, that he was thinking of another time. She said there were
plenty of seals.

"Then,why are we always so hungry?" Alornek asked her.
All at.once Alornek reached for his harpoon and lunged at Pamiok. She escaped into

the tunnel and ran.
WherpUkpik came into Samik's igloo, he could see that Pamiok had recovered frOm

the fright Alornek had given her.
Ukpik turned-to Samik and asked, "Do you want to come out with me?"
"Where to? It's dark out there," Samik said.
"Just to walk."
"AlLright."
Once they were outside, Ukpik lifted his coat and took out a slab of meat he had

been hiding against his chest. ,

"Where are we going?" Sacciik asked again.
"I have to take this to my father."
Ukpik found the tunnel into his father's igloo closed up with a snowblock. He

pushed it aside with his hands and started down the black tunnel. Then he found another
block.

Alornek's voice came from inside the igloo: "Don't come any farther."
"It's only me -- Ukpik."
"DOn't come," the voice said.
"I have some meat for you."
"I don't want it." /
"All right."
Ukpik turned himself around. Samik was right behind him. "He doesn't want to

eat," Ukpik whispered.
For a, while the men went about their work. Once when they were visiting at

Kuhak'S douse, the .hunter smiled suddenly and said, "Maybe he will be better when the
winter's over and we move off the ice."

Everyone knew .who Kunak was talking about, becaus&Alornekstayed always on
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their minds. What was he doing there in his igloo? What was he eating? "Mad things frighten
us," one of the hunters said while they were eating at the great igloo one night.

It was Sekinek who finally had the news. "The other families have come to see us,"
he said.

"About Alornek?" ,
'Yes. Today he came out. He went around from igloo to igloo beg ging for food."
"Did he come here?" .

"No, not at all. He 'went down into old Okortok's igloo and begged for something
sweet to eat. When Okortok's wife said she hanothing for him, Alornek grabbed Okortok's
knife and tried to stab her. Okortok managed to chase him out and Alornek went running
through the camp and broke. every hdpoon he could find in front of igloos. The other
hunters want bs to talk -tb them."

"WheA?"
- "Tonight," Sekinek said.

That night the older hunters in the camp met with the men related to Alornek.
When Sekinek and Kunak, Pakluk and Ukpik got there, the others were already seated. Talk
stopped abruptly.

No one seemed to want to begin. Many were nervous. They tugged at tufts' f fur on
thgir coats, they spat, they avoided looking at Sekinek or Pakluk.

Okortok cleared his throat. "We all,know the way we .do things. We all know how
we act."

"Eh, eh," somkof the other men nodded and agreed.
"Once I had a dog," Okortok went on in his smooth voice. "A good dog, a lead dog,

the very best. Then this dog began to be very strange. He would howl at his own shadow,
and try to fight with himself. Sometimes on a trip he would lie down And pretend he was
dead..Then I would give him a kick. Now most dogs get up when yOu kick them, but not

. this one. So I would unharness him and leave him on the trail. SOmetimes he Wouldn't catch
-up with us for days anddays."

Okortok paused. He put his chin in his hand. "But I kept this crazy dog, even with
his craziness. You know how it is."

Sekinek noddgd and repeated,-"You kept him."
"Yes. Until he started fighting with the other dogs. Not for fun or for the game of it,

but tearing into them with hiS teeth. What could I do?- I had to save my other dogs by killing
this one. It was a loss for me, but I had to do it. My daughter was just a little girl then and I
thbught 'What if the dog goes at tier with his teeth?' You know such things can happen
when a dog is crazy. A time comes when you have to protect the others. That's the way we

agorae

are.
Again several men nodded in agreement.
Pakluk broke in "But you waited until you knew foriure the dog was crazy until

the danger was too'great."
Okortok looked straight across at Alornek's brother. "With Alornek that time has

come. It came today."
Ukpik could see his grandfather's sharp face. It was very still, as.though Sekinek

weren't even breathing. Then the old man put his hand up to cover his eyes and his head
began-to nod. "Yes," he said.

Before he knew what he was doing, Ukpik was on his feet. "No!" he shouted.
All the faces were turned up at him in surprise; a whole crowd of faces.
He saw himself running, going through the dark to Alornek, harnessing dogs. and

leaving this camp. Going.
"Sit down." It was his grandfather's heird voice. "What you say is right, Okortok,

though it is hard for me to say the words. We cannot Afford the danger. Yes, this is the way
we do it."

. Sekinek took a deep breath and looked around the room. "And sowe Rust think'
together of the way," he said. "One4iian should go to Alomek and do it, Other by talking
to him or with force and with surprise if he has to. And the man should be related to him,
so everyone will know that we do what we do without revenge or hatred. If his relative does
it, the spirits will know that the killer did not mean evil."

-27-
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The eyes of the other hunters were on Pakluk., They looked at him and then looked.
away.

"There'S danger," Okortok put jn.
"Yes," Sekinek said. "There's still dange m spirits. We must do what we can to

protect the man who takes the job."
"I'm not afraid," Pakluk said, "not of my own brother." Even as he spoke Pakluk

loOked tired, as a man too troubled to sleep looks. -
The hunters got up after a while. There was no talking among them as they went out

into the cold.
" Alornek, are you home? I've come to talk to you," Pakluk called.
"No, I'm not at home," came back the voice.
"May I come in, then?"
As Pakluk told it later, Alomek was almost like a child. He was thig from not eating,

and though his eyes were excited, he barely moved as his brother spoke.
Very soon Pakluk's fear went away. He explained what all the other hunters had

agreed to, and Alome1$ nodded, as though this was news he had expected to hear,*as though
he had been Waiting fol this day.

Alornek said, "I'm going to share my things first, and you can take them outside so
my little Manelak and 'my Ukpik can have them. If my things are outside when I die, other
people can have them, isn't that true?"

"Yes," Pakluk nodded. .

So Alornek chose among his possessiohs and ,put them in two little piles. Then he
had Pakluk carry the things outside.

Pakluk said that Alornek could have his chqice of ways, and for the first time
Alornek looked frightened. "I don't like being hurt," he said.

Pakluk said that a'strong sinew around the neck would hurt least and Alornek said,
"Yes, let's do that!"

"I'll go home and get one," Pakluk said
And Alomek said oh-no, he had a piece of strong sinew they could use right here

somewhere if-only he could find it, and he got d6Iiin on his hands and knees to look.

TITLE: Seal-Sharing Partnerships

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY: Two periods
f

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPT TOBE TAUGHT:

e, Hunter-gatherer societies often,establish cooperative distribution systems in order
that most iembers of a group can survive.

ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

To understand that the Eskimo solution' to the problem of distribution of food is
based-on a network of sharing partnerships.

.

To enab4 the student to better function in small group - activity.

TEACHING TECHNIQUESIAND. ACTIVITIES:

1. This activity demonstrates that a system of distribution is necessary for group
survival. This is true in every society, for there'are,alviays some people who are more
productive than others. However, itshould be pointed out that the need 'for such a system
does not guarantee. that people will, in fact, share. The Eskimos do not depend on
spbritaneot.is geherosity of individuals.

11.
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2. The Eskimo solutioh to the universal problem of food distribution is a network of
sharing partnerships. Each man has several sharing partners, chosen from the hunters at the
camp who are not closely related to him.

3. Why do the Eskimos develop such partnerships?

To more efficiently gather food.

To help 'build trust between individuals (the sharp distinction between kin, and
non-kin in Eskimo society necessitates some means of binding nrelated families
together.

4. Read the account of "Hunting Seals ,at the Breathing Holes," on the attached
sheet.

How many hunters on the list provided do you believe could lye survived a winter
on just their own seals? (Assume that each hunter has at least one or two people for
whom he must provide.) .
5. Clearly, it is to a hunter's advantage to share with other huhters who Will be

successful in the future. But why share with- men whO can never reciprocate? Formal
patterns for sharing are necessary to assure the survival of unsuccessful hunters and their
dependents. Not all men in the camp have productive relatives, and nor all successful
hunters can be relied upon to be generous.

6. The purpose of this lesson is to have students devise their own formalized
methods for sharing seals. Working in small groups they should come to realize the
difficulties encountered by a group of huntert of varying, each time a seal is caught.
Divide the class into groups of six, each student assuming the role of one of the six, hunters
listed below.

Name
.

Yuckaq: middle aged but strong;
related to Nunuqaq

Nanuqaq: boy of fourteen years;
related to Yukaq

Acurunaq: first class hunter;
) related to Nanok

f -
Nanok: : elderly hunter; ti

related to Acurunaq

Makllak: young but crippled hunter;
related to Karasaq

Karasaq: good hunter who was sick during the year;
related to Makllak

Number of Seals Caught

30

3

24

2

3.

7. Announce /hat Acurunaq has caught a seal. Distribute one "Natchik" (seal) to
each Acurunaq- (in each group). He decides if or how he will share it among the hunters: In
making his decision he should take into consideration such things as family ties, individual
need according to the tally, and the desirability .of sharing with those with good-or poor
huntigg records. Each Acurunaq should report to the class what he did with his seal.

0034
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Why did the successful hunter share or not share?

Who benefited from sharing?

Did each Acurunaq share in the same way?

8..After dikussing what Acurunaq would' dtwheri he caught a seal, distribute one
"Natchik" to each Nanuqaq. As before, Nanuqaq decides if or how he will share it. After
sharing this second seal, ask each group- to devise' a general sharing system that could be
followed regard1;,m--
systems must, rwke into account hu

A

r caught the seal.. Remind the class that their sharing
of varying abilities.

P,
9. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of-each proposed system.

Is pur system of taxes a distribution system? Wyly? Why not?

0. Halie students read "Sharing the Seal" and "Rules for Seal-hunting Time" (on
following pages).

11. Discuss the Eskimo system for sharing. When an Eskimo hunter catches a seal, he
shares it with prearranged partners. Each hunter has many partners. These lifelong sharing
partners are acquired at birth when Eskimo families arrange one or two sharYng partherthips
for each newborn son. These partners are yOung boys who are. not-related to each other.
When they grow up they will always exchange a particular part of the seal.

12. The seal is traditionally divided into ten parts (nine can be shared and one part is
always kept fbr the hunter) - rear, part, intestines, bottom of spine, right sid *fte f side, neck
and upper spine, head, ribs on right side, and .Tibs on jeft side. ...

13. A man rarely has more than one-or:two lifelong partners who areinot related.
Each year when he arrives at a new camp, he will choose temporary partners who may or
may not be relatives. These temporary partnerships will last for the season or until the group

9
breaks up. Only the permanent partnerships last from year to year.

HUNTING SEALS THROUGH THE SEA ICE

Hunting seals through theif breathing holes becomes a great art when a.hunter has
had years of' practice and expetterkc.

As the sea freezes over in the fall,lhe seals scratch small holes through the tice with
their knifelike claws. It is through these holes that they breathe when the Sep is all covered
with ice. As long as the ice is thin, it is not difficult to harpoon them through the holes. But
as the ice gets thicker, it is more and more difficult to get a seal this way.

At first, when the ice is thin, the hole appears as a tiny dome on, the surface. Soon
the ice is covered by the early snows of winter, but the seal's breath makes a hole the
snow. As the ice thickens, the seal continues to keep the hole open, scratchingthrough the
thin layer of ice on the top of the water every time he comes up to breathe. If a hunter finds
'a hole with no thin covering of ice, he knows that a seal is using it constantly and it will be
worth his While for the animal to return.

Every seal has several breathing holes, so it can. move over a wide area to get food
yet come up at least every fifteen minutes to breathe. This is what makes hunting at the
breathing holes so difficult,.because a man may wait for many hours not knoing that the
seat is far away at another hole. The only way the hunters can improve their chances is to
collect a large group of people to. watch all the holes in one area. Then the seals are forced
to come to .a hole to breathe even if someone is there.- If one of these group hunts -takes
place where there are many seals, the kill is usually large.

learned about seal hunting- at the breathing, holes by going off with' hunters from
the camp in Pay Bay. Early one morning, Iv*, my hunting companion, and I were
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awakened when a pail of blood soup was put. before us. We drank it drowsily, and then we
quickly got into our clothes and joined th-e`other hunters. Fifteen of us went off that day,
each with a dcig.

Finding a breathing hole without the help ora'dog is simply a matter of chance.
There are not many holes in all, and they are well covered by snow. But this day we,had a
fine dog on a leish, his'nose working all the time, sniffing and smelling from the moment we
left the camp. Even so, we wandered for three hags before the first hole was found. As
soon as the hole was .discovered, all the' men gathered around and teem/ their harpoons,
trying to hit it. The lucky hunter whose harpoon comes the closest gets the hole, even if it
was another who discovered,it. Fortunately for me, Innuk got the first hole, so I stayed with
him while the other.men continued their search.

With _the sureness of long'practice, Innuk prepared for the rant. First, he cut away
the snow over the-hole, exposing the little dame or ice. He opened the dome and scooped
out the small _lumps of ice in the hole with a scoop of musk oxen horn. When the hole was

clear, he. used his slender breathing-hole searcher to explore the shape of the hole. This
is an important step, because if the hunter does not knoW just what'position the seal will
take in the hole when it breathes, his harpoon may misithe,animal entirely.

When he had finished these investigations, Innuk replaced the snow over the.hole. 4,
He made a small hole through the row, with his harpoon just over the hole in the ice, sq
that at the critical moment nothip94vould be in the way of the harpoon. Then, as a last
step, he took out swansdown inditrator and placed it over the hole in such a way that the
tiniest breath of air would make it move. Thus, he would know when the seal was coming to
its hole and would be ready with. his harpoon.

With everything in readiness, Innuk spreed,out the fur bag he tied used to carry his
tools and stepped onkit. He took his positiOn'over the hole, standing still as a statue,
harpoon in handiand eyes fixed on the fluff of swansdown.

Hour after hour went by and nothing happened. It seemed like an eternity to me,
But I knew that sometimes a man might stand for twelve hours by a hole .when the supplies
of food are low. Once even, l.heard ,of a man who when times were very bad spent more
than two days at a bole, sometimes standing, sometimes sitting, but always awake.

Finally, just as we were deciding to leave the hole, we caught sight of one of the
hunters who had gotten his harpoon into a seal. We and all the other hunters in sight ran,to
him to take part in, the feast that follows a kill. All the men knelt down in a circlearound
the seal while the.man who made the catch, t a tiny hole in the stomach through which be
took the fryer and some blubber. He closed the hole carefully with special wooden needlei,-

and then he cuf.the liver and blubber into smallsquares and a portion to each man. We
welcomed 'this liy.arm nourishment after our hours op the' ice. bniy the dogs do not get a
taste of the kill; -even thoilgh they are -the ones who'make the kill possible. This seemshard,
but it is against the ancient rules that guide the lives of these people to feed dogs at the
place where a seal has been caught.

' That single seal was the result of a day's hunting by fifteen men. But the men were
happy that they had nogone out in Vain. There is rfo abundance of seals in the !and ofl, the

Eskimo. The best hunters think they are very lucky indeed if they manage to catch thirty
seals in a`whole season. I asked the men -in that camp how many seals each had caught in

that Season, and this is what they told me:

ti

Ia

. No. of Seals
knuk, middle-aged but strong hunter 30
Inutuk, fairly young hunter 7

iikiiik, middle-aged but clever hunter 20
Satlak, boy of 14 years, 3.

Ujarak, first-class huntkr 24
tKarsuak, young hunter of 23 years 17

.',Tarajuk, young crippled hunter 3 r

,Karasuk, good hunter who was sick during thryear 0
Iniiksals, elderly hunter ,

lijurninok, boy of 15years 4
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Mankalokut, average hunter 6 15
Orsoritok, prominent hunter '25

Total. 150 .

SHARING THE SEAL
4ites

There are special rules about how a seal is shared among the men who hunt together.
These rules are especially important in mid-Winter, when every bite of food, is precious. In
the spring, when everyone has food enough, a`man can keep what he catches for himself.

If there are many men in a huntinecamp the man who catches the seal keeps the
skin and some blubber, but little that is good to eat. He has to be content with the thought
that he has been able to feed the camp. Often he is better off not to make the catch, bu't
just to receive his share of the meat.

In breathing-hole hunting, sharing is so important that there are complicated rules
for dividing a seal. In fact, a man never says, ,',11 am going after a seal." Instead, he says, "I
am going out to try to get a hunting share." Much of the pattern of sharing is based on
partnerships that were established for young boys by their patents. If two boys are to share
when they grow up, their fathers agree to share so that the boys can inherit the partnership:
These partnershipitisually laitethrough the lifetimes of the pactnefs.

Sharin partners call each other by the name of the part they exchange.,Two men
who give each other a shoulder of the seal call each other "my shoulder" instead of their
regular names A partner has a right to his share, even if he is not able to go out with the
hunters. Eac man has only a few life-long shkring partners, so that all of each seal is not
given away in dvance. At each winter camp, though, he forms temporary partnerships with
the other hunters there.

RULES FOR SEAL-HUNTING TIME
b

It is not enough for a man to be a good hunter and to go out spits of weather
to get food for his family. He must alsikbe on good terms with theaninials4he hunts. There
are many ways to secure the good luck he needs in his daily struggle for existence. One of
the Most important is to respect the great spirit of the seaNuliajuk, and follow the rules she
makes.

A seal is believed to have a perishable body and an immortal soul. Thus, the -same
seal can be caught againland again if the hUnter pleased the soul. If all the proper taboos are
followed when the seal is-eaten, the same sojil will come back to the hunter in a new body
and allow itself to be caught. :` . '

The careful hunter always dips a'bit of snow in the wit bucket aniLlets the water
drip into the seal's Mouth. Because seals livein the salt v,yater of the sea, they are always'
thirsty .and will let themselves. be killed just VI) 'get a drink of fresh water. The Eskt nos.
belieVe that seals know where animals are treated well and always make their 'way to such
people.

These rules apply only to th,dark period in,the Middle of winter when food is most
difficult to get. When spring comes and the sun is high in the sky, they are forgotten until
the next winter. *

ANGATOKS

Angatoks are people who have special bowers to communidate with.the spirits.of the-
earth, the air and the sea. They can see,things thatother people cannot see, so they have
power over others.

Angatoks can use their powers for good or for harm. They can help people in danger
or men who have bad -luck in hunting, Or they can send evil spirits to harm someone.
Fortunately, they help often and only rarely do haft,

Winter is, the time when rules are many. and spirits are everywhere. rt is the time

4%,



v Tien angatoks are most active. It was an occasion of great diarna when an angatokpould
call all the people together into the large igloo. This happened when the hunting had been
bad. In the most mysterious way, the angatok then tried to find out who had broken a rule

and made the game go away.
,The Eskimos say that they no longer have 'great angatoks. And certainly their

angatoks are not necessarily leaders in the camp. Orpingalik was an.exception. He was
thought to be a powerful angatok, and at,the same time he was a leader among the hunters.

TITLE: Myths About Alaska Ethnic Groups

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY: One period

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPTS TO BETAUGHT:

Myths of Alaska ethnic culture can.be destructive as they, relate to other groups and
individuals.

Myths become equally destructive for the believer.

ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:.

To study and understand Alaskan ethnic culture By probing its myths.

TEACHING AND LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

\ 1:' This lesson needs a great deal of planning and thinking out on the part of the
teacher before being presented to the class: It could backfire it the lesson were presented

poorly. These "myths" are exactly-that statements that are false, and, in some cases,
damaging. Always end any discussion on a positive note. Be sure that the students are clear
about the myths and that you have destroyed any misunderstandings.'Make sure you have

thought out what direction you want the discussion to go in beforebeginning. Don't "jump
in" a'nd hope that some bright 'student will point out-the falsehood of the myth. For
example, using the statement, "Native Alaskans are not punctual", you might begin the
discussiori with some thoughts on how Americans are ruled by- their watches and clocks --

even before discussing the above statement. Then, proceed to a discussion of the culttiral
differences' between Etkimo and.Western concepts of time. (Eskimos are not ruled by time,
but by the priority of the activity.) NOW, it's time to introduce the myth, "Native Alaskans

are not punctual". According' to whose Standards? Maybe what we consider important
enough tote on time for really isn't.

2. Introduce the students to some commonly held Alaskimethnic myths.

"Alaskan Natives are nothing but a bunch of drunks. Look at Fourth Avenue."

"Eskimos practice wife-swappint"

"Eskimos live.in igloos:''
.

"Eskimos are very shy and quiet."

"Eskimos are mechanically talented."

"Native Alaskans are
O

'0

.
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"After the Native land claims go through, all the Natives will spend money like mad
until it's all gone."

Eskimos are good artists or ivory carvers."

"We bought Alaska once from Russia. Why should we have to buy it again?"

"NatRies are more sexually promjscuous than whites."

"As an employer, I can't depend on Alaskan Natives. They work for a while, then
quit without warning, and go back. to .the bush to hunt or fish, They have no
responsibi I ity."

3. Allow open discussion on the validity of myths. (Caution to teachers: Be sure to 0

research each myth so that yo' know why it is a myth.)

RELATED ACTIVITIES:

1. Teachers and students may prepare a biblibgraphy on the:subject.

2. Students may pursue independent research on:

a. The historical basis for the myth.

b. Its propagation. '

c. Its relevance in today's society.

3. Research may resultn:

a.. Formal class debate.

b. A poll of students.

c.

,

Independent or class prepared paper.

d. Role-playing situations.

sr
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' FAMILY AND MARRIAGE

TITLE: The Family

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY: Two to three periods

a

.. HUMAN, RELATIONS CONCEPTS TO BE TAUGHT: °
.. 1

.r.'

' 1. Almost all human beings live in some-kind of a family and have some concept of
what a "family" is.

p4

2. The concept of "family" is not the same in every culture.

3. The family fills-several basic needs in every culture.

ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

m 1. The students will learn what basic needs of a culture are filled by the family.

2. The students will become familiar with the various anthropological terms used in
discussing kinship patterns:

a

3. The students will become familiar with his own kinship system.'

4. The students will learn that there are different kinds of kinship systeins that arise
Atcause of differendes In environment.

TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES:

1. Using the following list of terms, the teacher should make a lecture, introducing
these terms to the students on kinship.

2. The teacher may then want to introduce the class to the attached diagrams to
illustrate variations of kinship.

3. A discUssion of kinship anthe family might include the following questions:

Whatare the advantages of living in family groups?

How does living in a family help you?

What choices are there for families, that do not happen to like to live together?

At what times in life is itmost necessary to live in a family? What does thejamily
provide at these times?

How can the size of a family determine what each member doe's?

Llf you had your choice, would you rather belong to a large famili=ia small family or
, none at all?,Why? '

4. Using the attached diagrams, make blanksmith',only "ego" inclicated,.then have
the students diagram the following: .

their own family tree,
circle alLkin in a patrilineage

matrilineige ,

bilateral kinship



4

_ .

".`
2

indicate cross cousins
indicate parallel cousins

nuclear family

t

5. An indepth study of the different Alaskan ethnic groups and their kinship
systems. Sources for. this information (For a complete bibliography check Appendix):

* .
1. Chance, Norman -The Eskimo of North Alaska

2. Mead, Margaret, People and Places

TERMS OF KINSHIP

Kin Any person who is considered related to you.

Lineage - A descent group traced directly through one or the other parent.

'Consahguinity - Related by blood.

Affinity - Related by marriage.

Nuclear Family Mother:father antd,children.

Extended Family,- Includes nuclear ,family as well as grandparents, unmarried ailnts or
uncles, grandchildren, or a combination of theses 4

Pologamy - Hiving more than one math.

Polygyny - Having more than one wife;

Polyandry - Having morOthan one husband.

Monogamy- Having wily one mate.

, .

,
Residency Patterns - Where a newly married couple establishes its residency.

Pair iiucai,- Couple moves in withgrooin's family.

Matrilocal Couple rrfoves in with bride's family.,

Neolocal Establishes an independent household.

Avuncuktal - Couple moves
culture.)

with groom's uncleP(Found in some cases in a matrilineal

t4 I

Collateral Kinship - Nondirect kinshiptraced through relatives other than parents.

Matrilineage Descent group traced ihrough the 'females of a culture (you are related to
your mother's family).

Patrilineage - Descent group traced through the males of a culture (you are related to your
father's family).

. -

Bilaterial Kinship - Descent traced thr Ugh both parepts.

Clan - Allrelatives, even those you cant name and May be mythical in origin.

41041.. -Th\



Exogamy Mate must come from outside your kinship group.

Endogann,r- Mate must come from inside YOur kinship group.
r

Cross cousins :Cousins thatere the children of yo) mother's brother or your father's sister
(marriage patterns are based on these relationships some cultures)

Parallel cousins - Children 'of your mother's sister or your father's brother (see cross
cousins).

Divorce , The formal breakup of a(marriage.

Geneology - The science of tracing and diagramming one's kin.

The following symbols are used in diagramming a family:

O

*I-

A triangle - stands for a manor boy.

A circle stands for a woman or girl,`',-

An = sign between a triangle and a circle means that they are married.

A vertical line from the = sign with a triangle or a circle at the bottom shows a
child of a married couple.

(Therefore, a line shows a blood relationpip and an = sign shows a marriage
relationship: the two ways in,which people in families are related.)

A llorizonta1 line with triangles and
the

it shows brothers and sisters in
the withlhe oldest on the left.

o , Fo.*iitto...
Different levels show different generations:

ei Fdr absent or deceased family members the symbol may be sh s.illustrated.

-1,

A The person to whom the cliaitqefers,isshaded irrand referred to as "ego".
vsos.

,

CROSS AND PARALLEL COUSINS

-37-
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THE AMERICAN KINSHIP SYSTEM
-(in relationo ego)

Q

-1

A
1 - great grandfather

14 2 great grandmother
3 grandfather
4

as
grandmother

5 grandfather
6 grandmother
7 aunt

21 22 23 8 uncle
9 aunt

10 father
11 mother
12 uncle
13 mother-in-law
14 fatherin-law
15 cousin .

16 -cousin
17 sisterin-law
18 brother --

19 sister
20 ego
21 wife
22 sisterin-law

24

MATRILINAGE

35 36

a

23 brother-in-law
24 niece
25 nephew
26 daughter-in-law
27 son
28 daughter'
29 son-in-law
30 granddaughter
31 , grandson
32 granddaughter
33 grandson .

34, granddaughter
35 great granddaughter
36 great grandson

0



TITLE: Inter-06p Relationships
1..

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY: One period

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPT TO BE TAUGHT:

Social acw_ptante is more readily available to some ethnically-mixed couple; than
others.

ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES: ,

To dernonstrate a greater social acceptance for some a6uples of different ethnic
background thWn others.

TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

E To involve the4tudents in the issue of intergroup relations, introduce the lesson
° --by playing the record, "Society's Child," from the album Janis Ian by Janis Ian, Verve

Foldways.

2. Open discussion and evoke student opinions on inter-racial marriage.

3. List on the board the following couple's and aMc the class to rate them, listirig'the
most acceptable first to the least acceptab1 last:

a. Eskimo boy white girl
b. Blackboy - Eskimo girl
c. White-boy - black girl

- d. Japanese boy - white girl
e. Eskirna boy - black girl
f. Black boy - Japanese girl
g. INtite boy - Eskimo girl
h. Japanese boy - black girl
i. Eskimo boy Japanese girl
j. Black boy - white girl
k. White boy - Japanese girl
I. Japanese boy.- Eskimo girl

4.4-lave each student read off his numbering and tally the results.

5. Discuss the different ratings - why were some mare acceptable than others?

-6. If anyone comments that such a rating is impossible to-do, discus's this point.

7. Point out how this assignment illustrates how social acceptance is determined
largely by ethnic bickgrotind.

RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Students may then be assigned to do research on inter-racial marriage statistics,
iscegenation laws; to review books or movies dealing with it; or to take a poll of student
inion on inter-racial dating and inter-racial marriages.

-40-
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TITLE: The Treatment of Old People

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY: Two dasys

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPT TO BE TAUGHT:

Treatment and behavior of people is often determined by the problems presented by
the environment.

ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

To understand why people in different cultures behave in different ways.

To gain empathy for-the problems people face who.-live in hostile environments.

TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND ACTIVITIES:

1, On the sea ice, the Eskimos migrate froin_place to place, camping where they .can
find seals and then moving On. Winter travel is physically demanding; it is particularly hard
on the old people, who must keep up, unaided, with the family.

2. The selection below indicates,sorne of the problems createii by such travel.

When we spoke of Eskimo murder, Father Henry told me about a man now
at Committee Bay who had come to him one day, and, after the usual tea and
silence, had said to him suddenly:

"I took the old woman out on the ice today.'
It was his own mother that he had driven out .and set down at sea to freeze

to death. He was fond of her, he explained. He had always been kind to her. But she
was tooold, she was no longer good for anything; so blind, she couldn't eve_ n find
the porch to crawl into the igloo. So, on a day of blizdrd, the whole -family
agreeing, he hail taken her out, and they had struck camp and gone off, leaving her
to die. , -

"With God's help f hope in time to change these Things, to soften some of
it ways,". said Father Henry; "but it is difficult. nef live a hard life, and it is in
respects a material life. They would spy, if they knewour words, that they had fo

'face facts.' That man had indeed been a good son. You must have seen yourself how
they look after the aged on the trail, running back so often to the sled to see if the
old people are-warm enough,' if they are comfortable, if they are not perhaps hungry
and want a bit of fish. And the old people are a burden on the trail, a cause of delay.
and of complication. But the day comes when, after years with no word of
complaint, the young people deem the thing no longer'possible, and they leavethe
old man or the old woman on the ice. The old people are told in advance what theirs
end is to be, a they submit' peacefully Without 'a- word of recrimination.
Sometimes; indeed, ey are the first to suggest this end for themselves."`-

*From,K ona, Cdntran de Poncins, New York: Reyna! it Hitchcock,
1941, pp. 149-1

- 3. This dilerfima of what to do with old people illustrates the conflicts that occur
between family members, especially in times of bad weather and poor hunting. krnan must

_,decide between the conflicting roles of `son, husband, and father. And -old people, who are
the weakest members of a family, face conflicts in their desire to live. -

4. Although societies have guidelines for behavior, they do not cover every situation
adequately. For some situations there is no solution that is satisfactory to everyone.

O
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5. Listen to the Poefil, Hunger (attached on later page). Ask students what is meant
by the following lines:

Oh

That is what may happen to people.
We have gone through it ourselves '
and know what one may come to, so we-do not judge them.
And how should one who has eaten his fill and,it well
be able to understandthe madness of hunger?
We only know that we all want so mgch to livei

1
Why does thepeaker in the poem say "we do n t judge them"?

Do you think the Eskimos would feel it was fair for us to judge them?

6. Read the story of Kigtak (attached on later page). Give students an opportunity
to talk freely about the story; they then.can write about or discuss the following iiuestions
in small groups.

What happened to Kigtak?

What do you think about it?

Did Kigtak and Arfek have to act as they did? How else could they have acted?

7. It is important for the students to distinguish between. their own and Eskim\
attitudes toward Kigtak and Arfek. This is only the first step toward understanding other
people. The next step is to try to understand the situation from the Eskimo point of view
and whyour attitudes are different from theirs. _

8. Ask students what-the other -Eskimos thought of the way Arfek. or Kigtak
behaved. Did the other Eskimos intervene irT any .way or force -Arfek or Kigtak to do
something either of them didn't want to do? It is important here for the students to see that
Arfek's treatment of Kigtak, although not cohdemned by other Eskimos, might not have
been every Eskimo's choice of action in a similar situation. Each situation is different
because of the individuils involved.

. .
9. Discuss how we treat old people in our society.

. pp

What patterns are there in American families for taking care of people who are lery
oki? I

Is there agreement about the best way of taking care of old people?

isving strangers take care of our,,ocd relatives is accepted-by our society. How might
Ifia Eskimo feel about this?

Describe a time when you had to choose between pleasing one person or another.

Do your parents ever have to. choose between pleasing a friend and doing something
that they believe is important or fight?

Have yob ever had to make a decision when there was no clear right or wrong?

RELATED ACTIVITIES:

1, A class interested in role-playing might try the following scene: Three families are
traveling together. After several- hours, Kigtak has fallen ;behind. Arfek and two other,
hunters discuss what todo about this, giving reasons for their opinions..

7441%,..
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HUNGER*

You, stranger, who only see us happy and free of care,
if you knew the horrors we often have .to live through
you would understand our love of eating and singing and dancing.
There is not one among us
who has not lived through aminter of bad hunting
when many people starved to death.
We are never surprised to hear
that someone has died of starvation -- we are used to it.
And they are not to blame: Sickness comes,
or bad weather ruins hunting,
as when a blizzard of snow hides the breathing holes.

I once saw a wise old man hang himself
because he was starving to death

\ and preferred to die in his own way.
ut before he died he filled his mouth with seal bones,

for that way he was sure to get plenty. of meat
in the land of the dead. .

Once durihg the winter famine
a woman gave birth to a Child
while people lay round about her dying of hunger.
'What could the baby.want with life here on earth?
And how could it live when its mother herself
was dried up with starvation?
So she put ifout and let it freeze.
Then a, seal was caught and the famine was over,
so the mother-survived.

That is what May happen to people. .

We have gone through it ourselves
and know whet one may come to, so we do not judge them.
And how should one who has eaten his fill and is well
be able to understand the madness of hunger?
We only know that we all want so much to live!

THE STORY Or KIGTAK**

In winters when seal hunting is bad, the Netsilik must be on the'rno%e all the time.
Then the winter becomes very hard for everyone, especially for the old people. Families
have different ways of treating their old relatives, There are helpful and Sympathetic sons
and rons-in-law,' and there are hard-hearted ones. Either way, the fate of the old people lies
ih their hands. .

The move from one hunting place to another is like'a whole migration. Men and
women have to take with them everything they own. True, they. do not own much, but
when clothing, sleeping skins, and tools are piled on the small sleds, there is no room for
people to sit. In a long line the sleds move over the ice. Finally, when they arrive at an-area
where good hunting can be expected, they 'must find a place with deep, wellpacked snow
for building igloos. Only then can they stop and make a camp.

These moves are eery slow. Very young children ride on the sleds, and their older
brotherS and sisters struggle through the snow to keep up with, the group: The people who
have difficulty are the tired old men and Women bent- with rheumatism. They plod along
behind. No matter hoW slowly the group 'moves, they cannot keep up, and they do.not
arrive at the camp until long after the others -- sometimes not until .the next morning.

-43-
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I asked Many people hoW old people were treated, and from all the questions I heard

only one case that sounded like heartlessness. An old woman named Kigtak had a son-in-law
named Arfek. When- Arfek and his family moved camp, Kigtak was often left out on the ice

in midwinter, dressed only in a thin inner jacket because she had no thick, warm outer coat.
Even in bad weather she often had to steep on the ice because she had not caught up with
the others. They said about her: .

"She was not dead yet, and life was still sweet to her."
I askedthe-people if they did no think that more care' should be taken of an old

woman. One man summed up the feelings(pf all the others:
"No one wishes harm to old people: We too may be old someday.
"There are many among us who think Arfek might take more care of his

mother-in-law, particularly by giving her better clothes.
"But.iome'excuse Arfqk because he has been so unlucky in his hunting that he has

barely enough furs for his wife and his children. He should take care of them first, for not
only are they more closely related to him, but they_have their lives before them. There is

little future for a tired old woman.
."There are others wtio think that Arfek should let his Mother-inflaw ride on hi sled.

That would do his family no harp. And still others think that the least he could'ould bo is/to go
back for her when he has built his igloo. But then, if he has to be at the breattlicg holes the

next morning at the proper time, probably he cannot travel back Over the ice tosave old
Kigtak. He has to choose 'between helping an old person or getting food for his wife and
children. This is how it is, and we see no real wickedness in it.

"Perhaps it is more surprising that old,Kigtak, now that she is no longer able to care
for herself, `still hangs on as a burden to her children and grandchildren. It is our custom
here that old people who can do no more in jife help death to take them. Th y do this not
just to be rid of life that is no longer a pleasure. They do it so they will no lodger be such a

trouble to their families."

4 .

)

**Songs and Stories of the Wetsilik Eskimos, Edward Field, based on texts collkted by Knud
Rasratissen, Educational Development.Center,.I nc., Cambridge, Mass.

" *From A Journeylo the Arctic, by Knud Rasmussen, Educational Devel6pMent Center, Inc.,

Cambridge, Mass. pp. 20-22
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ART, ARTIFACTS; AND ACTIVITIES

T LE: Eskimo Calendar

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY: One period t.

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPTS TO BE TAUGHT:

1. The concept of time is interpreted differently by different cultures.

2. Western man's concept of time was arrived in much the same manner as in
other cultures.

ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

-1. The students will learn to thin about time in terms of environment.

24 The students investigate west rn man's control over his environment as.opposed
to Netsilik Eskimo man's control over the environment.

TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES:

1. Give the students the attached list of Eskimo months and their translations.
One is Netsilik.ancl one is Inupiat.

2. Ask the students to list our months and give each a name reflecting
) characteristics or events associated with that period of time.

3. What other differences are there between AlaskNative and non-Native as
related to time?

6 ° ";`

. Notice the deep, awareness of the natural environment of the Netiilik. dcffOare
this with those things,that influence the students' choice for their rrronth names.

NORTH ALASKAN ABORIGINAL CALENDAR INUPIAT

JANUARY
siqinaicaq taatqiq
izraaciaq taatqiq

FEBRUARY
sigitiaaurgruk taptqiq
izraasugruk taatqiq

. MARSH
paniks siivik taatqiq

APRIL'
agaviksiuuvik taatqiq
gurigilliguvik taatqiq

I-

"tip moon of the, coming sun"
"the cold moon"

"the moon with a higher sun"
"the 'coldest moon"

"the moon for hangingup seal and
caribou skins to blach them"

"the moon for beginning whaling"
"the moon for finding ptarmigan"

O

Mio
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MAY
irniivik taatqiq
qauqiriVik taatqiq

JUNE
supplauavik taatqiq

JULY

1

"the moon when birds and fawns are born"
"the moon when eider ducks have
returned to the north".

"the moon'when rivers commence 'to flow"

innauguvik taatqiq "the moon when birds are; being formed in eggs"

AUGUST (included in July or September) 4

SEPTEMBER
tinniuvik taatqiq "the moon when young geese and

OCTOBER
nuliaavik taatqiq

NOVEMBER
yvlui/aq taatqiq

DECEMBER
siqinrilaq taatqiq

brant fly south"

-
"the moon when caribou rut"

"the moon of the short day"

"the moon.with no sun"

NAMES 0 THE ESKIMO MONTHS :- NETSILIK

TeritorIcat.Amereerfiat - the noon -time when the yoimger'caribou shed the velvet from
their hornsJend of August and SepteMber) ,

Aquiorwik - the moontime when one can begin overland
,

sledding, when ice formson
lakes, when meat is fetched home from the cdahes,,(October)

,..

1'

Sekingilot the-moon-time when the sun disappears below the horizon (November)
61SoNek 1

Kapisrak the dark time (December A beginning of January)
, .. ,

Spkinaut the moon-time when the sunjeiOpear (last part of :January) '

lkiarp4wik - the moon -time when the sun rises'higher in the sky (February)

Avungnivik - the moon-time when the young s Is are born (March and April)

Nacialerwik - the-moon-timd when on'e, can the young seal (May)
N.

O

Kavasfik the moon-time when the white downy hair of the young seals falls off (June)
4

Ic.avik - the moon -time when birds moult so they ca not fly (July.) .
tri.

Plaralet Icaviat - the Moon-time when birds with young moult. Their moulting time is
later than that of the others (end of July) e,

es I

Ameraerfik the moon-time when velvet on th,e horns of the bull caribou falls off
(beginning of AuguSt) :*

k
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TITLE: Contributions'of Divers.duitures

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY: Two or-Three classes

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPT TO BE TAUGHT:

. Environment helps determi e?certain:tool making traditions.

Differences in environment dause people to seek differing solutions to their
problems.

Time spent in creating artifacts provides an opportunity for students to express
themselves and to interact with others.-

ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

To recogniie the inter-relationship oC4ulture and technology.

To understand throLigh the creation of tools that (there is no such thing as a
"primitive" or "backward" culture.

TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND LEARNING 'ACTIVITIES;

1. Have students bring in Various kinds of raw materials to create tools: rocks,
sticks, bones of various tsizes and compositions (all materials used must be obtained by
one's own wits, using no modern technology, i.e., no kniVes, guns, strings, thongs, etc.).

2. Divide class into groups of three, each group making three tools. (Aetool for
our purposes is defined as objects-that perform useful work by modifying the-physical
and social envirortment.) .

,004.

3. Bring in tools from various hunting- gathering cultures.

4. DiscUss the tools, bringing-,out-reasons for the differences and similarities and
how these mardepend upon the environment and materials available..

. ,

5. Read "The Tools of Stone Age Man", pp. 101-121, in Early Man, a volume of
the Time-Life Nature Library, WritteArY F. Clar Howell.

6. As a 6:including exercise have ro s make three additional tools representing
three different _hunter-gatlferer soCipti rom three different environments (one culture

4 should be Alaskan). Have groups present tools to class.

7. Follovit up with discussion"and display of artifacts.
_

8. An interesting topic 'Tor discussion -- Do animals usetools?

RESOURCES:

Origins of Humaness, Anthropology Curriculum 'Study Project, MacMillan

Early Man, Time -Life Nature Library Series, F. Clark Howell

The Forest People,, Colin Turnball
.

National Geographies agazines contained articles of hunter-gatherer societies.
-40*
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Films: /
F 1.387 The Desert People

F 1582 The Bushmen of the Kalahari

RELATED ACTIVITIES;

,-111-se anything like a toy, clothing, shelter to develop a unit similar to the unit on
/

7 -

TITLE: Designing a TOol
Nz.

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY: Twe'Ciays

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPT TO BE TAUGH :

I- '1:

Environment helps determine certain tool making traditions.

ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

To understarid 'through the creation of tools that there is no such thing as ak.,
'prienitive'Por "backward'.culture.

To begome first physically involved in. the properties
solve the problem by deigning a tool.

To solve a problem in a creative way.

TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

of materials, and then to

1. In this exercise the student is asked to solve a technological problem analogous
to the problems faced by native Alaskans'in the past.

2. In making a tool, the student should go through several steps, aoy one of
which presents several choices;

The problem mustbe defined.
A method of solution must be.chosen.
Appropriate. materials must be selected and modified to fit their eventual use.
The completed tool must be tested in' the problem situation.

3. As an introduction it may be necessary to get students to consider the
properties of materials before' making the top.ls,,Tp do this give each student a piece of
paper, a tongue depressor (or wooden c6ffee stirrer or soda itraW),,and a piece of string
about one foot long. (Keep in mind that Eskimos also make tools with three materials'
which are roughly analogous to these: skin/paper, bone/tongue depressor, and
sinew /string). "-Ask students, either individually or in pairs, to join any of these three
materials in some way and then to explain to someone what propeitiesVof the materials
allowed them to be put together in that way.

, I

Example:
0

Joint tonguedepressor stuck through paper; string tied around tongue depressor.

.48;
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-Properties - tongue depressor is hard,and semirigid; paper is thin, and easily torn;
string can be-bent withoutPreaking.

4. Materials and their Properties (for your information):

Tongue Depressor: Paper:

is semirigid
can be burned
is light orange
is flat
is straight
is long
is hard
is thin
has round ends
will break/easily
will float

isflat
is thin
can be manipulated'
(easily folded,
'creased, scored,
rotted, torn,
ciumpled, Written on)

String:

is round
is long
is thin

:is flekible,
can be cut'
can be unraveled
do'esn't stretch much
is ,pretty strong

5. Now that the student's have focused on the properties of the materials, they
,should select one of the following'prolect,,s They should decide how to'pproach the
problem, seleetaaditional quantities Of thelpree"matedals, and assemble a tool that they
can demonstrate to a group or the whole class (at least half a clast period will be needed
for this part of the lesson.)

Problems: Make a gift for a friend that will make him happy,
Make something that makes a pleasirig sound
Make something to help you pass the time.,

4,

6. Be sure to make available to the student's -additi
tongue depressors and string.

RELATED ACTIVITIES:

1. Ordinary paper has properties that allow it to perform
Students can try to do one of-the following with a sheet ,of paper:

Hold up a brick
Make a high tower
Make a decoration

quantities of paper,

surprising functions.

t
4

2t Tools help man obtain and prepare the food he eats. In America we have ,many
too s for this purpose knives, forks, pots,. can openers, stoves, and many others. Using
any availei7le materials, the students can try to tent a tool which would help solve one
of the followihg problems: q

?e,

Act,

Peel an orange
1/4

Keep hands clean while eating jam
Carry two uncooked eggs home from school and back.
Keep six crackerstom Pr:ea k

. Keep a pat of butter from melting.'
\

,



TITLE: Designing a Sled

LENGTI-10F ACTIVITY: One period c

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPT TO Bg TAUGHT:

Given different environments, men attempt to solve problems in different ways.

ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL-013JECTIYES:

To understand the problem of deVision of labor among the Eskimos.

4t-
To solve a problem utilizing common materials in a new way.

TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND ACTIVITIES:

1. At the fall fishing camp the Eskimos make a sled to travel to the sea ice
camps. Traditionally this is men's work. \ 4?

2. Ask your students to list sore of the reciirements the sled must fulfill.

Last for the whole winter. 7-

Be either storable or disposable when the sprig comes. .

Be strong enough to carry the Small children and all of the family's belongings:

Slide smoothly"bver ice'and snOw.

3. Divide class into groups and give each group a sample of six matdrials used by
Y- the Eskirilos every day' (copy of sample'Pn fpllowing page). These include:

.caribou antler

o

rI0

J

4
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EXplain that these are the materials the men use to make .a sled. Each group
should devise a way, ofmaking a sled that uses all these materials. 'c'"'

4. After' students have described how they would make the sled, explain they
manner in which theEskimos maketthe sled:

a. To build the sled, the men first shovel clear an area of river ice, spread the tent
out flat and cut it in half. They tie the ends of the rolled halves of the skin with
thongs and. lower. them into the water through a hole chopped in the ice. The
,thongs are looped around. a digging stock' so the skins cannot be lost in -the river.

t
; b. After a couple hours, the soakd skins areohauled out, of the river and unrolled.
Then- some large fish are split in half, and }then laid shingle-fashion along one side

of each section of skin. They roll the skins tightly-over the fish and bind them
with sealskin thongs. Then they stamp on.the rolls to flatten them so they are
oval in cross section. The ends of the two long rolls are tinned 'up in one
direction. A hour later the new sled runners will be frozen solid.

c. Caribou antlers and leg bones are used as crosspieces between the two runners
of the sled. The sealskin thongs are removed, the runners are stood on edge and
then the crosspieces are laid at° short intervals along The length of the sled. The
crosspieces are bodnd tightly to the runners with the sealskin thongs that were

used to shape the runners.

d. This moss is pounded until it is pulverized,'then mixed with 'dry snow. It
then pushed into a hollow in the river ice,, and dampened with water. The
resulting- sludge is applied in a thick layer to- the underside of the runners. It is

smoothed sand "tied" by hand and then left to freeze hard. When the sled-runner
coating ties frozen, it is further smoothed by a knife. To finish the runner, the
Eskimo men spew mouthfuls of river water out onto a mitt eiwpolar bear fur and
quickly apply the moisture to the runners. This gives.them a glazing of smooth .

-4=v4.1.ice4htt will make the sled slide easily over the snow.

5. When Concluding this lesson,' keep in mind that the Eskimos have linj'ited
resources and therefore waste nothing. Thus, in the spring -(May), when the days get so
warm' -that the sled begins to melt, mention that the Eskimos take the sled apart, break
up the bones and eat the marrow, eat the frozen fish or feed it to the dogs, sew, together.
the skin from the two runners and again have the tent skin in time to begin using it for
their summer homes.

TITLE: A Comparison of Native Art Styles

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY: Eight to nine days

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPT TO BE TAUGHT:

Art is a Eeflection of a culture.

ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

To develop an appreciation for various types of art.- %

To aid the student in realizing that people subscribc to different viewpoint's'

concerning)
works of art..

A-6
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To 'provide opportunities for' students to express themselves via various art forms.

To ehtourage creativity and self4xpression through art.

TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

1. This lesson should be prewsled by a thorough class discussion of the
Athabascan, Aleut, Eskimo, Tlingit, Haid Wrsimshian, and Early White Man's culture.

2. Day 1i Field trips should 'be' made 'to lace' museums (Fine Art MUseum, Jona
moos

Brothers Museum) to view art works from various cultures so .that the student will be
able to discuss them in light of the customs of the areas.

-13 Day 2: The second day should be spent in discussion of the -field trip.

a. Divide the class into seven groups, assigning each 'one of the following Native -.-
cultures: Athabascan, Aleut, Eskimo, Tlingit, Haida, Tsimshian, and Early'White
Man.

b. Classroom resources from library and LAC. should be utilized by groups in
analyzing their respectiVe cultures.

c. At end of period, have a spokesman from each group summarize the following
points:

What did you see?
How is their art a reflection of their ,culture?

4. Days 3-8: As a follow-up activity, various Native art mediums could be used to
provide an opportUnity fcir students to express themselves creatively. These activities
should involve demonstration and actual participation by student working with
Native materials'. Wherever possible, Native students in the schools should be-utilized to
demonstrate at forms, but if necessary, outside resource people could be used. A small
supply of ivory, .wood, silver sheets,. soapstone, and cotton fabric should be acquired_for ;-
student and demonstrator, use.

Suggested art forms include the following:

a..Print-making: Prints Can be easily made using-wood cuts as blocks; riCepapet,:!::
and printing inks, The basic method should_ be thoroughly explained
students may actually try a simple print using either a lineoleum' or woodtilcigkCi,k.

The'clifferences between Canadian and Alaskan Eskimo prints should be explained',`
with emphasis on styles and sizes. This should allow students to discern different;

r approaches taken)by similar peoples.
.

b. Woodworking: This 'should tbniist of demon,stration on the use of Indian toOrs
such as knives, adzes; land patterns. The typiCal products in'various,corripletion
stages should include mural, dishes, poles. Finishes, primarily acrylic -paints,
should be- discussed showing basic colors utilized for specific Oils.

c. Silyer WOrk: Silver jewelry making methods should be demonstrated "first by
using sheets of silver. Cuts forming designs on the sheets will be shown through
actual operatictri of .a 'jewelry saw. Sodering, filing, and simple polishing ,shoULd
demonstrated. Other methods in simple jewelry making should includeldiging.end '
casting..A small exhibition of finished jewelry should conclude this activity;::

I

C

.1
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d. ivory Carving: IvOry carving is a widely used art medium practiced in both.
"-prehistoric-and contemporary times by nearly' all northwestern coastal peoples in

areas where walrus migrate. The pracess--of using ivory should be explained from
the initial walrus kill to seasoning to,actUfaL-carving. The basic elements of ivory,
such as' the core and outer layer should be ;explained. Then the ways that the
ivory is used should be shown -- how animar-figures are developed and how small

scraps may be utilized. Various', techniques: ihcludind such things as sawing, filing,
chiseling, engraving, sanding, polishing, and -inking.should be demonstiated.

e. Soapstone Carving: Soapstone carvjng is similar to ivory carving in techniques
except that it is softer. Since it is basically a carving style that originated in

Northern Canada, this`presentation should allowstudents to become more familiar
with styles of Eskimos outside Alaska.-

f. SewinwSince fur is so expensive,cogpsklArLcOshould be utilized for students
to .work with. Demonstrator should disiittsrgbilaielection, pattern making, and
actual sewing methods.

S
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DRAMA; MUSIC, POETRY, AND,PROSE
. .

TITLE: Drama as a Cultural Tool -
. .

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY: Adaptable (at least three periods) (--- ...,_
,,..:,.

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPTS TO BE TAUGHT: i't4
. l'i-

r

The brotherhood of =man is better understood through
°
paAation in a drama

...:-..,-;;.-,with a human relations theme..
----."--5;',

Drama is an art form used to demonstrate .the value by a culture,
.--- .....specifically the concept-of what isteautiful.

,4* ssT*114 ::,- 7P'

ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES: :-.. --:,..7,...t.a.i,:,-,..-:-..:

.---:-...;..-, -.1

2.,,-.4,.....
i

To provide an opportunity for students to-better understand-brotherhood thr gh
participation in a drama 'with a human relations theme. X-. .*: =

a

To demonstrate to the audience-a positive human' reiailons .0"oncept.
,...-.

TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND ACTIVITIES: c.-- -

1. Several activities mayZe adopted frorfi the following materials:
.-.

a. Using the Play, Taking a Wife, the students may act til out with a day of
. preparation.before presentinag the plait.

.
:- .
-,,

b. Using the story, Inupiat Suuvat?,the class-may write their- own play.

c. Or, the students may write their own play coinbining various poems and songs
they have gathered from other_ sources. (See the poetry unit and the bibliography
at the end of_this guide.)

2. If Taking a Wife is selected, the following preparation shouldbe made:

a. Decide who will take each Part:

BOYS

1st Storyteller . .
.

Yukaq, a fine hunter and the hero of the play.

Nanuqaq,.Yukaq's younger brothir.. T.

Acurunaq, the boys' stepfather, not a fine man.

Nanok, the fa er of Qirvan, and not much of a hunter.
:,---

Makllak, Nanok's brother, another older man; and also not\much of a hunter.

GIRLS

. 2nd Storyteller

,4irvan,a pretty, shy girl.

-54:
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4.

Acaqaq, Qirvan's mother, Wife of Nanok.

Piuneri, Yukaq's old mother

Qallqaq, a girl- in Yukaq's camir.

b. Have the actors read through the play. once. Qn the second time thrqugh, each
actor should underline his name with a red crayon elwy time it appears, so he
will'be able to read the script easily when he finally appears in tthe play.

c. Rehearse the play with action once or twice. During the play, the two
Storytellers describe what the actors are doing when there is no conversation. The
actors should listen carefully to the Storytellers- to be sure they are doing the
right thing at the right time. And the Storytellers should make sure the actors
have finished each action before going on.

Props:

a blindfold.

Some books wrapped in a scarf to use as a catch of fish.

Some coats or jackeli to use as caribou-skins.'

e. Setting the stage:

The first scene takes place in an igloo. Decide where the tunnel, will be, and
remember to crawl when you go through it. -Decide where the sleeping platform..
will be. You can use a low table or chairs for the sleeping platform if you
want.

Zhe second scene takes place in a tent. Decide where the entrance will be. You
won't need any "furniture" here.

f. A possible presentation of the pla may be to an elementary school or another
class. -

There are several ways in which this play c Id be performed:

a. Straight.play-readine with children sea -- in front of the class.

b. Radio play with sord:effects. This could t on tape and sent around to
oilier classes.

c. Walk-through with children reading from scripts.
.

d. Pantomime. A group of children reads the script-while ahoth oes the acting.
This is useful when there is a wide diversity of reading ability in the

e. Two different groups could prepare the play and present'it to each ether:

f. Some children might enjoy adding lines to the play to expand it, or ey might
like changing the poi:ling. The play could then be perforrhed in any of
suggested above.

-55-
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TAKING A WIFE

Scene One

1st STORYTELLER:

The play you are about to see really happened, and so it is called 'Taking a Wife or How
Yukaq Got Qirvan, the Girl He Really Wanted.' -

The first scene takes place in a but in -theiniddle of winter. You have to imagine this: it
is very dark outside and the wind is whipping around the but and blowing snow
everywhere.' The people are happy to be inside where there is a blubber lamp and it is
warm z

1 There by her lamp, keeping it welt tended, is an old lady named Piuneri. She lost her
husband a while ago, and she has a new one. You'll hear more about him later.

Piuneri has two sons. The older one, Yukaq, is sitting on the sleeping platform-. Yukaq is
the hero of this play. Sitting next to him is his brother, whose name is Nanuqaq.

Listen to the song Piuneri sings and you will know why she is a contented old lady.

PIUNERI:.

Life is not as bad as it could be,
All things considered.

- ,

I have my, little boys to hunt for me,
And my boys are not so little anymore.

-My boy Yukaq is quite a hunter, ...

Quite a walket.
in the summer we live in a place .

Where the caribou don't come to us,
So my Yukaq puts on his boots
And goes to the caribou.

And whenilte comes borne,
My Yuka4 is loaded down with caribou skins,
And I can see I -have my sewing work cut out for me.

1st STORYTELLER:

Now watch and see how good your
,
hero Yukaq is to his mother. She has taken a new

husband, a mean Did man named Acurunaq, Here he comes into the but now. (Acurunaq
comes in.)

ACU RUNAQ:

Eh, woman, give me something to eat!

Yes, my little husband, as soon as it's ready.



ACURUNAQ:

I don't mean as soon.as it's ready, I mean right now!

1st STORYTELLER:
AMR,

And with that, the stepfather pres-poor Piuneri a kick.

Why-do. we show you thisunPleasant scene? Because it has happened over and over, and
Yukaq is angry. After the old pabOle, Acurunaq and Piuneri,- go to sleep On the platform,
Yukaq talks to his brother Nanu-qaq.

YUKAQ:

I would like to let that old min know he can't treat my mother that way -- hitting her
and scolding her for 'no good reason. Maybe some women deserve a good punch from
time to time, but not my mother. .
NANUQAQ:

But what can you do?

YUKAQ;

Somehow I've got to find a way to WI the old man wlio's in charge here.

1st STORYTELLER:

Now imagine there arb a lot of people around ----the. whole camp. Imagine we are in the
great igloo and people are playinp.garilibs. This game is called hide and guesS. Yukaq gives
-a blindfold to his stepfather:, AturUnaii;

YUKAQ:

Here, old'rn.an, let me tie this tight, so not even a slippery weasel could see out of it.

1st STORYTELLER:

`rhe brothers have worked this out between them. First Nanuqaq mes u to Acurunaq
and-slaps him on the shoulder. Then Nanuqaq jumps out of t e way. Acurunaq feels
around in the air, trying to find the pgrson ,who hit him.

ACURUNAQ:

Who was that? It came from over here but -- no,- nobody here.-2-

1st STORYTELLER:

Now young' Yukaq comes forward end gives Acurunaq a good, swat. Acuruniq reachbs-

out and grabs Yukah..

ACURUNAQ:
, -

-There! I've caught some bear now!

1st STORYTELLER:

But*Yrikaq grabs theold-man back and
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YIJKAQ: Did you catch a bear old man, or did the bearocatch you? Who da you think it
is

. ACURUNAQ:

It's the strongest man I ever met, for sure.

1st STORYTELLER:

Arid all the People are laughing at old Acurunaq for being,so weak.

. Finally, Acurunaq .struggles free of Yukaq and tears,off the blindfold.

ACURUNAQ:

There! Was it you Yukaq? You who made the people laugh at me for being old and
weak? My own stepson?

YUKAQ:

So I guests now we know who's the strongest and who gives the orders, don't we? Did
you hear me, Acurunaq?

ACURUNAQ:i

I hear you, my lovely littl son.

1st STORYTELLER:

,

Now we can look at the way things are going between Acurunaq and Piuneri after the
game of hide and guess: Acurunaq is in a bad _mood as usual. Piuneri is sitting by her
TamP. Yukaq is there, watching carefully. t

ACURUNAQ:

Eh, woman! I'm thirsty...Give me a,drink of water!

PIUNERI:

Yes, my little husband, as soon as I can.

ACURUNAQ:

I said novel

YUKAQ: r.

Well, look at the fierce old man who has to show his strength by. being mean to an old
woman. Remembgr who's the strongest around here,, Acurunaq.

lst.STORYTELLER:-

And Acurunaq knOws what Yukaq means and, he says- -
\

ACURUNAQ:

Don't hurry yourself,- my little wife. I'll have my drink Whenever you're ready.

g3



isi,STORYiELLER:

So now you know why Yukaq is bur hero. He is,a good' man. But now a much more
serious problem comes up for this family. One day, when winter is almost over, Yukaq

-starts talking to his mother.

YUKAQ:

I've madei up my mind. I'm ready to go.

Where are you g n?

YUKAQ:

I'm going south to get my wife.

PIUNERI:.,

You mean Qirvan?

YUKAQ:

Yes.

PIUNERI:

Are y-oc.t sure you want to go so far to get a wife? It will take you months to get to
where_, Qirvan's living now.

YUKAQ:

Qiryan is the girl who was promised to me when Iwas a little boy, and I'm ready to
marry her,now.

PIUNERI:

That's a long way to travel just for a woman. And whb knows if Qirvan is still pretty?
4lity

YOKAQ:

I cab-tell iyoli don't want me to go away.
4

PIUNERI:
,

I didn't say you shouldn't go. I was just thinking that it would be better if you stayed.

YUKAQ:

Why?

PlUi4ERI:

Who's going to hunt and care for me, Yukaq?

0544



YUKAQ:

I'll leave Nanuqaq with you.

WANUQAQ:

Oh no you won't. I'm 'doing traveling with you.

1st STORYTELLER: 4
rgv

Piuneri is pretty upset about both of her sons ;leaving her at the same tinie. So what ddes
she do? Take a look. Piuneri gets up and goes, out of the hut, and soon returns with, a
neighbor girl, named Qallqaq. This Clollciaq is ca ,nice girl, a fact which Piuneri wants her
son ta k now. "r

PIUNER I:

Here, Qalltiaq, sit next to me.-, What lovely sewing on,your clOthes. You couldn't have
;clone that sewing yourself, not pretty young girl like'yourself.

QALLQAQ:

Yes, I sewed this myself.

PIUNER I:

You he that, Yukacir You see how well Qallqaq sews?
.,

YUKAQ:

I see.

PIUNERI: *.
- ;

a

It's hard to believe a-pretty young girl who 'knows how to sew is without a husband.
Why don't you have a husband, Qallqaq?

QALLQAQ:

One ;ids been promised to me, but hi lives a long way away.

PIUNER I:

And yet you are a happy, pretty, good-sewing little girl, laughing all the time and helping
your mother. What a' wife you're going to be fiir some happy hunter!. Do you hear what
I say,. Yukaq?

YUKAQ:

hear you. I think Qallqaq ought to keep to her promises. And I thinIci,that very soon I
will be traveling south.

PIUNERI:

Just to marry that/gly, little, skinriy, unhappy Qin/an?
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YUKAQ:
. ,

Yes, just for Qirvan. Shewas the girl who was promised to me:

1st STORYTELLER:

So, you can see that Yukaq's mindris made, up. In the second scene .7ou will see how
things are going for Qirvan in the south.

Scene Two

2nd STORYTELLER:
e `7,

Now we are moving a long way off. It is`fall now, when families live along.lhe rivers.

.
Here lea tent. Inside are a pretty, shy girl named Qirvan, and her mother, whose name is
Acaqaq:

ACAQAQ:
'ter,

I've got itchy fingers.

QIRVAN:

Why is that?

ACAQAQ:

My'hands feel like they would like to be sewing something.

QIRVAN:

I know what you Mein. My hands feel the same way.

ACAQAQ:

But your father and your uncle didn't get any caribou this year and we aren't going to
'.have a thi to wear this winter. You know the saying?

QIRVAN:

Yes: luick hunter's feet in caribou time, quick women's fingers in the fall, or no new
cloth in the winter.

AC4QA

If ,only we ha me str g young hunters!

2nd STORYTELLER:

At just this mo t, Qirvan's father, Nanok, comes into the tent. Behim him is Qirvan's
-uncle, Makllak.

WANOK:

Were you tal ing 'about rne? Did I hear you say "strong young hunter?"

o



ACAQAQ:

That wouldn't be you would it?

NANOK:

No, my little wife, it's true. But, Makllak and I did get a nice fat bunch of fish. Here.

ACAQAQ:

Very nice. But you're going to look funny this winter in a coat made offish skips.

' NANOK:

From what I've heard, fishskin coats aren't very warm.

ivIAKLLAK:

Eeee! I can already feel how cold I'm goingtd be. ,

ti

NANOK:

You know what the trouble is, brother.

MAKLLAK:

Of course I know, brother. You and 1-are'getting did. What we need is a young man who
can hurit for us 'tOne excellent hunter needed.

-NANOK:

But bad luck his given me no sons, just that one useless girl over there!

ivIAKCLAK:

Now wait! Let's offer that useless little niece of mine to some excellent hunter from
around here. Then you won't have to feed Qirvan, and your new son-rn-law can take care
of all of us in our old age.

OIRVAN:

That plan wouldn't work.

NANOK:
, ,

Why not, my darling daughter?

QIRVAN:

Because I am-never going to get married:

ACAQAQ:

She's a shy girl, Nanok. She doesn't want to leave me.

NANOK:

a

Qirvan wilj be they luckiest girl in theworld when she gets away from you.
. I
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AACIAQ:

Your plan won't work, my little husband. You've forgotten that when Qirvah was born
we promised her to a little fellow named Yukaq.

NANOK:

Ah yes. But Yukaq isn't here, and he's still too young to be the hunter we're looking for.
And he's probably forgotten little Qirvan.

MAKLLAK:

And hoW can we be expected to remember a promise when we are in danger of freezing
to death in the winter?

ACAQAQ: -

A promise is a promise.

NANOK:
i

But you can't keep a promise once you've been turned into an, icicle.

2nd STORYTELLER:

And so they continue to argue day after day. Things get more and more,serious. Qirvan's
family don't know that ,Yukaq and his brother are on their way to them, crossing the
tundra, every day getting a little closer, hunting as they coine:

One evening Nanok hears his dogs barking outside -- 000W ROWLF -- and so Nanok
himself gets up and looks out.

NANOK:

Two men coming:) don't recognize them. They look like little hills,. both of them,
they're so weighted down with sOrnething.

. 2nd STORYTELI,,,ER:

And so, a little while later,\ in commas- Yukaq: followed by his younger brother, Ninuqaq.

YU k AQ:
11i

Nanok, my future father-in-law!

NANOK.

I don't think I know you, young man.

YUKA

1 m Yu aq, the man who's going tp_marry3your daughter.

NANOK:

Oh, yes, o course. Please excuse me. It has been many years, and you'veigotten much
bigger, Yilk q. You've grown quite large.



YUKAQ:
.

Brother, these is Qirvan, who is going to be my wife. W. hat do yprthink?

NAN UQAQ:'

I think our trip was worth it.

NANOK: A

, ..

Wait, Y aq. Things have changed, a lithe bit since we saw, ou last. I'm afraid Qirvan is
no lo r free., . 4.

3 )

4,

YUKAQ:

is she married somebody else?

NANOK:

a ,

Well, ho. But she't no longer available, She's going to Marry a big hunter.

YUKAQ: k)
And I've been traveling six month's to get here. And waiting for Qirvan for years.

c

MAKLLAK:

We're sure it must be a great disappointment to you, Yukaq.

YUKAQ:

'bo you mind if we stay overnight?

NANOK:

Of course not. Stak: as I i(ig as you want -- two days, even three days if

YUKAQ:

Come on, brother, let's bFing our things inside.

2nd STORYTELLER:

And verrsadly, Yukaq and Nanuqaq go outside.

NANOK:

Eh, brother, 1.tink I s ell mettiing I haven't smelled in a long time.

MAKLLAK:

I smell it too!

ACAQAQ:

It smells like caribou skins.

neltg 9
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,2nd STORYTELLER:

And then, Yukaq and Nanuqaq come back inside with their arms full of --

,

NANOK:

I

Where did 'yOu get these, Yukaq?

YUKA'Q:

..On our way here-we stopped and hunted from time to time.

iVIAKLLAK: r

Brother, I've been thinking .,-

NANOK:

So have I. Yukaq, nothing could make me happier than for you to marry my girl, my
own precious QirVan.

EVIAKLLAK:' , .

. And if your younger brother hunts a$ well as yo'bi do, we can find a girl for him, too,.

YUKAQ:

But you just said.
NANOK:

I was joking, Yukaq. You know I am a man who keeps promises. If*Qirvan was promised
to you, she is still yours. I would never go back on a promise.. Take her, my boy!

QIRVAN:

But I:m not getting married. I'm going to stay here with you.'

ACAQAQ:': /
Don't be silly. When a hunter like Yukaq with so many caribou skins offers to marry
you, you abbot!

QIRVAN:

I don't want to live so far away from you, Mother.

tVIAKLLAK:

4

N w, here we have a seriosroblem. The girl doeot want to marry. And even if she

/.
d marry wilt all those lovely skins away and we will be as cold as

- we wer

Yes, a serious problem.



IVIAKLLAK:

This is a fine ace to live, Yukaq. Good fishing, plenty of caribou,--at least for a
fast-footed youghunter like you. Why don't you settle down here?

i\IANUCIAG:

Our poor old mother is waiting for us at home. She needs us to hunt for her.

QIRVAN:

And I'm still too young to leave my mother.

ACAQAQ:

And as you can see by the rags we're wearing, we need a hunter here, too.
Jy

YUKAQ:

Well, if Qirvan really wants to stay with her mother, I am willing to stay for a while.
brother is as good a hunter as I am. He can go home and I will hujit here.

2nd STORYTELLER:

And that's how it was decided. Nanuqaq went Home to his, mother and took care of her.
Nanok and Makllak got their winter coats. Qirvan got to stay with her mother. And -- oh
yes -- Yukaq 4ot the girl he really Wanted for his wife. //
I Won't tell you they all lived-'rbhappily ever after, since this is a true play and not a fairy
tale. But for a while everyone was pretty pleased with the way things turned out.

THE END

1NUPIAT SUUVAT? WHENCE THE ESKIMO?

Where Do Eskimos Originate?

here have Eskimos come frorri? No one vows:
All that we can do is guess where the Es)(nokimo' people have originated. Maybe the

Eskimd came from Mongolia, travelling through Siberia and across the Bering Sea. Maybe
this is how the Indians also cahiPto America.

An Eskimo story which is known tfrEskimos living in different plices tells about
people travelling Eastwdrd. Michael. Kayutak tells about the story that Utukkagmiut
people have.

The Eskimo probably began froth the other side yonder from the land of
Mongolia, because they were warring against each other. And, in this direction, they _fled
to this side. They crossed to this land.

Though they came to this' side, they ,,did not settle because o. fighting. Those
people, who were trying to be good, in order to live peacefully, fled froth place to place
coming this way. And the people were scattered, populating the sea coast.

The Utukka,k/ people, from time immemorial, were many. Therefore, Some
Utukkak people went away from their tribe; wanting to settle down in a land where
there is no war, tiaVelling to places Eastwatd:



r.

When they- departed from that Uti.04k. 'e, they settled at a place called
Pirjuksragruk. It is not known hOw long they ielnaiAtthere., Having lived there for some
time, they again travelled Eastward. When th*stop somewhere in the east, it is -not
known where they settled. After having st6pped fo some time,, they:started travelling
again Eastward. Finally, after "some time,they..100ri Alie lend where "they wanted to live

_

-- probably Greenland.
When Knud RaSmussen cl:ne from the east, from Greenland, in 1924, his lady

worker said that her ancestors haa been Utukkagmiut petiole. Old time people speak like
this. (Knud Rasmussen was an- anthropologist who sledded from Greenland to Alaska

. accompanied by Greenlandic Eskimo.?,

Eskimo Hunters. Before'White Men Came

In former times, Eskimcwho lived here in Alaska didn't know white people or
God.

How did they 4, ? They didn't_ have- good equipment, but they had bows and
spears, and nets, and snares. For duekslheVhad,bolos, and for walrus spears. For whales
they had harpoons with three flociteridifached, speared them and sang songs.

. When they killed a: whale, they were thankful. Then poor people and dogs who
were hungry, during-the winter were thankfUlAetfing more than enough to eat.

(The toggle-type' *arpoon head whibht4Eskimos have always used is a, good
invention. Anthropologists regard it as the most complicated device invented by ancient

',people anywhere.)
When the olthtime Eskimos had tp,rifles, they had to hunt animals by being

imam They knew the animals' way,p,iancr beihg clever, they fooled animals and killed
them.

Killing Piilar Bears Withbut Weapons

Th(s is-. how they killed a polar bear when they had no weapon. They knew that
.. .

the polar beer, must stand yA-j-n his hin&legiadefore.he could attack a man. So, when
the polar bear would stan0P-like this to grablie hunter, the hunter would run through
his legs, getting- behind the bear. The bear would get down and charge the hunter, but
when the bear would- stand up to attack, the fan would again run between his
After the hunter does tfiis many: "times, theiliehwould become tired and the hunter
would, kill him-.

t
:

Walrus ;Hunting

. . Those old-time Eskimos really knew how to catch walrus. They knew that walrus
will help other walrus, and carefully lookafter their young. So, they outsmarted them
thus:

/-% The Utukkagmiut people would travel by umiak to the walrus. And-when they
saw a, herd on the ice, they went to it, it being.asuitable and good herd. When they had
gotten out of the umiak, they harpooned two- babies which could not escape because the
two harpoon lines were tied togetheli? Then they killed adult walrus, using these two
young ones as a trap, since. they were crying .and the adults would try to help them.,
Having killed walrus, they then butchered them. Having finished butchering, they paddled
h . The women dere very happy.

fr
ligruk Hunting

Michael Kayutak also tells 4fow old timers were good, patient hunters. Their skill
in drawling up on seals and ugruks (sleep-on ice) is known by this story.

A man would crawl up to an ugruk and he could get so close that he could warm
fhe ugruk's skin with his hand while not actually touching it/causing the ugruk's skin to
move. Then the man, having first warmed the ugruk's skin ,thus, harpooned it. The man
immediately killed.the ugruk He really could get close. .

-67-
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Another story showing some old timers' cleverness, patience andendurance is this

one told.by M, Kayutak. -,(
in winter a man would gp out in search of caribou, and seeingISOrile, he would go

toward them. When he was close, he would' let them see him: When they see him, they
flee. He chases them, yelling. The caribou begin turning, finally running toward the
hunter. The. hunter stands still. The caribou come towardpim running. The caribou,
leanintoward the hunter, circle him. And then he starts following them.

All day he drives" them to his home. Wher the caribou get .hungry, they
continually try to eat. Finally, the man starts throwing his mitten at them to keep them
moving. He reaches his place with the, caribou -and kills them. He has a lot of Meat when
he butchers them.

The old-time Eskimo worked together to get lots Of meat. Elijah Kakinya tells
how caribou were driven into corrals where they were trapped, and,,so easy to kill. The
caribou were chased into a lake 139 men and women. Scarecrows were used. The caribou
thinking they were people, would go into the lake. Then huntets in kayaks stabbed the
caribou while they were in the water.

`Other old-time Eskimos drove the caribou into a corral. The corral was walled by
either rocks, willows, or ice, having openings* in the walls, and snares iri the openings.
After the caribou were in the corral, the entrance was closed by willows. Those that tried
to go through the openings were snared. Thus, all the caribou -that entered the corral,
which were not snared, were shot with arrows. The people were happy. They would not
be hungry. And they would have good skins for mattresses and clothing.

Snares and Traps

The old-time Eskimos snared ,caribou and sheep. One man would sometimes snare
40, 20, or 30 animals. Old timers knew how to set snares well for each animal. They also
snared ptarmigan and geeSe.

They had different kinds, of traps for trapping fox, bear, and wolverine.
They also. killed animals by freezing a bent baleen inside of meat. When the meat

melted in the stomach, the baleen straightened out and punctured the animal's stomach,
killing him. *,-

Sharing

Old-time Eskimos were generous. They shared meatitspen they 41unted together.
When they caught a whale, they shared it like this, sayS Floyd Ahvakana, The umialik got
most; but he had to sponsor a feast. A good Umialik also gave to thos&-people who had
no food and came begging.

Even when people had very little food, they still shared what 'they' had.
Sometimes people would be hunting inland during the winter. They would have no food.
Going hungry, they would try to stay alive with ptarmigan, snaring them with ,those,
sinew snares. In the community house they usually ate, sharing the ptarmigan.A very
little bit would be a man's share, a length of leg, or maybe one-half a potarmigan'sThead.
Another would have one wing. Furthermore, the breast of the ptarmigan was cut up
small. All of the ptarmigan being cut into small pieces, they shared it among the
community- house-People. And then, when they had eaten, they went -home. The next

.

.day they would do the Same, when they get few ptarmigan.

Trading

Old-time Eskimos had to work hard to live. They always had to be working. The
men hunted all the time The ladies scraped skins, made oil for stone lamps, and saw to
the preparation of seal pokes, after drying the meat.

But sometimes they travelled to meet and feast with other people.

0073,
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Barrow & Point Barrow People

To the inlanders wodld go Barrow and Point Barrow people in summertime, to
trade with the inlanders, taking with them oil and weapons, travelling by umiak. And the
inlanders would travel down the ikfer, having skins, fox, caribou, wolf, and wolverine.
They traded their items with each odler.

When the trading was completed, they played games and enjoyed themselves.
When it was over, the coastal people went home to their land.

In wintertime, the coastal people used their purchases to. make clothing from
caribou skins, and the inland people in winter used their trade items received from the
'coastal people, weapons and-oil. Each group was thankful for the other.

UtOkkak People

Those who lived inland always travelled, hunting caribou. And when they moved
to the sea coast, they got '1.0t.falrus and other animals, storing oil in pokes for food when
they returned Inland in the wintertime. Some summers, when they were at the sea coast,
strangers, Point Ropers, would come, travelling along the coast._ They always enjoyed
being together, eating and dancing and playing games together. They were always happy.

Then, when it was over, they air parted. The Point Hope people returned to their
land. The Utukkagmiut went inland. Thus, each group went.

Living Ways and-Houses

Old-time Eskimos were chard working, patient and good hunters who were fearless
and generous. The ladies worked hard too. When they sewed, they used needles made

mfrom. bone, or ivory. They used sinew for thread and a thimble made frorhugruk skin.
,Those women made diapers thus. They sewed seal skin; pleating it-laroundedges)

with caribou to make it soft and warm. And then they tied it on with sornethi When

they have tied it on, they fill it with "tundra- cotton."-Having :diapered the babh,
could back-carry them.,

"Jundra-cOtton" grows on the land and N soft and warm.. In summer, women
gather it, dry it, and preserve it in pokes.

Often, past -times we're very difficult. When there was no food, or when they were
travelling, a woman, when she had a baby, would abandon the child, so that it would not
give her more trouble. In those times, when a woman would have a baby, her husband
would build a snow house some distance away. And then to that place would-go the
woman, being alone during birth, her husband never going there.

Their heating was'llay stone lamp which was lit outside and warmed the snow
house when placed inside. The snow house had a floor of willows and caribou skins, fur
lacing up and fur facing down..

The women also, made their own pots. -Sometimes they made them from wood.
Sometimes they made them by mixing clay, feathers, and blood, drying them in the sun
and then in the fire. .

They boiled" meat by stones. After heating stones in fire, they 'put these in 'the
pot of water. When the water boiled, the took the stones out and put meat in.-After
doing this twoor three times, the meat was ready for eating.

They roasted meat and fish by having flat stones standing beside the fire being
held by. forked sticks stuck into. the ground. Old-time Eskimos had many Ways of
preparing food for eating. Point Hope had good ice cellars, and good whale meat.

Point Hope PeoPle

This community's land is good. Point Hope is first to go whaling. Agd duCks
arrive there first and ugruk too. That land is very good, having mountains. It is a pleasant,
land.

In times past; .people say that from here,. from Barrow and Point, Barrow, in
winter, they travelled by dog team to Point Hope. Things that are scarce here they want

(Pm
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to trade, each wanting to buy what is scarce in his village. They are always happy. Old
timers say that Point Hope's stored meat is very good, the whale meat that is stored in.
their ice cellars. Those people preserved their food tastily.

This is the war-the Point Hope peoples' cellartare. When it is empty, they clean
it, cleaning it thprotaihly when it is about whaling time. And the boat captain, when he
catches a whale, therw.orrien first put the maktak into the cellar, putting it around the
cellar corners so that no water can come in. And inside that, they put the whale meat. .

And when they have Dut all the meat in the cellar, they cover it with maktak.
When they- have finished whaling, they start to hunt ugruk, and rolls of meat they

place there on top of the whale. Then they go to the land for the entire summer. And
when Autumn comes, they return to Point Hope, and opening their cellars they eat whale
meat and maktak all winter. Pt is very delicious. All winter long women fetch meat -from
the Cellars.

Old Timer's Houses

Old time Eskimos had very -good houses. The houses were, very warm because the
sod was good- insulation. And, having a tunnel entrance through the floor, the cold air
would not come up into ffie house: Cold air dbes not rise but warm air rises so the cold
air stayed in the tunnel. The old- time houses were well,made.

In, winter, when inland, old timers had a good warrn tent called itchalik. The
., itchalik was round, being framed by willows and covered with caribou skins sewn

together: A bear skin covered the entrance.

. -Community House

The old-time people met and ate and danced
together_ in the community house. Women brought their
were also given food there. :) ,

nd ;played games, and talked
h sbands' food there, The pooi.

J

Old timers had to work hard to live. But they, also feasted, had fun, and played
games. They. always feasted in the community housed--

The Messenger Feast
,

Whenever they plan to have a messenger feast, they sent two people. These two.
are called messengers. And these two go away to get people from other villages, having
two staffs. The two staffs are ringed with marks, each mark being different, 'arid the

. messenger is able to know a person's, name by that mark,'no matter, how many people
there are. , _, . . -., _

These hosts have a feast, and they dance, in unison ind in a line, practicing their
dances for when the guests arrive. And they choose the welComers, young men.

When the gu'ests come near (the,village), they send the two messengers home from
'tie place where the guests and welcornerwill race.

When the welcomers meet the guests, they tell each guqt who his host is. And
then the young. men begin the -race. Though it is about 30 miles, they return running all
the way. The gUests' racers try to "capture": the community house. If they don't win the

,.' race, they can't "capture" it. Sometimes they do "capture" it, and when they do, they
are the first to dance. If they don't

-
"capture" the k5rgi, the hosts dance first) and while,, :-

they dance, they give presents. .

.. (Whenever they Use to have this feast, they always asked for something before
(the-feast). And all winter they would try to find their partner's wish.)

While the hosts are dancing in gthe kargi, two men go out, arrow- shooters, not
wearing a tigis. And while the guests stand stilLthese two men jump about the guests,
looking for ,someone to shoot, and when they see their. "target",. they shoot, barely
missing his head.

They finish by playing ball, hosts against guests. The guests are teamed -Up with
the.welcomeis they have lots of fun. (The last messenger feast at Borrow was in 1910.).

.1
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Living is: Changed

Many years before the first white man came to Eskimo land, the old timers
traded with Eskimos down south and got Russian supplies - iron buckets, knives, and
tobacco.

In 1815, Von Kotzebue-of-the Russian Navy arrived'at Kotzebue Sound.
In 1826, Capt. F, W. Beechy of the British Navy *rived at Point Barrow.
In 1837, Thomas Simpson of the Hudson Bay Company travelled to Barrow from

the Mackenzie River, Canada. At that time, many people had never seen a* white man,
but they had heard about them and_called them people-of-sun-'bleached-seal-skin. They
had Russian iron buckets traded from other Eskimos. One bucket was traded for two
wolverine skins.

1850-1860, thirty whaling ships were sailing into the Arctic Ocean. After this,
many more whaling ships came north hunting bow-head whales. Some of these ships were
caught in the ice and wrecked, and old timers got supplies from them. 0. Kagak' tells
about one like this.

Eskimo & White Learn of Each Other

,White pe ople are much different. The Eskimos were strangers to whitesthey being
different people. The Eskimos were amazed to see big ships. And what strange food the
sailors' crackers were to the Eskimos! A white man gave one of the Eskimos a cracker to eat.
The Eskimo took it and drawing his arm inside his parky, he threw it away, saying that it
wasn't foodat all. They didn't know about this.

One summer, a ship wrecked at Point Barrow. The Eskimos there were happy when
it wrecked. Everyone went to it when the ship wrecked. They were thankfUl. Opening the
ship's hold, they dumped out the flour to get the sacks. Having dumped the flour overboard,
they jumped into it.

By 1885, Eskimos from Noatak, Kobuk, and Point Hope were familiar with white
men.

In 1886, Charles D. Brower arrived in Barrow to whale and trade. During these.
years, old timers were beginning to change their way of living. Many of the White man's
things benefited them. BLit some of the White man's things did not benefit them. Some
Eskimos learned how to make liquor. They sto_gped hunting and their children suffered.
Some went wild and .hurt and killed people. Sometimes Eskimos got kick from whalers.
Many died from cold, flu, and measles.

Others had personal relationships with whalers and*got diseases by doing this. Life.
changed for Eskimos, some changes being good and some being bad. One of the good
changes was learning about God, HisSon and eternal life.

God's Word Comes

Those old-time people did not know Gods, nor white people, these Eskimos here. But
some people said that in the future many things would be obtainable, and all dead people
would be resurrected. This sayirig was marvellous.

Today we have new life. Those old timers' words have been fulfilled. This is
marvellous. There are many, whites and od's word is established. It is marvellous and
appreciated and true. We Eskimo must giv thanks realizing that what God has made we are
now using. We thank God.'

In 1890, Dr. John Drakes arrived at Point Hope. He hea led people and taught them
about God.

In 1891, the first missionary arrived at Barrow and began teaching school and the
Bible. He was Dr. Stevenson, a Presbyterian. Everyday before he began .schobl, he would
pray, bowing his head and closinghis eyes. The people wondered what he was doing:

In 18,97, Mr. & Mrs. Sams") arrived at Kotzebue and began teaching alloUt God's
word. From there the Christian message spread to Noatak, Kivalin; and other villages. Their
church is called'"California Conference of Friends."

611746



Some old-timers living around Barter island and east learned about God from
'Canadian ministers. And so from these places, the Christian message spread to all Eskimos in
North Alaska.

Reindeer Herding

All during this time, caribou were becoming fewer and fewer. So the gdvernment
bought reindeer froin Russia in 1898 and these were brought to Alaska. At that time 1,00
reindeer were brought to Alaska. Eskimos were taught how to herd and care for reindeer.

:,the herds multiplied into thousands.
Today, there are still reindee herds in Alaska, near Kotzebue, Unalakleet, on

Seward Peninsula, and Nunival Island. Herds in Northern Alaska were killed by wolves or
ran away with caribou..

Now and the Future

Long before 1867, when America bought Alaska from Russia, the Bureau of Indian
Affairs had been organized by the government in Washington to care for the Indians.

, When Alaska was sold to the U.S.A., the BIA began, to` care for Alaskan Indians,
Aleuts, and Eskimos. And now in these days, the ways in which the BIA helps Eskimos are:

1. Education.

2. Help them to get work.

3. Lending them money.

4. Help needy by giving them money.

5. Help them to operate co-op stores.

6. Help them buy homes by long-term lendindof money.

'Alaska.

7. Help in organizing village councils and other groups.

8. Help, in local- work like the reindeer 'industry and fishing industries in South

These are not the -only helps. Medical care is provided by Public Health Service. All
ese change's and helps,have made life easier for Eskimos, living now. The old timers had a

1,41and life but a good life: They.were smart, hard working, helpful4 and generous. You can be
,prbud of your ancestors and you can learn frdm them.

How can you learn from them when "you have an easier life .and don't have to live
like they lived?

You live differently but you can still think the way they thought, you can be smart,
hard working, helpful, and generous. Learn well, don't quit school, and when yap grow up,
help your people in some way. You have great advantages. Use them wisely and well.

Land Claims

Who owns- land? Who 'owns -Alaska? Does the government in Washington min
Alaska? Or do the people who have always lived on the land own it 1-- Eskimos, Indians and
Aleuts? This question has not been settled. -

When Alaska became a state in 1959, the government in Washington gave much of
\laSka to the- government of Alaska. The 'Alaska State goyernment -gets money by letting

people use this land. The State government uses the money to help all people living1
Alaska. If the land really belongs to the Natives, then they shduld get-the money for the
land's use.

(1
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Natives have banded together into associations to make sure their claims to land
o erhip are carried through.

Who will settle the,,question? A special court will meet to decide who should get
money for the land's use. If the State government and the Native associations talk together
and agree to share the money, then the question of lend ownership will be settled quickly.
This is what is, happeninfhow. j.

Representatives of the Alaska government and Native associations are planning
legislation together. When they are united in their plans, they will give the legislation to the
Alaska government and to the United States- government in Washington, And if these
governs-dents accept them, they will become law. And Natives will be able to use money
from land-use.

This is very beneficial to Eskimos, India and Aleuts because Alaska's land is
boundless with oil, forests and other resources.

TITLE: Music as an Expression of Culture -

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY: One period

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPT TO BE TAUGHT:

Music- is a reflection of thevalues of a culture.

ATTITUbINAL AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

To unite a group through the medium of music.

Toprovide a positive outlefor feelings.

To learn songs with a human relations them,e.

To provide, through discussion, a better underttanding of the message which music
(past and present) conveys.

TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND LEARNING, ACTIVITIES:

Obtain a copy of the Album, "I'm Lost in the by John Angaiak, Eskimo
Language Workshop, Department of Linguistics and Foreign Languages, University of
Alaska; College, Alaska 99701 (or any other reeding of Alaskan ethnic music such as
"Home by the Bering Sea", l y Henry Shavings).

.
Z.:Play a selection from the album that utilizes the theme you wish to introduce, i.e.

"I'm Lost in the City" discusses the adjustment from village life to white urban life.

3 . Pass out copies of the English translations as well as the original language with a
phonetic guide to aid in pronunciation. The album mentioned above is in Yupik, so anyorie
who is fluent in Yupik could translate the songs.

-73-
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TITLE: 'Alaskan Ethnic Poetry

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY: Two periods

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPT TO BE TAUGHT:

Poetry is often concerned with liqman relations themes,.

ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

work.

-\

To become familiar with poems with human relations themes.

To provide an opportunity for the students to express their views about the specific

To expose the students to various interpretations of the same work.

To motivate a creative writing experience.
.

TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES:

1. Using the following-poems, discuss the different human relations themes found in
them.

2. Divide the class into small groups, having each take a group of Alaskan ethnic
poems included in this lesson. Each group then discusses what the theme might be and .
reports at the end of the period their conclusions reading some of the poetry to illustrate
the theme. (Do not tell them the poems have already been divided into the following five
categories -- a, b, c, d, and e.)

t 41.

3. During the net class period have students collect any poems that illustrate the
following:

a. Reflect personal experiences andimpressions.'
b. Describe universal beliefs.
c. Explanations of the origin -and structure of the world.
d. Explanations of natural phenomena.
e. Cultural conflict.

t '4. Using the same groups, have the students compare and contrast these with -the-
four groups, of Alaskan ethnic poetry studied previously. Have the students ask themselves
the following questions:

What does the Alaskan ethnic poetry tell us about the different world views of the
respective ethnic groups?

Why did these ethnic groups concern themselves withAsuch .an explanation of the
world?

How do the explanations ousd in the Alaskan ethnic poetry compare with those
,

found in other poetry.
,

RELATED ACTIVITY:

1. HaVe students do a research project making a collection of poems, myths, legends,
and stories of, other cultures following a specific theme such as creation, travel, work,
nature, eta:-.-.. e-

ti
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A. Reflects Personal Experiences and impressiont

One time there was a woman
Who can't work by herself
She was 86 years old
One day a man came by
Who was a strong hunter
And he saw the old woman;
I'll work for you now he said
But first I must eat meat
The old. woman said, I havetno
Meat for you to eat, so go t sleep
For a while
This man who was a strong hunter
Went to sleep
And dreamed of eatinuood meat
When he woke up he was no longer hungry
Because the meal in his dream was so good
I'll work for you now, my stomaak is full

Last week there was lots of ptarmigan
And the ice was bard
We took our sled
And rode on the trail towards Chefornak
It was cold and the ptarmigan were frightened easy
But my father is a good hunter
And at night we had lots of ptarmigan

Once there was a little old man
Who was working in the woods
With his little wife whose name is Sadie
As the old man was chopping wood
He saw a big bear
He tried .to kill it
But his ax was not sliarp
When he waselone he fell asleep
And thought of how smart that bear ,was
When he woke up
He started to chop wood again
And heard the bear behind him
He dropped his ax and ran all the ways home
But he didn't tell his wife
Because she would get scared

Last two years ago I was at camp
And I heard my brother was lost
I was unhappy because he is the one who help me
With anything that can be done
I went home and my` dad was not there he was at
Nunapitchuk waiting for my brother to stop
But he didn't come home so we wait for three days

And three nights
And then I went to bed and cannot sleep good
Because I was thinking of my brother that he been lost
Soon I wake up anDad he tell me that they find him
Near the Agoola with frozen feet

(1(1W0



MAGIC WORDS
TO REEL BETTER

SEA GULL
who.flaps his wings
over my head

in the blue air,

you GULL up there
dive down

come here
take -me with you

in the air!

Wings flash by
in my mind's eye
and I'm up there sailing
in the cool air,

a-a-a-a-a-ah,

in the air.

, -
1B. Describes Universal Beliefs

If I'M in fall camp
When anyone come anywhere
1 will be happy that he-come
Because if I'm alone
I will not be happy

If anyone come to my camp
I will talk to him
And tell him howl come on hunting
And let him know
Which river is dangerous to use
And let him know
Which way is best on the tundra
And let him know
The way to get home

5 0

if it is wind blowing
1,wig, not let him go, .

Because he'rnight lost the way to home

,
To make a house and stay alone
Let anyone come to house
And talk with me
And let him eat with me
And Work with me or play cards
And if he is a stranger
I will let him sleep in my house
If he have room for to lie down to sleep,

I have worked hard
Our home
It is ours
We are tha kful

-7 h'
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If the man work with another man
He must work without getting money
This is the way these people do here in'Alaska
Because they don't aet the money like these white men do
In other village like Bethel or in New York

If I hale a house
I will let some one work with me
And talk to me
And let them help 'me done some thing that we must do
Like work on my net,or sled
Or make a boat by my house
And if he needs help
I will help him without money
Because this is the way we do in Alaska

SONGS MN? MOTHER TAUGHT ME

I am just an ordinary woman
who has never had visions.
But I will tell you what I can
about this world I know
and about the other worlds I do not know personally.
I don't even dream at night,
for if I could dream 1 would know more than I do.
People who dream
hear and see many important things. In sleep
people can live a completely different life
from real life.

I believe in dream?
but riofbeing a dreamer myself
I only know what every child learns from his mother,
for mothers.tell children stories at bedtime
to put them to sleep
and it is*from these stories
we team about things.
I haiee never forgotten the old tales
I heard from My mother.
1 have told them to my children and grandchildren,
and I wilhell them.to you. , .;

.

THE WOMAN WHO TURNED TO STONE

A Woman once 'refused to get married
and turned down every man who proposed to her,
so finally one of them said:
"You've got a heart orstone
and I, hope you turn into stone!"
And before she could answer with her famous sharp tongue
his words began to come true
and she could no longer move .

from the spot whereshe was-standing by the lake.
She was really.turning intastone from the legs up.
Desperately she called to some kayaks paddling by:
"Kayaks, please come here boys,
I'm ready to get married now."

J



.(Now she was willing to marry not just one
but as many as she could.getl)
But the men wouldn't come near her
having been rejected by her too often.
She clapped her hands and sang her'song:
'Kayaks everywhere,
please come hetii.i
I'll take you all as husbands now.
.Men, have pity on-me
before my precious hands
have turned to stone."
But then her hands turned to stonea
stone was her tongue,
and her song was done.

That stone is still there by the lake shore.
It doesn't look like a person anymore.
Hardly any of it shows now
because people have heaped kover
with small white stones as,offeNgs to her spirit.
For it is said that since turning to stonera
she likes to have possessions of stone, 'I'
and peopld think that if they give het what she wants
she will give them good hunting.

MAGIC WORDS
FOR HUNTING,CARIBOU

-

You, you, caribou ° ,

yes you .
long legs' ' , ..

.yes you
v.

,.... .
long ears

you with the long neck hair -. .
From far off you're little as a louse: \

,

Be my swan, fly to me, long hqms waving . c-

;

great bull
cari-bou-bou-bou.

Put your footprihts on this land,
this land I'm standing on,

.

so rich with the lichens you love.
See, I'mliolding in my hand
the reindeer moss yoU're dreaming of --
so delicious, yuru, yum, yum- -
Come, caribou, come.

Come on, move those bones,
move your leg bones back and forth
and give yourself to me. .
I'm here,
I'm waiting

just for you
youryou, caribou.
APPEAR
COME HERE

O.Ogg'.3

4

.
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THE FLY AND
THEWATER BEETLE

A fly.and a.water bug
were having a fight.
The fly razzed the bug,
"Beetle, you've got no guts
or you'd answer me good."

And the beetle said,
"I may not hive guts like-you
but just wait, I'll give yoU a sharp reply."
and,making as fierce a face as he could
the bug turned his back on the wise-guy fly.

I

But he didn't make.thellightest attempt to answer him
for he was not good at thinking up answers.

C. Explanations of the Origins and Structure of the Mid

Once there was an old man
That was a magician
He could boil the rocks
On top of the bip bath house

He took a bath with the men
And worked on them with magic
So the/ would return from the war

He took off his clothes
And drarik some seal-blood i(t_

He sank through the snow
That was red like seal blood
And the voice from outside said
The ones that follow me
Will neverAbe,destfoVti

THUNDER AND LIGHTNING

Once in a tirrie. of hunger
the people were3on the move
looking for better hunting.
Corning to a wide rushing river °
.the men made a' ferry'out of the kayaks
'LA/ tying them together with thongs
arid brought the worhen andchildreh across.

Thera were,two orphans
whom nobody_ Would, bother about:
In the hungry times-people on )y'had enough
for their own th ildren.
So no one took then
andihey were left behind n the shore.

,

They stood there, the little boy and little girl,
watahing their peoples° off Without them..
How Wou41 they live? They hid nothing to-eat
arid did not know how to takEtare pf themselves.

4, 4g .
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They wandered back,to the old campsite
to look for something to eat.
The girl only found a piece of flint,
and the boy,, an old leather boot sole.

The'boy,said to his sister,
. "After the way we have been treated

I can't bear to be a human being any longer.
What can we turn intp?"/
"Cariboj ?" his sister suggestecL.

`thinking of the warm herds ana the moss to eat.
"No," he.answered, "for then men would spear us td death. ".

- "Seals?" she asked.
"No, for then they would.tear us to pieces for food."

,

And in this waythey named all the creatures
but there wasn't one
that wasn't a victim of man.

Finally the sister proposed turning into tunderind lightning.
"That's it!" said her brother,
and they became airy-spirits and rose intohe sky,
the girl striking Sparks with her flint
and the boy.banging his piece of leather like a drum
making the heavens flash and thunder.

- . They soon !..eVenged themselves
on-the people who left them to starve.
They made so much thunder and lightning over their camp
that everyone died of fright.
And that way people discovered
that thunder and lightning could be very dangerous indeed.

''THE STORYpr NULIAJUk, MOTHER
OF TFIE SEA, RULER OF LL BEAST
THE MOST DANO U,S D
TERRIBLE OF PIRITS,
TO WHOM NO IiNG IS IMPOSSIB

2:?, , .-In a tisrte of tam' ce
cA'. 2, .

when the whole village was going w hunting grounds
a little orphan girl nained Nuliaju . .

was left behi d. Nobody could 'other/
about an ex a mouth to feed.

, They were i a h rry (.3
_. .

to get-to-a p a where there wkfood.
They raade a aft of the kayaks to cross the river onc:..

- and the par ss pyt their childrerr on board...
LttOe Nuli juk who 44d nd one-to take care df her

'4 umped t on-the raft as it left thlt,sho.re-'-- . '4....,
. ..-- wan go too, c...'s s,... ''',
. ,

(c. : but the pe.ople 'threw ooft into the water:. ;,-), E

st

.

4e/tittle, girl tried to'hold on to the-edge of;ihe raft
,

..=°-
'but they cut her "fingers3off , -.;-

7,-)

..,--

and as she' went Under ,

.....:. .

.::
-.I. the piebes of herlingers came altvein the water --,,,,

. ,....,-, ,.i-.5
, .,_
.--?-

. "Ea
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and med into seals:
Tha 's where seals came from;

.And Nuliajuk floated to the bottom
where she became Mother of the Sea
and Ruler,of All Beasts on sea and land.

There she lives in her house under the waters
and keeps track of everything we do,
and when we break taboos she punishes us
Joy hiding the animals. Then hunting is bad
and people starve. That is why
she is the most feared of all the gods.

Nuliajuk gave heals to mankind, it is true,
but she is not ifiendly to people
for they had no pity, on her when she lived on earth,
throwing her into the sea like that to drown.
So naturally she would like mankind to perish too.
That is why we do our best
to be as good as we can
and make Nuliajuk think kindly of us.

H E KNOW ABOUT ANIMALS

here was once, In angatok
who turned himself into all the
to see what it was like to be the

4

ent kinds of animals

That happened long ago,in the old mes
when there gos not much difference yet
between an Mr.nal's soul and a human's
so to change from.one creature intolnother
was not too hard, if you knew how.
And this angatok knew the trick.

First he Vied being a bear
but that was a tiring life:they walk about so much./
Even at night they keep roaming, the furry wander4rs.

When he had enough of that, he became a seal:
They are always playing in the water
making the waves go to and fro.
Seals like, sports

:an,c1 turn ihemselves into people sometimes for fun
and shoot at targets of snow, like we do,
with bows and arrows.,

Then the angatok turned into a wolf
but that was a hard life and he hearly starved

'anti! another wolf shoWed him :

, My to get a good grip on theground,with his claws
arffi run with the pack. .

p
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SUN AND MOON

A brother and sister had been very wicked.
They were so ashamed of themselves
they decided to change into something else
and start over in a new life:

The sister cried out of her unhappiness:
"Brother, what shall be turn into? Wolves?".

'Her brother, not as anxious as she was to change, replied:
"Not wolves, sister, their teeth are so sharp."

"Brother, shall we be bears?" she asqd desperately:
"Not bears, sister, they are too clumsy," he answered;

',hoping she would accept his excuse.

"Brrither, what in the world shall we be? Musk oxen?"
"Not musk oxen, their horns are too sharp."

"Brother, shalrwe be sea en?"
"No, sister, they have sharp aws."

And in this way they discussed all the animals .

and .the brother succeeded in vetoing all of them?P,
SS

At last his sister moaned, "Brother,
shall we become the Sun and the Moon "

. rother really could think of no obj ction to that,
hard as' he -
so they each lighted a torch of moss fro the fire
and holding the flames high
they ran out of their igloo. °

They ran-round and round it,
the brother chasing his sister faster and faster,
until they took off into the air.
They rose and rose and kept- on rising ,

right up into the sky.
Bat as they went, the put out her brother's torch
because he had been reluctant.

And shc,with the lighted tordh became the Sun
and nowwa?ms the whole earth,
but her brothethe Moon, is cold
because hit torch no longer burns.

. --
(THE'EARTH AND THE PEOPLE

411 (

The earth was here before the people. ,
The very first people x4:
came out of the ground.
Evefithing came from the gratin
elte q caribou:

once grew,
out of the-ground

- :
-
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just as flowers do.
Women out wandering
found them sprawling on the grass
and took them home and nursed them.
That way people became numerous.

This land of ours
has become habitable
because we came here
and learned how to *it game. 0

Even so, up here where we live
life is one continuous fight
for food and for clothing '
and a struggle against bad hunting
and snow storms and sickness.
But we know our land is not the whole world.

D. Explanation of Natural Phenomena

These white birds
\Come back to tundra in springtire
Theyfly around looking for blallifish to eat
And'they stay still in the-air
Almost like a helicopter

I'm just waiting for the time I like
after the ice goes out of the Kuskokwim
And the salmon start up river
Then we hardly ever sleep
When the light is always there
And there is good salmon,1 to eat

TIE RAVEN AND THE GUI
HAVE A QUARREL

---
RAVEN You dirty-white lob of a gull,

,..

what are you phi ping yourself dowa-here for?
You're no match for me
so better not start anything, big boy.

GULL: Who's trying to tell meNvhat ('can't do?
When the streams run free of ice in spring
who goes spear-fishing with his beak? ME!
That's something you can'tdo, short bill,
and never will.

RAVEN: Yes, but when it's free4ing out
you have to stay home, crying from hunger.
You're pecking bones while I'm eatiOig,berries.
So what did you say l couldn't do?

THE THINGS IN THE sit),

The weather with its storrns'and snow
was once elf orphan child
who,wai so cruelly treated, as orp ns.dften are,

A. A

that he went up into the sky tot. e revenge.

p
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That's where the bad weather came from
that ruins huntingand brings hunger.

(

The stars too are people
who suddenly raised themselves from the e
and were fixed in the sky,-
Some hunters were out chasing a bear
whenithey all rose up in the air '
and became a constellation of stars.
Every constellation has such a story,

The northern lights area celestial ball me:
They flicker over the sky
like a ball being kicked around
by players running on a field.

The rainbow is the shape of a great doorway, /

opening, perhaps, to some orld we still do not know.
But it is so far away
that no one has to be afraid
of the lovely-dolorged light in the sky..

DAY AND NIGHT
AND HOW THEY CAME TO BE

In those times
when just saying a word
could make something happen,
there was no light on earth yet.
Everything was in darkness all the time;
people lived in darkness.

F

A fox and a hare had an argument,
each saying hlupagic
"Darkness," ATd the fax,
f r he wanted it to be dark so he coul go huilting.

Day," said the hare,
r he wanted daylight -

so he could find good grass to eat.

. The hare won: His word was the more powerful
and he got his wish:
Day came, replacing night.

,

But the word of the.fox was powerful too ,..

and when day was over, night came, '
and from then on theY took turriswith n ch ther, I
the nighttime of the fox
following the daytime of the hare. ,*

E. Cultural Conflict

3--- OLIR DfSTINV3

In my youth I was free t &travel anywhere on our land
tpaichinj even'the itilderrieisln my pu it of game:
The wor,Icl was an -exhilarating place infie life went on like that a



And Iiived happily, free to do as I pleased:

But is people say, "All good thingsmust come to an end."
And the white man arrived saying, "Hunters must have licenses."
I wondered why these strangerscame, wantonly slaughtered our game, then said

N;'Without licenses you cannot hunt." They threatened our very existence.

Being uneducated in the white man'ts.w ys, unable to adjust to his cities,
And now requiring lic nsestfor survival, what were we to do?
Joblss, lacking for al education, unable to get jobs, where were we to live?
Ourharmonious ay of life, our customs, our traditicini, where were they now?

Since the time the Russians fire came Our. World has been collapsing. . ---

Other White men came and without our knowledge bought our land from the Russians.

Ever since the time our land was sold our way Of life has been eroding.
What right did the Rbssians have to,think our land was theirs to sell?

Now we who,consider Alaska ours profit nothing but to be trampelled upon.
Before Were were other people, we always lived happily despite the hardships.
Where is that life, the way we wished to live it?
Where are the happy customs and precious traditions?

. ,

Dear Eskimo, young Eskimo,*401wwill you think of these things?
Are you forgetting your past traditions because you are of recent times?
Are you content to live like the white man, yet lacking something?",
Remember, the challenge of shaping our future is in your hands.

HUNGER

*You, stranger, who only see us happy. and freeof care, ,

if you knew the horrors wA often have to live through
you would understan-d our love of eating and singingorid dancing.
There is not one among us
who has not lived through a winter of bad hunting
when many people starved to death.
We are never surprised 'to hear `.
that someonehas died Of starvatiqn = We to it
And they are not to blame: Sickeess com
or ad weather ruins hunting,
as en a blizzard of snow hides the breathing holes.

I oncessaw a wise old man hang himself
because he was starving to death'
and preferred-to dilin his own way:
But before he died& filled his mouth' with seal bones.,
for that way he was sure to get plenty of meat
in the land of the &cad.

Oncoduringthe winter famine-. -

a woman gave birth to a child ,
-w9e:peOple: lay round aboi,ither dying of hunger.
What could the baby -wantWith life here'dmearth?
And how could if live wheri-its mother herself
was dried starvatiiih? ..444
So she put it out and let it freeze. -
Then a seal was caught and;the famine -was over,.
so the mother survived.

- ,

010556->-
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That is what may happen to people.
We have gone through iuourselves

'and know what onemay come' to: so we do not judge them.,
And how should one who has eaten his fill and is well
be able to understand the madness of hunger?
We only know that we all want so much to live!

,

TITLE: Need To.Explain

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY: One or two periods ,

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPTS TO BE TAUGHT:

1. Supernatural belief is used to explain natural disaster by man.

-
0

. .

2. Power is a changing thing; those who are weak today may be powerful tomorrow.

ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES: .

1. Using myths of a culture-the' strdent will gain a greater.uriderstihting of that
culture. ;.

0

2. The student will learn about and the power they hold over those who
believe in them. - ,

,
.,

. .
3: The students will recognize the, similarities and eliffecencei between myths of

various Eskir cultures.
.- ... - , 4

--.
4: The student Will learn hOw some people explain the forces that, bring disaster:-.

TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND AOTIVITIES:
\ C

)
Have someone read (perhaps raPcticing it several times .first) "The Story'of

Nuliaju " to the class, (Very effective in a darkened room.) This story is from the' Netsilik
of N thern.Canada. - -.

. , ...
. 2. Stress that this story brings out an important Eskimo belief: powerfull s4pirits.are

the souls of people or animals who havete'en mistreated by men. - ,-
4 t 16t,

. .
e

. s.

is

.
3. Show -the film, "The Living Stone," availa6le at the Audto Visual Cen mber

F-1006. The film is similar to. the above legend. Have the students compare andlEutrast it
withthe above. ' d o , ° . .

of
. 4. Have someone read

'Compare and contrast it with
differences 'in the. legends?'

;similar legends?-

, ..

5. Have the class - divide 'half having half take "The Story of, Nuliajula,. and half
take ",Sedna, The Sea Goddess,','. Prepar a.dramatization of each legend with someone being
the-reader and others acting oult the different characters. ...

,
aloud; "SednaThe Sea Goddess ". This is an Inurilat legend.
The previoUS two legends. Are there any explanations for the',
ow have three, !different' cultures' managed .to arrive at such

, .
6 'Make sure .the' eader aets the scene 'od give; 10' Lackground information

.

"-ne:cessary.-

4.
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7. Discussion after the,dramatization maybe on the following:

.
a. What were the sea goddesses like before they beeame powerful?

b. What is the worst punishment that they can inflict upon their people?
S

C. How might the-legends be different if they were from a farming culture instead of
a hunting one? If they were city dwellers? .?

d. What des this tell us about the people who believed in She myth,s7 (Things like
kin relationships, hunting & seals, origins,of misfortune.)

-

RELATED ACT /-

Read the attached two stories, "The MOuse Story" and- "Thunder and Lightninl"
How do these illustrate the concepts and objectives of thiiltesson?

THE STORYOF NULIAJUK, MOTHER.
OF THE SEA, RULER OF ALL BEASTS,
THE MOST DANGEROUS AND
TERRIBLE OF ALL SPIRITS,
TO WHOM NOTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE

. .

In a time"of famine once ' .,.,
.

, . whep thewhole village was going off to new hunting grounds
, a little orphan girl named Nuliajuk .

was left behind. Nobody could bother
about an extra mouth to feed.
They were in a hurry
to get to a place where there was food.
They made a-rafl of the kayaks to cross.the river on
arid the parents put their children on board.
Little Nuliajuk'who had no one'-to take care of her
jumped opt on-the raft as it lefithe shore
wanting to go too, 4

'l P. but the people t rew her off into the water.
. .

The little girl tried to hold on to /he edge of the raft
but they cut her fingers off -. . -'
ancras she went under 4,

the pieces of her fingers came alivein the.wner
.. and turned into seals: ./ ', -. . .' -

.

Thai's where seals came from. - .
'y .

i,
.

. - . ,. . .., -,.-
And Nuliajuk floated.totha.bottom - ....

. where she beCame Mothg'r.of pe Sea -,1.
,

and Ruler of All Beaits on sea and land. , _ .0". a
a ... 4

' ->

O. There she livei in her house underShe vmpters' - * ,
and keeps track of gerything we do,
and when we b.realaatoos,she punishes us , ..

by hiding the anim'alS. Thebtunting is Bad,
and people starve. That is why.

-,: she isthe-most feared-of all the: gods.
c . - , - - .,. ,.

.
.

Nutiajuls gave seals to.mankind, it ii,true,,* -.;' ',:..-

,_ .. "but she is not friendly to people.
, . 4 t.

4

4

4

1

,

..

6

."
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for they had no pity on her when she lived on earth,
throwing her into the sea like that to cli-own.
So naturally she Would like mankind to perish too.
That is why we do our best

\ to be as good as we can
4 t and make Nulifjuk think kindly °fut.

MAGIC WORDS
FOR HUNTING SEAL

0 sea goddess Nuliajuk,
when you were a little unwanted orphan girl

Th we let you drown.
You fell in the water
and when you hung onto the kayaks crying
we.cCt oft your fingers,
So you sankAnto the sea'
and your fin4ers turned into
the innumerable seals. .
You sweet orphan Nuliajuk,
I 6ig.you nqw
bringme a Oft,
not anything froin the, and '
bua gift from the sea,
something that, will make a nice soup.
Dare I say it right out?
!want a seal!

Yciu dear littleorptian,
4 creep of of the water - A.

panting 'cm this beautiful shore, %

puh, puh, like this, puh, puh. ,
0 welcome gift .

iii The shape of a seal!
.

EDNA, THE SEA GODDESS ,,,
e i,, 4

THE PETRELS, proud birds that they are, live on the highest part; of the cliffs.
from their ,Peeks the'y swirl out like snowflakesooking down on the rolling noisiness of
`Razor Bilk vv& build their nests halfway, up, and the Gull and the little Kittiwakes, who

-bare contenttctiest at the bottom. " . . ,

Once; Jc*jg, long ago, there was:,a.; Petrel who w so proud -that he could find no
mate that pleased iiirn among his own kipq, so he de ded that hwould marry a human

";:being. ,. , *. ,...' . .
Witha little magic, the etrel gave himself a-human form. Then, wanting-to look his

bett, he '93,t some fine ;eal skins nd Made a beautiful parka. Now he looked very, haridsome,
but his'eyes were .Still the ayes of a bird, so hg Made some spectacles from thin pieces of
valrus tysk.These:spectacres had only narrow slits to loolOhrOugh, and hid the Petrel's eyes

,, ,

abr'npletery., ' , -. .
,

`.' ---, :''Kthis ciiivguise, he went o
."'. '. :' In 4iskirc-covered tent b

iris kayak-tofind a wife. -1,- ,

Ilse theri-lived 6 beautiful 0-1 named Sedge,- who,.
had many brothers but n,psisteizt, nd her fell a widoWer. Many men had come to her

to ask her to tarry theml- men, from her own tribiond other.tribes -- f`iiit Sedna refused to
. parry.. She wad as Protid iffher.vvay as the:Petrel, and could find no man who pleased her.

. ', 'Then the peti-el,came,aPpearing at-a handiome,ttranger in a beautiful sealskin parka.
t Instead of,bringirig hit kayay uponto the beack,he stayed in It at the edge of the turf and

_ ,;:t. ,
'..- ''^'

...;

..,

<,..,....
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called, out to Sedna to come to him. This interested Sedrta, as no other suitor had done such
a thing, but she would not go to him. .

Then he began to sing to her:

"Come to me,
COme into the land of the birds
Where there is never hunger,
Where my tent is made of beautiful skjts.
You will have a necklace of ivory -

And sleep on the skins of bears.
Your lamps will be always Mlle with oil
And your pot with meat."

s.

The song was so beautiful thAt Sedna could not refuse. She packed her belongings in
a sealskin bag; she stepped, out of the tent and she walked down across the beach and got
into the stranger's kayak. They sailed -out over the sea, away. from Sedna's home and her
father and brothers.

The Petrel made a home for Sedna on the rocky cliff. Every day he caught fish for
her, telling Fier that they were young 'seajs, and fOr a while Sedna was happy, because the
Petrel had enchanted her. But one day the Petrel's Spectacles, fell off, and for the first time
Sedna looked into her tusband's eyes. In that moment the spell was broken. She realized all
at once that she was married to a bird, and she saw that her home was a nest on a barren
cliff. For the first time she felt the sting of the sea spray and the lashing winds.

Sedna wept with 'rief and despair, and the Petrel although he loved her', could not .

console her>. '
In the meantime,Sedna's fattier and brothers had grown more and more lonely, with

nowoman to cook their meat and sew their clothing and keep the oil burning rn their lamps...
They set out in their bdat in the direction that the stranger had taken Sedna.

When they came to the cliff where Sedna lived, the Petrel Was away hunting, and
Sedna.was alone Whe
a rush told .them all tli
boat and they began pa

They had not

saw her family, she went running down to them, weeping, and in
had happened to her. Her brothersimmediately lifted her into the
ling as rapidly as possible bask toward their own coast. I ,
en gone lo hpn the Petrel returned to the nest. He iookecr

everywhere for Sedna, and he called for h r, his cry a long and lonely sound that was lost in
the wind and the,sound of the sea. Other/Petrels answered him; they told him where Sedna.
had gone. Spreading his wings, he soared out over the sea and was soon flying over the boat
that was carryirit Sedna back to her horne. This made the' brothers nervous, and they
paddled faster. As they skimmed over the water, the Petrel became angry. He began to beat
his wings against the wind., making it whirl and shriek,-and making the waves leap higher and
higher. in minutes the seawas black with storm,,arithe waves so wild that the boat waSin
danger of turning over. Then Sedna's brothers anpriather realized that the Petrel was such a
powerful spirit thpt eves sea Was angry because hisbride was being taken from trim.

4
They decided that they fnust sacrifice Sed a to the sea in order to save their own lives. they
picked her up and threw her into the icy water.

. Sedna, blue with cold, came up to the- surface and grabbed at the. side of the boat
with fingers that were turning to'ice. Her brothers, out of their minds,with fear, hit athpr-
hands with a paddle, and her fingertips broke off like icicles and fell back into the sea,
Where. they turned into seals and swam away.,Coming up again, Sedna tried 'once more to
catch hold of the boat, and again her brothers hit at her hands with the paddle. The,spcond
joints of her fingers, breaking off and falling into the water, turned into ojtik, grOnd seals.
Two more times Sedna attempted to take hold of 'the side of the boat, and each time her
terrified brothers hit her hands, and the third joints of her fingers turned into virus and the
thumbs became whales, Thpn Sedna sank .tp the bottom of the sea. The itdrm died down,
and the' brothers finally brought their boat to land, but a great wave follpwed them and
&own ,all of therrl. i

Sedna became' a powerful spirit, in control of the sea creatures who sprang from her
fingers. ometiniusbe_ sends slorms_end wrecks kayaks. The people fear- her, and hold

4 . ,
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ceremonies in her boner, and on especially serious occasions asiwhen she caused famines
by keeping the seals from being caught by the hunters:7- the angakok, or conjurer, goes on a
spirit journey to Sedna's home at the bottom of thesea, to arrange her hair.

Sedpa wears her hair in two braids, each as thick as an arm;%ut since she has n'S'

fingers, she cannot plait her own hair, and this is the service she appreciates most of all: So
when the angakok comes to her and arrangei her hair for her, sheIs so grateful that she
sends some of the seals and other animals to the hpnters so that they may have food.

THE MOUSE STORY
(THE RICH MAN'S SON)

ONCE THERE WAS a rich man's son who was unbelievably lazy. This cushkaveah
never did any more than he was forced to do. He just refused to work. In falltinl, when all
the villagers pitched in to put up fish for the winter, he wouldn't lift a finger. He was spoiled
because his fatheP was the rich man, or chief, of the, village, and had slaves captured from .
other tribes to do most of the work around their house. ..

One time when his mother absolutely forced himi to work a little, he got his whole
village in trouble. She'd been boiling fiih inside their nichithl and had told him to keep
spOoning the foam off \is it' formed ,on the surface of the water. (Even if salmon are
scrubbed down before cooking, as they boil a sudsy scum which must be scraped off forms
on top oitthe water. It is gurry from the outside of the fish and is sometimes poisonous.) I :

Ks he was spooning off the foam, the rich man's son saw a mOuse running across the.
floor. So he scooped up a large spoonful of the boiling water and thi-ew it at the tiny animal,
who squeaked with pain and ran out the door badly burned. 1 -

The rich-mancVndIdi7t thinliMuch about what-he'd-11one, so he nev-ei-hienico-mentioned

u-rcertain things in those days. For inst ce,
it to any of the other villagers, and it was lucky for him that h. didn't. FOr the people were
very superstitious abo uld never brag
about how much food they had or how easy life Was. And they were care I of to injure
little animals. They had more respect for mice, mountain stiuiriels, shrews, etc., than we do
today, beduse they figured the little ai-limalsmere people to one another. The olckimers
believed that nkice look at other mice just as we look at other people, and that these little
folk have certain powers over the lives of humans. The peOple were afraid that if they broke
any of these taboos, hard times would come and game would get scarce. But the young man
paid no attention totheseltings or to, the older people --,and nothing was said.

Leaves began dropping from the trees ,as the nights tupr6c1 colder, and the slaveP
harried to put up the last Of the fish before freeze-up. Fall pasied and winter came on hard.
With the first snows the village hunters were out day and night looking for signs of game,
but the weren't any to be found. They drove far back into the mountains with their

ixed-breed dog teams to places beyond their usual hunting grounds, bUt there wasn't any
ga e. .

Things were getting desperate at the village as the people started using up the last of
dn't afford to feed them any

was snowing an drifting and
y this-time the people were

now_the last of everything was
were so weak therstouldn't get

the fish. Many were forced to kill off their dogs, for they, cou
longer. They were having to eat the dogs' flesh themselves.

When they got down to nothing, it began to storm. I
blowing for days on end , and then it turned bitter cold.
starving. They had been on strict rations for some time, b
gone. No one had the strength to go aut and cut Wood-. The
out of their bedsv

.

Even the rich man's son was getting weak -- although he wasn't so bad off as the rest,
because he'd been sneaking a little above his ration at nights! But, as theend came in sight,
he thought of what he'd dope that summer, and he knew that the famine WaShis '

With the little strength he had left, he slipped on hii clothes and went off into the.
woods 'packing his bow and ari-ows. He walked and walked,and walked through the timbers
until he found a kon, or c lony of mice. Even through the storm he could see.all thelittle
mouse holes in the frozen oss and trails in,the snow.

Then he heard a,w m n's Voice. , ,
"Shut your eyes,' t said. "Put your sleeve over 'yo r face, and walk around the

4
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colony three times in the same direction that the sun moves. Then put your head down
against the ground."
. The rich man's'son was afraid, but he did as he was told, and when he laid his head
against the grouncl...BANG!..'he fell right into a house. When he opened his eyes he was on
the floor of a small roorn,'and there was a woman clbse by him sitting in ethair She looked
just like any other woman, and a fire was burning softly in the center of the room. She
offered him a chair.

"Ik'noyv your village is starving$ the woman said.." I'm the one who made you ,come
here." She had a kind voice. "Do YOU remember doing anything this past summer that you
shouldn't have done?" she asked him. ,

The rich man's son thought-for a moment. -Then he remembered the mdse. He felt
- very bad about it, but he adMitted to her that he'd poured boiling water on a little mouse.

"Yes," she said. "That's eight. You burned my little baby pretty badly." The Woman
stood up aria he followed her overto a small room set apart by a ptanket: She drew the

. ,
cover aside, and there washer little baby. He was crusted wittl scars and blisters. .--

"_That's wlh you people are starving,she said. "I've always told the little ones
never to run away'from honk but this one wouldn't mincLand ran down to yOur village."

For the first time in, his life the rich man's son.felt really bad. He was ashamed of
what he'd done, and he honestly told her how sorry he was. k,. 4

The woman could see that he was being truthful, so she invited him to sit up and
have supperwit her.. iiifterviard,,,she spoke to him again.

"You can go back to the village now," she laid,trand things will be all right. Just be
sure you never harm any little ones again," . ;4

. She told him to leave the same way he'd cortie. "Close your'eyes and put your sleeve 440,.. 964.

i

over your -face, then put'your head against the doe_rn.,,_!: .... * e .-?"'"
HeAid, and when he opened his, eyes, he Vtside again - standing in the sane,

place as before. When he lOoked around there was, ouse let sight --; on ly,the mouse holes.
So he plc el(a-`clb .his bow and arrows and Itartedtivelking back toward the village,

feeling stonier after that good rhea'. Not farifrtim home 'nehearctioUnds ahead of him ort
the trail. So he sneaked along-through the timber until he spotted what made the noise -- a f 4.

herd of caribou! He got right in close, thenVriped up andItarted.shpotingswitli-his bow- ,
d arrovv. I* killed al3out A doien. _ 1 . 4 i r . .

. ;

He cut one open and cardedsthe heart:and liverLitck to his pe ple.
.
They were still

too weak to helpthemselves, so he pt wood and cooked for them. F \-the first time in his
life, he really worked -- and he found tat hkdidli't 'mind it eat!, .

When pie meat was Aorie; he gaye.each a spoonful. He knew ey shouldh't eat too
much all at once after being staryjd for so long:kGradually, th n, 'e& time poised, he

&creased their ration; until a feW of the men were sTro_ng"enough o go. -help him pack the
st .0 f Oesnieat in. .

..

o life returned:,to normal i1n the villate,-and from then on he. rich man's son' was.
th her est worker of them all. And never again was he to injure o if tittle people:
He earned his lesson. ( 'IL- , t .t.--

! ,
.---,--."

'''THUNDEF:CAND LiatITNING

. Once in a time of Jiunger -

the people were/on the move
ldoking fdr-letter hunting.
Coming to' kwiderushing river
.th einen-made a ferry out of the kayaks -,-,

by/tying them together with, thongs:
,

and broilOht the women and-children across.
?: /

. , ... ,
....,-,... ,

,There wereiVvOrPflan. ,; ..
. whomr,nobody would bothef:ibouth
4:- Iplhe hungry times peopleonly had enough

for theinp,w,n Children.
. -.P , \ ;A

:. 'X i n
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So rgione,took them
and They were left behind on the shore.

They stood there, the little boy and little girl,
watching their peoplego off without them.
How would they live? They had nothing to eat .

, and did not know how to take care of themselves.

They wandered back to the old campsite
to look for something to eat.
The girl only found a piece of flint,
and the boy., an old leather bktot sole.

The boy said to his sister,
"After the way we have been treated
I can't lieu, to be ahuman being any longer.
What can we turn mtol"
"Caribou?" his sister suggested,
thinking of the warm herds And the moss to eat.

i"No,se answered, "for then would spear us to death."
"Seal r" she asked.
"No, for the. they would tear us to'pieces

. ,

And in this way t ey named all the creatures
but there wasn't o e
that,wasn,st a viatirn. an,

..
Pinal,ly thepsisterproposed turning into under and lightnin'g. ,

"That :5' it!" said her brother,
- and they became airy "spirits and rose into the sky,

(

thegirkstriking sparks with her. .

,-..and the boy banging his piece of leather like a drum
-rnaki7 the heaveris flash and thurid§if -

.
.

They soon revenged themselves
On_the people who left them to starve. , 7.hey made so much thunder and lightning over their camp
that everyone died:of fright.
Arid that way people discovered .

4.

that thAderand lightning could be very dangerous indeed.

.
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LEARNING GAMES

I
TITLE: Caribou:Hunting with Bow.and Arrow Game

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY: One period

HVIViAN RELATIONS CONCEPTS TO Ii TAUGHT:

Differences in environment cause people) to seek differing solutions to their
.problems.

Environment hel0 determine certain tool making traditions.

ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

Allows students, (Atotwing in small groups, to experiment with differentstrategies for

solving a problem.

TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
6 A2)

1. This game is a simplified model of one aspect of Eskimo life,
caribbu with bow and arrdw.

2. Materials needed:

Game maps for each student.

Direction Indicators (one wnite.and

i.e., the hunting of

black dice) per group keyed as follows:

4
tV'

White dice: i Black dice:
1 dot = south 1 dot = East 1

2 dots = south 2 dots = East 1

td 3 dots = south 3 dots = .West 1
4 dots = south 4 dots = West 2
5dots = south 2 16 dots = West 2

. 6 dots = no move w. 6 dots = no move

Rulesheets for "caribou Hunting with Bow and Arrow".

'3. Playing Game:

a. Groups of three students play the' game around a map that represents 10 square
miles around Lake Amktok. 1,

. 0 . , ; '
b. Eskimos. hunt caribou fora few :Weeks in late summer and arly fall when the
animals start their southerly migratiOh; because at that time the nimals' coats are
the best for making clot ing. The animals are alsO fat from su er grazing, and the

Meat often lasts throug the aututriXor longer.; ,(Caribou a hunted foe meat at 1

other times of the year, b t thfall hp rit is the mayor one.)
, ,-). .6 .

c. Give each group of three players Osexed, and tWo black pertils, a p ir of Direction
Indicators (one white and one black dice be sure to write key for c urse moves on
board), and copies of game rules anci;,game mapts. Read through p rulesheet with -,
the-class, discussing any difficulties;They can start a game without havingmastered

iall the rules, and can use the rule shetfOr reference as they play. . .

41
,d: Each group chooses one,persOni,49, be the Caribou Player; the other two- Ai, e
Eskimo hunters. . !';', '4, q

k
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e. Each group fills in game number; date, and names on the bottom of .the game
map.

f. Hunters each place a .black dot anywhere in the lower half of the map to show
!their starting locations.

.
g. Caribou Player makes the 'first move by rolling the dice and drawing a fed arrow
for the nurt\ber of spates andthe direction indicated.

h. Hunters each move one dot wherever they choiise (or they can remain still).

i. The three players dontinue to alternate moves until the herd moves off the map or
reaches the lake..

j. At the end of the game, the players record the number of caribou killed.
t

k. In subsequent games students should rotate their roles as Hu er or Caribou .

Player.

4. After each game, the students plan their'next hunt by discuss -g their completed
maps. When each group has played two or three times, the class might insider tip strategies
ancille'sults by discussing these questions:

9 r

What was the average number of caribou killed in each group

What.strategies were most 'successful?

What are some or the difficulties in bow .and arrow- hunti4? IA hunter cannot
corner the herd; as soon as he shoots*, the herd flees.)

Keeping in mind that each game sheet stands for one day's bunt, and the caribou
season is only a few weeks long, could a hunter be sure of providing enough skins for
hi§ family by hunting with a bow?

How is this game similar to-or different from a real Eskimo bow and arrow hunt, in
regard to the skills, the learning, and the sequence of steps necessary for success in
hunting.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

How the Eskimos Use the Caribou. All of the caribou's body is valuable to the
Eskimos. The skin, with its warm.fur, makes clothes and blankets. The meat of thaniinal
provides food all through the early II and even longer if' the hunt was so good that some
meat could be stored away for winten

No less valuable than the meat and the skin of they caribous are the animal's bones
and antlers. From these Eskimos make toolt -- skin scrapers and antler straigntenersjor.
example. Other tools are made partly of bone o'r antler and partly of other mate
tools include spears and bow and knives and any others. Bone is very hard and trong, but
it becomes brittle as it' dries. Antler is ver tough and does not become brittle, solit is used
for any tool that has to be flexible. Withou caribou bones and antlers, an Eskimo/could nett
make the weapons to kill more caribou and th other animals he needs to survive.

Caribou Skins. It is a great and constan problem for the Eskimos get enough
skins for the winter. A hunter's coat requires four skins and his trousers t o. Another is
needed for boots. This makes seven skins for a.grown man,. In the coldest eather, he also
needs an inner suit, taking another six ,skin's. His wife needs six skins for hq winter clothes, .4
and each of their children needs` three or four skins. This means that a faMily of five needs ,4-c.

about thirty-five skirts for winter outfits, and the skins f r these outfits trust be of the best

"
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quality from animals killed in the early fall, the only time the fur is suitable for c
addition it is good if a man cark\ have an 'extra set of clothing, because' he is out in all sorts

. weather in the worst of winter. ,
.-13ut'this is not allThere also must be rugs for the sleeping platform -- at least six

/and no less than three sleeping skips for the farqily. Thusa family with`three half-grown
Children must h. e between fortyand fifty caribou skills fbr its basic needs. ..-

:- But, e should not be-greedy when hunting caribou. Not often does a hunter get
re ski than he and his family need. But if he has an extra skin that his family does not

n- will give it away to a relative, orlriend who has not beep as fortunate. A man who

\ ., has to . -t so, many' skins to keep `tiffs`- family and his relativbs warm must be a skillful,
energetic h ter. Besides that, he must be on good terms with the souls ofthe animals.

Mile caribou are being hunted, their skins can only bedried, not cured.or sewn.
There is a strict taboo againtt sewing until all thefatmals have left the country. .

.

Caribou meat cannot be. cooked Over a fire that buens,driftwood or' nimal
This Would pain the animal's soul. And no grass can be, used t9 start a ire for c mg

:caribou meat, for caribou live on grast. It would shock their souls foNhe ire to be li hteil
with their, own food.

The Soul of a caribou is very tender in the skin of the legs. Thus, only a man's wife,
never a stranger, should prepare theskin -of the legs,, which will,be used fo'r mittens'and
boots. .

A caribbu killed with a bow and arrow can never be eaten on the same daYthat seal

meat,
. /

is eaten. In fa the two should not even "sleep" in the same tent or igloo, the people'

n

0

A

believe.
In the Wintertime there is a strong taboo against sewing on caribou skins in seal

hunting camps. But if this taboo ere broken, it would harm the seal hunting, not the
caribou hunting that was many mon hs off.

The Caribou IVigration. Caribou have such everhabits that ev year the start;of
their rpigration- can be predicted almost to the day, After the first sndirfall iirSepterrkber,,
the animals gather into herds of from 25 to 100 or more. As ice begins to form on the lakes,
they move slowly south. When the increasing ,cold has covered the lakes and riverswith, ice,

the great trek begins. . r,

The caribou always follow cert in definite routes. Where they must cross long
stretches of water, their route. goes by way of an island, if there is one, to shorten their-
swim. All along the route, along the -aches and in-mountain passes, there are inukshuks
(large rocks or piles of stones shaped o look like hurbans but smatter -- Eskimos build long
rows of inukshuks near places wher they know kcariboy herds cross open water and are

\, placed in such a ,way, that from a stance, the caribou, with their poor eyesight, mistake
them for a grourf meql.and hidi g places the Eskimos use when hUnting with bow and
arrow. Here the Auriters waif patie tly, for they know the caribou have no other route than
this. The whole settlement has to e organized as a group to hunt this way. Although it is a
slow process and does not bring a( kills, it has been used by generations of Eskimos.\

C
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TITLE: Caribou Hunting With Bow and Arrow, PartI

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY: 1 period (40 min.)

Object of the game: The Hinters try to catch the He and kill as many carib

2 Eskimo Hunters (2 Players) the Cari ou Herd (1 Player)

The Huntets sartthe game anywhere on the lower
half of the board.

They decide whet mo Cone d t in any
directio or' and still. Hunters o n ruse the.
di . NN

00,0000 0
0;C:t00 0 004 0
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TITLE: Caribou HUnting at a Crossing Plade, Part II

LENGTH OF ACTIVFt\ 3 days,.;"

",

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPTS TO BE TAUGHT:

Human activities often require Icooperative,endeavor involving carefUl planning `a
special tools.

Differences
problems.

... /
in environment cause people to seeking differing so

,. _-----

Ercvironment-helps determine certain tool making traditions.
.,

%

ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

To allow students, working in small groupp, to experiment with
for solving a problem.

LEACHING T,ECHNIQUES AND LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

Lions to .their

rent strategies

.

.
1. This lesson introduirs the favorite and most successful carib u hunting iechnique,

of the Eskimos hunting with. kayak. The. crossing-place version o the Cariboti-Hunting
Tame gives students an opportunity tq contrast the efficiency of th crossing-place method
of.hunting with that of the bowand arrow method. Students com me several components
of the hunt - inukshuk building, cooperation among hunters and ayak placement - into an
overall strategy. Speed of hunter and prey, Caribou behavi'or when frightened, kayak
placement, and migration routes are the variables to be considere

/*,

0

2. Materials Needed: .

Gaine maps for eachstudera,*

4
Direction Indicators (one white and one_black dice)

.
White dice:

,1, d6t -= south
2 dots = south
3 dots = south "

4 dots :*= soutb-e,
5 dots = sclyth*.. ?
&dots = no move

-,
Rulesheets for "Caribou Itinting at

Blfck and red pencils.

3. Playing the Game:

a. Divide students
Arrow, and give
discussing any
rules, and can
how to use t
waiting.

t.
r group keyed as follows':

.1

lath dice:,`
1 dbt = East 1

2 dots = East 1

3 dlits -7 _West 1

4 dots = West 2,
5 ,dots = West 2
6/dots = no move

the Crossing Place "',

&

nto groups of tree players, a 4n Caribou Hunting with dow nd
ch group a genie map. Reid rough the rule sheet with the c asst

fficulties. They start a acme without having mastered el the
se the rule sheetifor referent es-Oley play. The primary probt m is
inuksh4s to nein get the her into the water where the kayak = sere

*Taken from, Ma ,A Course of Study, urrieulu Development Aisociates, Inc., 1669,,

Cambridge, Mass
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ID. Give out 1.red and 2 black pencils, Direction Indicatorsand copies of the game
,/.rules. - ........ i

,1.

'c. Have each group choose one Caribou Player and two Eskimo Players.

d. Each group fills in the infoemation balled for at the bot'tom of the lame sheet.

- .

e. Each Eskimo Player' locates his Kayaker on the sputh sore of the lake and 'places
his Beater anywhere north of the lake, but.no closer than ten dots from the herd's
starting point.

"f. Before the herdistartsto move, each Beater can place four inukshuks wherever he
wants. ,. I

g. The herd takes its-first move as in the Bow and ArroW game, and the Eskimo
. --. _

Players then takeiheir turns:

:h. They continue to alternate moves untikthe herd escapes, or reaches the south
shore cif .the lake.

nl'
eAt the end of the gam; nuthe players record the umber of caribou killed',

/
.

j.'Stude is should rotate roles for he next game.
\

4. After each play of the game, players should use the record of the completed game .,
to improve their, strategy. Students seem mare willing to try different strategies if they-
know in advance that it is possible for two Eskimo Players to kill as manyas ten caribou in ,

this game. - s

"
*-,

. . .-"
. 5. At the.end of the first class period, ask the following questions:

\ i - -,.. . ,

Where do caribou move mostslowly? Where can slow moving men best catch them?

0

,..

What Would an Eskimo need to hunt caribou in the water? '
. . .", 1

Aol.A., are the 'herd diverted into the water? (Beaterzhasthem; piles at stones, called .

inukshuks image of men - divert the herds to the crossing place.),
..

;From what you know about a" caribou's senses, can you tell how inukshuks help
force the animals into the- wate4? (Caribou have poor eyesight, they mistake
inukshuks for men and shy away.froM them.) , e

What are the hunters in kayaks doing? (Waiting on the opposite shore until the
caribOu are driven into the water)

What advice would you give to someone who has not played the -game.about how to
catch the most caribou in any one hunt?

What advantages does the crossing-place method .have over the Bow and Arrow-
Method? .

'' a
N

Why are four or fivp hunters - workable number for the caribou camp? Why would
two be to few; twenty be too many? What is the advantage of placir'g both kayaks
at the same crossing place? HOiN might this be a disadvantage?

:.. .
. .

How is, this game similar to and different from a, real caribou hunt t a crossing
place?

i
.

4-98
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6., unting from 4 kayak requires that men cooperate with each other, make and use
appropriate tools, and plan ahead so that they can be at the right, place, at the right time,

.with the right,people and the right equipment.
.

Can you think of any situations in the United States in which several people must
cooperate in order to get a job done?

Are tools used?

t"fo people have to plan ahead?

Who makes the decisions?

7. Varying the Game Rules. Some classes have made up few rules as they become
familiar with the game; th 'only restriction is that the rules must be consistent with the data

6 on Eskimo caribou hunting. If the students do not evolve their-ovvn changes, one or moreof
the following variations may interest them.

c
What effects do these" changes produce on caribou migration and Eskimo strategy?

a. Move-thg starting point for the caribou herd several dots to the.east or we

e up a rule for caribou being scared by smell, specifying the direction of the
wind, t e diitance (in dots) at which a caribou herd can smell a mart whether
caribou an smell. inukshuks, and how far the herd would flee when it is frightened
by hu n smell. (One group decided that the wind Would always blow from east to
west, at caribou- could_ smell only rr,ie.4 and inukshuks, and that caribou smelled
men from two dots away as long as the meri were upwind of the herd.).

,

c. Make up a rule -.for building additional inukshuks during the game as the herd
migrates. (One group decided that it would Aak4 one Beater three turns to complete
an inukshuk during the game,.that an incomplete inukshuk could not scare the herd,
and that being allowed to build inukshuks during the, game meant that'the Beaters
°should only be allowed three instead of four inukshuks apiece before the' game-
begins.)

RELATED'ACTIVITIES:

1. Discussion on the effects of the rifle.
a

a. A discussion might be made about the effects of the introduction of the rifle int
,Eskimo culture. Before they had rifles, their -hunting did not seriously reduce th
numbers of game animals. After the rifle was introduced, the Eskimos reduced the
herds of caribou by killing as many animals as they could often more than,tkey
needed. ,,,,. - .

,

.

'I \Z"

b.1This discusSion orothe effect of the rifle may range into the'breas of conservation.

c. Some questions you might speculate upon are:'

4%.

let Do hunters with rifles need to cooperate and to live together? ... -

--
How might hunting with rifles change the. kinds of- groups people would live in
during caribou-hunting time?

.

How might hunting with rifles change the magic words the hunters use?

-99-
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2. The poem, "The Lazy Tunrit" (shown belavy); shows a humorous aspect of
caribou hUnting, and at the same time tells much about the values of the Eskimos. The story
describekhow a Tunrit man hunted (or rather avoided hunting) caribou. (The Tunrits, the
ancient inhabitants of the Netsiliks' land, were great caribou hunters.) After reading this
poem, the students.might think about what caribou hunting means to these people.

What ideas might a Eskimo parent or grandparent teach through this story?
(Everyone admires a hard-working hunter; wives admire husbands who are providers,
no one likes a fake.)

.Can you think of any stories that you might have been told for the same reason (for
example, the fables of Aesop)?

THE LAZY TUNRIT
Co.

e

(

This,is the story of the Tunrit man
who was too lazy to hunt caribou
(Tunrit, you know, prefer hunting seal.)
His job in the caribou hunt
was to go out on the rprid .

and scare up animals down to the crossing place
i

where the kayaks waited. . ,

But this one was a tired Tunrit
and he lay doyeft to rest
And spent the rest of the day resting.

.. ..,
He didn't want to admit he had done this
so he rubbed his boot-soles against a rough stone.
And when'he came home that night

44 he said, "What a dad* hunting caribou!"
d sh y wed his worn-out soles .

to prove how far he had gone. .

So this way he used to rest all day
and go home only at evening in time for dinner aod sleep.
His W was kept busy making him new soles.

man," she thought,-"What d walker!"

But meanwhile few caribou were coming to the crossincrplaCi
where the hunters waited
and they decided to spypti him.

. They followed him and saw him lie down
and rub his soles against a big white stone
lying down walking, he rubbed his soles to and fro',
until there were holes in them
band when evening came they saw the walker'
limp home to his tent exhausted.
So they fourid him out
and named this stone The Sole-Wearer,-.Outer.
That famous sole-wearing stone still exists in our land
and is still used, they say,
by some of our biggest walkers:

Have the students make a song or a.story about hunting or .one of the hunting
games,;-Such :things as amulet, caribou, kayak, spear, paddle, parka, spirit, magic words, tent
ndthAng.,tan all be incorporated into an irrjaginative Story.,

.100. .
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TITLE: Caribou Hunting at a Crossing Place, Part III

LENGTH OF)ACTIVITY:

Object of the game: Beaters try to drive the Herd into the lake where Hynters in kayaks can
make the kill.

4 Eskimo Hunters (2 Players)

\ Each Eskimo Hunter plays 2parts; one Beater and
one Kayaker,

The Beater carries no weapons. His role is to direct
the Herd toward the lake. He does this with the
aid 'of 4 Inukshuks, piles of rock that look like
men and frighten the Herd.

The Kayaker waits at the south shore of the lake
for the Herd to enter the water, where the kill can
be made.

411)n Land
2 Beaters are located on land'. .

At the beginning of the game,-the Eskimo Hunter
does three things:

He locates the Kayaker onthe-south shore of the
lake.

He locates, the Beater on the land, no closer ihan
10 dots in any ,dirbction from the Herd's starting
point.

He -locates the Bt,ater's 4 Inukshuks on the land,
no closer than 10 -dots in any direction from the
Herd's starting point. '

From Weir partifig point, Beaters m ve one
dot in any direction, orthey can star stil they
do not use the dite.

0"0,5) CYO 0 0
000000 O.

--900000 000,00000
0410' 0 0 0
0'0150 0000

V

The Beater,s;40Lites are marked with red and gree
arrows.

-2

Inukshuks are marked with an X.

O

The Caribou Herd (1 Player)

The Herd starts at C, and moves first.

The Herd throws the dice to make its move. It
moves in the direction shown on the dice and
moves the same number of dots as the total
shown.

0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0000'0000
00 0 0 0 00
o 0 0 00 0 0
000000 00
0 00 00 0 0 0

=. 913'
Compass points in the upper left hand corner of
the map shown directions.

The Herd's route is marked with b ack arrows.
v.

The Herd, is frightehed when the B er and the
Herd are 9n the same dot or when the rd runs
into an lthkshuk.

7



When/frightened by Beater, the Herd flees 5 dots
in the direction the Beater chooses, either E, SE,
W, SW, or S. Hgrd cannot be directed to flee
'north.

o 0 .

O 00
O 00
00
o - 000000

When frightened by an (nukshuk, theiHerd flees 5
, dots either to the. east or west (if it was moving E

or SE,, it flees W; if it was moving W or SW, it flees
N. if it was moving. straight S, the east /west dicels

VIled for the direction of flight.)

These rules apply for any number of frights on a
single move.

The Beaters' roles are finished when the Herd
enters the water.

In The Water
2 Kayakers are in the water.

The Kayakers' roles be9in 'when the Herd enters
the water. While in the water, the Kayakers can
move either one or two dots in any direction. A
kill is made when the Herd and the Kayaker are on
the same dot.

0000
Both Kayakers can make a kilon the same dot.
The Kayakers can follow the Herd and continue to

grill caribou until the Herd readies th-eshore.

-0 OfY
00*
0 ci O 0 0 0
6 'i00000

0 00 00 0
The game ends when the Herd reaches the south

\shore of the lake, or the edge.Of the map if the
Herd did not enter the water.

The Herd it frightened when the Beater and the
Herd are on the same dot or when the Herd, runs
into an Inukspuk,

When frightened by a Beater, the Herd flees5dots
in the direction the Beater chooses, either E, SE,
W, SW, or S. The Herd cannot be directed to flee
north.

000000cio
/000 '0000

0 0
O 0 000Q0
000..10000
O 00.00000

When frightened by an Inukshuk, the Herd move
5 dots either to'the east or west (if it was moving
E or SE, it flees W; if it was moving W or SW, it
flees E; if it was moving straight S, theeast/west
dice is rolled for the direction of flight.)

The Herd -wims I dot straight south while in the
water. The d'^^ -7-e no longer used.

A kill is made when the Herd and the Koyaker are
on the same dot. After an attack, the Herd
continues to swim I dot straight south each turn.

o 00000o
The game ends when the Herd reaches the south
shore of the lake, or the edge of the map if the
Herd did not gd Into the lake.

03-
- 0 1118.
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TITLUSurvival in the Arctic

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY Two periods

HUNAN RELATIO CO CEPTS TO BE TAUGHT:

Survival a harsh environment requires organization and cooperation.

The ulture which a people develop depends in large part on their environment.,

ATTIT INAL AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

To enable the students to organize a society in an alien environment.

Ale To provide the students with knoWledge of the Arctic.

TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES:4

I. The studints should be given copies of le following' reading, entitled The
--
Arctic". It can be'read either in class or as hom ork.

0

*e:4

2..Divide the class into small groups f three or four.

Instruct the students th ey are stranded in the Arctic in later SepterribeyWith
nd'hope of being rescued until :t least next summer, The plane they Were on developed
engine trouble and was forced t land.

. .

4. They must create a c ture that will organize them sufficiently to survive until
their rescue, keeping in mind that t y may notbe rescued at all. ,

5.-First have the students break into groups and using the Arctic readings,make
clditions sheet cOntajning thefollowing:

aClimate.
, 4

b.'Topography. . :

Cs Available food and means of acquing it.

d. Available building materials; ho'w to use them, and how to acquire them..

e. Available water 'sources.
.

Next, have the students state what important institutions or ideai which they
.needto create. The teacher, using an inquiry method of discussion, should try to include t e

,-4foll&wing ideas or institutions in the discussion'''.

-

; .
ca. Governrneht leadership.

°
.

b. Econorpy.
,./

Educatidn.
.

t
d. ReligiOn.

e, Social relationships(family and kin)

-440`i
t Divisioh of labor.

I -.
t
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..
g. Values and morals.

, - 7. Then. have students decide what kind of organizing should be done in order to
. . .

survive, keeping in mind the, ideas and institutions discusied earlier. (The teacher-may wish
to list them on the board.) I. ,1

AN'

, <

8. When the groups feel they, have created awoh
i

able culture, introduce lone of the
following problems and see how their cultures handle the problem,

a. The major food cache was broken into by wolves and all the meat was paten. As a
, result, there is only enough food for two-thirds of your people to survivelthe winter.

`g

b. Two of the female members stranded beome pregnant, one miscarrierp
1.

idc. A blizzard'rages for four days and completely changes all land 'marks. "1
',',11,

d. Two of the members quarrel; one kills the other.

e. One of the members sights tr plane in the distance and then-cannot see it any
elonger.Th next day he sights the plane again.

f. One of the members seems to be a "jinx" -- everything he touches turns tba

9. 'Arctic Reading:

,

THE ARCTIC'

.,: The northernmost part of the earth is a hUgh expanse of ice and snow floating on an
ocean almost entirely surrounded by land. This, sea and the land around it -- all the area
within the Arctic -- is what we.call the Arctic..

-The land area of the Arctic, some 1,500,000 square Miles, includes parts of thrge
continents: North America, Asia, and Europe. Another 5,500,000 square miles is ocean. The
entire Arctic, and and water combined, is almo-s6wiei the size of the United Statft.

The Arctic Ocean

, The Arctic Ocean is the6mallest and least salty ocean in the world. It is not as salty
as other oceans for: tVvo reasons: first, the many, rivers of the Arctk carry/melting snow into
it; arid second, the water in the Arctic Ocean does not evaporate as rapidly as the wa'ber in
warmer oceans that are not partly covered with ice. Much of, the Arctic 'Ocean is covered
with floating ice that is more than 40 feet thick and has been frozen for at least 1,000 years.

The ice in the Arctid<Ocean is constantly 'moving. It is blown by the win q and sweet
along by the ocean currents. Moving ice makes travel by boat very dangeiouv.lhge-btooks
of ice often collide, and -pieces with jagged edges break off. These pieces, or icebergs, cari'--
float away into the paths of boats.

The _Arctic Ocean has, only three`openings into neighboring oceans. Most of the
(Arctic's water is locked in by the land and is very cold. Even in summer, the water in the
ocean is only-a few degrees above 280F, the roperiature at which sea water freezes.

r

The t.and of the Arctic '.
....T . . _

In.Oreeniand and many other places, high mountains come down to the edge of the
A

Arctic Ocean. But much of the land area 3T the Arctic is low sand treeless and,frozen -- the
kind of landseffle called tundra.

. a The tundra begins at the tree line;Ithe northern edge of the_forests. In some places
the tree line is far south of the Arctic, Ciile ad in other places far north. Beyond the tree

,
, 2

I

Q
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line the ground never th mpleteiy, and trees cannot get nourishment or suppo in the
frozen ground. 'Ground that does not thaw for many years on end is know as permafr , or
permanently frozen ground,

The tundra is wrinkled by many small hills and creased by many rivers and lakes, b
it is mostly flat. The hills are not very high and the rivers and lakes are not very deep.

During the last ice age huge sheets of ice moved over the earth. The ice flattened the
landscape by scraping the soil off the hills and piling it into the valleys. As the ice moved, it
scratched the surface of theiand. When it Melted, the water flowed into the scratches and
made many long narrow lakes.

In the short Arctic summer, only the top few inches.of the ground thaw. The water
from melting show cannot drain-down into the ground because` of the layer of permafrost
beneath it. The water trapped on the land makes great marshes, which drain slowly into th
lakes and rivers that eventually empty Into the Arctic Ocean.

Because the tundi;a is frozen just under the surface, roots of plants cannot grow
deep. Tundra plants are not tall. Instead, they grow along the ground. The strong winds that
blow across the land would knock over tall plants with so little sUpport in the ground.

The f an§e of temperature is great in the tundra area. In soqie places it can be 600F
or 700E, below zero in the winter and up to 700F in the sum4r,I.Use extreme and
sometimes quick changes of temperature have changed the land. The surfice of the tundra
appears'rto be covered with ,patterns formed by lines of stones. These stones have been
pushed up through the soil as the top layers of the ground freeze in winter, then thaw in the
summer.

All of these features found in the Arctic and nowhere else are a result of the cold
climate. But why is it cold in the Arctic?

The Seasohs

As the earth makes its yearly journey around the sun, it als'spins around an
imaginary line going through its center. This line is.called its axis. The northern extension Of
the axis is the North Pole, and the southern extension ishe South Pole. It takes the earth
twenty-fouhours to make complete turn on its axis.

The tilt of the axis makes the northern hemisphere lean.away from and then toward
the sun as the earth moves around the sun. When the axis is tilted so that the North Pole is
toward the sun, it is summer in the nOrth. When the axis is tilted away from the stan, it is
winter. In midwinter each year there is a time when the sun cannot be sgen in the Arctic,
and then there is 'a time in midsummer when the sun does not set -- when it is daylight
through the day and the night, too.

On the Arctic Circle there is one day during the year-when the sun nevrises above
the horizon and one day when it never sets. The farther a traveler ion north of the A 'rctic
Circle, the more days of l'ght there are in the summer and the more days of dark in the
winter. Finally,at the o h Pole, the year is like one long day. Half the year has sun all the
time and the other hal as no sun at all.

Even when they are tilted toward the sun, the poles of the earth never face the sun
as directly as does the land near the equator. The light and heat from the sun always hit the
Arctic region at an angle, and so there is not as much heat from the sun as there is near t
equator.

In such a vast area as the Arctic, there are many different kinds of weather. Any
place where the temperature never averages above 500F in the warmest month of summer
has an arctic climate, even though some of the land outside the ArCtic Circle is arttic by this
definition.

The Arctic has a long, cold winterrbut it ts, not hand of constant ice and snow.
Summers in the Arctic are mild and green -- and very short. Before summer comes, the days
have grown longer. These long tiourpf sunlight help-to Melt the Mow and bring the Arctic
plants ;;o life, Summer begins with the melting of snow in June or July and it lasts Only
through August. -

Winter then comes suddenly. There is no spring or autumn in,the Arctic. The first
snow usually falls late in August, and summer is gone. Soon the hours 9f daylight become



fewer and fewer until finally the sun does not sh e at all. The wind blows constantly over
the treeless land end packs the snow hard against e,ground.

It does not snow often in. the Arctic*icause the cold air cannot hold enough
moisture to make snow. The heaviest snows of thei/ear come late in the winter when the air
is warming up. The Arctic is so dry in the Winter that the whole region is called a cold
desert. It does not snow A ,much in the Arctic aslt4oes in many places in the United States,,
but when snow falls in the Arctic, it does not melli'for most of the winter.

During the long dark winter, Arctic skies glow with great arches of tight -- yellow*
and red or green and violet. These are the northern lights, Kaurora borealis;:They seem to
shimmer:against the sky like a curtain, in front of, t,stage. No on knows for sure what causes
auroras. One explanation is that they are caused, bifi' particles of- energy given off by the sun.

When these particles travel towarfC1 the eart they coin e with gases in the earth's
atmosphere. The light from thVeicploslo-n-becorne ,the aurora.

In, the-Arctic, travelers often see things#'t are not there; or mirages. When cold air
collects under warm air, a kind of mirror is maderfpis mirror reflects things that are too far
away to be seen, and makes them look as thoUghthey are very close. A stranded traveler
once told of seeing on the horizon the rescue 11,O *-coming for him. But many,,h9urs later,

. when the boat came into sight on the sea, he redi that he had been seeing a mirage.
The Arctic regioh offers some of the hthi est conditions of life-that can be found

on on bur. planet. Most living things -- plOts and animals --,tiirive where there is
warmth, abundant moisture, nourishment and light. The Arctic supplies scarcely any of
these. StillQany growing things flourish there. in the summer the land is green and bursting
with life. Mffiy animals and birds live in the Arctic all year round, and many more migrate
northnorth for the summer. I n§eats abound on the tundra in summer, and the sea has a World of
life of its own.

LIFE IN THE ARCTIC

The harsher the climate, the fewei e species that live there. This is true all over the
world. To survive in the Arpticall livings figs must make use of the long, light summer

.1 ,. days, and They must. be able to,Withstand the,,-long, cold winter. They must survive the
floods friSm mel#ing snow in spring, the damp summer and the long winter dOness. Life that
begins i the wa th of summermtist adapt to the bitter cold.ofmititer or die.

Life on the Land

Plants
.

During the last ice age, mud!, 'of the plant life of the Arctic disappeared. As the great
glaciers melted, they uncovered wide areas that-had been scraped bare of soil. Almost all
plants need soil to grow. There is One plant; however, that can live without; soil: lichen. Not
only can lichens find' food for growth in plies without soil ey also make soil for other
plants. As a lichen grows, it breaks up the roWon which, it liv Over time these particles of

,

rock become the soil in what was once abarren land:- .0 .

Most Arctic 'plants are perennials, which means that they live longer than ope season.
Because they can survive the winter, new seeds do not have. to be planted-every year. The
Arctic summer is so short that it takes many pianti more than one season to make seeds.
And 'so they grow through one summer, rest for the winter, and continneto grow and

-blossom the next summer. , -
<

.

Many plant species grow in the Arctic. The tundra is colorful in the summer with
f wens on, a background of green mosses and' grasses. The Arctic has no plants with-thorns
Or inemor does it have any poisonous plants. Few Arctic plantshave a scent. And only a , c

f roduce fruit-or other parts that are edible for human beings. But the plants of the , '""

Arctic provide food all through the year for many animals. 2

On the -marshy tundra, thousands of insects are born .every'-
i

summer -- flies,
mosquitoes, bees and butterflies. These insect§ make life miserable for rian and beast, but
they also peke much of the plant life possible by pollinating the blpsSoms of flowering

[

plants. . -. *
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Adapting to the Arctic

Every species of animal that lives in the Arctic must be abl
in some way or it would not be able to live there.

Every animal must eat. To do this through the Arctic ye
another ma, others live on stored food and still others can
nourishing to most animals.

All animals must keep a suitable body te mperature, w
Some animals migrate to a warmer climate. Others have extr
layer of fat under the skin (seals), heavy fur (musk oxen), or t

For the species to survive, each animal must, be able

to satisfy its basic needs

, some animals migrate to
digest foods that are not

ch is not easy in the Arctic.
insulation, in the form of a

ck feathers (snowy owls).
to reproduce successfully. In

almost all species the young are born at a time of year when hey are most likely to survive.iMigration is an important way of adapting to a plac where conditions are difficult.
Many birds and a few animals spend the summer in the.Ar, tic and leave befo e winter sets
in. °There are other animals and a few birds that spend a large part of the'r lives in the
Canadian'Arctic.

,
4

Birds

More than eighty species of birds migrate to the Arctic in early
their nests, lay their eggs and hatch their young. The tundra,*With its many lakes and rivers,
is an especially good nesting ground for water birds. As the summer days grow shorter, most
birds return to a warmer climate.

Some birds make the Arctic their year-round home. Of these, many are either blck''
orkthite or a combination of black and white. Some-Arctic birds, like the ptarmigan, changes

440 ,
t cols_ with the seasons. In the Winter the ptarmigan kali white, and in the spring it chailget
to sig-iprown to blend into the changing tundra.

-'5nowy. owls and ravens stay in the Arctic through, the winter, moving over 'the
snow-covered tundr in search of food. The snowy owl preys on small animals. Ravens stay
near VvOlves in the Inter, because they get much of their food from animals killed by

.wolves,
A common bird near the Arctic shore is the rnurre. I looks like:a small penguin, and

lives almost entirely in the sea. During the summer it, comes to land to lay eggs and hatch
'young. Even before the'young chicks can fly, the birds, return to the water.

ummer to build

Mammals

Musk Oxen

Musk oxen live year-round in the Arctic. fihey do not migrate south to escape the
bitter cold. In fact, they do not move from place to place any more than is absolutely
necessary to find food in the winter.

Musk oxen- are related to goats and sheep, An ad lit°urnu.sk Ox is as big as a small cow
and weighs ,up:tO 1,000 pounds. It is a broadshouldered lolig;'shaggy brown.
hair. In the winter its soft undercoat of hair is so thick that snow does not melt where the
animal lies down. in summer, the clouds of insects cannot disturb the musk ox through Its
furry armor. The Eskimos call the musk ox omingmak, the big bearded one, because its long
neck hair hangs like a beard under its chin.

Musk oxen eat the plants-of the tundra in summer and winter. In-summer, food is
easy to ,get. In winter they use their strong, wide hooves to paw through the snow for
lichens and mosses orunt for areas where the win Vies blown the snow away,

The curved horns of musk oxen are hollow, but they are very strong. They are used
in fighting off Arctic wolves. When a herd4Ltmusk'oxen is app coached by an enemy, the
bulls face the danger in a semicircle with Akcows and calves behind them. Their horns
protect the herd from predators like wolves, but the strategy makes the animals easy prey

. for hunters with guns. After guns were introddced in the Arctid, the musk ox quickly
'w became the rarest of all the land animalshere.
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Caribou

-A caribou-is a deer adapted to gurvi
y snow. It hasa thick coat o

w easy. But even, so, most
s where the snow is sof

n winter, caribou
ves to get at th

and at tnigh
they, se

m. Gr

the yea
walking on
shelter in the for

In the forest
snow With their.front h
during the day and freezes
pound through it to get food,
Where the weather is not yet so w
until they reach their summer grazing grou

Early in the fall the caribou begin
to find.bushes and trees on which to clea
short time in October, they move out of
is already upon them. Snow is failing,
wind-driven snovrof the tundra is harder
the caribou have returned to the 9rotecti
during the winter.

Both male and female caribou ha
male's and grow at a different time of t
Spring every year and reach full size in la
weapons, but they are not used for pro
bushes and against the antlers of other
Mate.

Female caribou mate when they ar
old. But most caribou never live to mate.
that survive their first year may live as long

Catibou calves are born in June. T,
sets in again. A caribou' calf weighs .fitly e
almost immediately, and in a few days it ca
and can eat plarkts when it ,is only a few day
fall. At the end of the summPr, the calf we
long,cold winter. '

During the summer, calves romp near
in large circlesA but,they do not stray too far.
almost surely die.

All year' lOng caribou eat, travel, and na
one is frightened by a wolf or a man and gallo
being chased, it settles back to its normal routin
groups. But in the autumn migration,- many gr
thousands of caribou.

e in cold andto live in a nd blanketed much of
hair for warmth`and bro hooves 'that 'make

caribou migrate south for the inter. They fincj
er. 4. 4

at lichen and mosses. They pound
food. As the snow melts in the spring, R settles
When the snow is tdo hard, the caribou, cannot

rch 'for softer snow. This search leads them north
dually the caribou move farther and farther north

ugh the.

ds.
migrate south. They move south to the tree line
heir antlers of their velvet-like 'covering. For a

he trees and onto the tundra to mate. But winter
cold winds 'Whip across the treeless ground: The
han the snow of the forests, and by late October

n of the trees, where they will be able to get food

e antlers. A female's antlers are shorter than the
e year. The male'ssantlers.begin growing in early
e summer. The huge antlers look like dangerous
ction. In the fall, males thrash their antlers in
ales. The thrashing arouses a caribou's urge to

o years old, males -when they are -'four years
ore than half die the year they are bprn. Those
fifteen Years.

is gives them the sumffier to grow before cord
ht pounds when.it is' born, but it stands up
run as fast as its mother. It is born with teeth
old, but it also rit4se from its mother until
hs seventy-five pounds and is ready for the

Wolves

eir md\thers. They chase each otherand run
calf that gets separated froM the group will

with Other caribou nearby. Now and then
s off. But a few minutes later-Wit is not
. For most of the year caribou\kive in small
ups come together to form huge herds of

0ut on the tundraw,far,from human beings, the main predator of the caribou is the
wolf. The wolf is a dog -like, carnivorous ,animal that,that preys on musk oxen, hares and
lemmings, as Well as caribou. Wolves o not migrate With-the caribou, but they may follow a
migrating herd for many miles on th chance that they can single ou a member of the herd .

and attack it.
Wolves Writ over a wide area, often traveling twenty miles a nig t in search of food.

They hunt. singly or-in packs, relying on speed to bring them close to ga\me. When several
wolves hunt together, they sometimes take turns leading the pack. One Wolf puts on a burst
of speed and then .drops back as another tales over.

Arctic wolves look much like wolves in other. parts of the world, but they are lighter
in color. In winter an Arctic wolf is, almost snow - white. In fact, some stay white all year
long. An adult male wolf wally weighi about 100 pounds. Eskimo dogs look very much like
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wolves, and many probably are
back, to eat it when food is"scar

Wolves -not only hurit
offspring stay with their pare
spring. By fall they are ready

;
Foxes

The Arctic fox is
an Arctic fox usually wei

kill. lem
Licking the stre

ings, Arctic
found. They are scave
summer; they may fi
out on theack ice t

In the sum
.rocky hills along t
nose, the only fe
the Arctic lox c
below zero outsi
prized by the fu

Weasels

Ano
turns white

1 eat. z

Arctic Hares

ike dogs, wolvten bury ext

t' ey live in groups
r they a

and \go

the
re born late in t

ts.

predato
hs less the

gth of wolve

toO,small to prey on Va0bou. Fully g
d is li u le larger than a big house at

cunning told' their prey.1 hey
and berries when they can \be
'Wed by larger'predators.,In the

scarce, the foes may venture
ve behind.

wnish-grey, the color of the

wn,

ares and birds, an ,ea
gers, too, eating retains

d caribou meat. In winter,
follow polar bears ari4 eat

r the coat of the Arctic ox is
e Arctic Obean, In the winter,
ures that give it away in the

n sleep comfortably in a ,snowy
e. The coat that keeps the fox w
industry that people who live in the

birds
f anim
hen foo
hat they.'
short and b
't is all white except for its eyes and,dark

wylandscape. In its dense winter coat,`
b4rtow when the temperature is 500F
rrn can also bring danger. The fur is so
north trap foxesto sell their skins.

er animal with a:valuable ,winter coat s the-wealsel. In winter when its fur
the weasel is called an ermine. Weasels a d foxes compete forsrnall animals to

An Arctic hap makes a hearty meal for a fax, because it is nearly the same size.
Wolves and owls also prey on hares. Hares do snot mi rae and ;they do Rothibernate in
winter. They continue to search the snowy tundra for Wi s and dried- rasses, rglying on
their White winter coats to hide then from predators.

Lemmings

-, Lemming are small, furry animals much like am ters:
"..

'- hibernate or turn white in winter. A female lemming matu es in 'smo
. .ei4tQt litters of five or six little lemming a year.,

0:-.4 Because 9f this rapid reproduction, now and agai there is
anThog lemmings. Driven to distraction by overcrowdiog, arge ban
outecross the tundra. Many die of exposure or are killed, by,sno y
wolves. Many others droWn as they try to crosrlakes and river
Population is reduced, and.the cycle begins again.

.-.--.' In the summer, lemmings ,feed oh grasses and oth
tunnels that serve as their ,winter home's. In winter they ar. s

If they leave their burrows, where the temperature may
temperature, they freeie qualy -- if a predator does not'

a

..\
ey do not migrate,
the and can produce,

opulati8n explosion
the animals move

oWf rctic foxes or
he end, the lemming

r

n

is a d siOrelood in th
and w Iled,uridergro

0 degrees abOVe t
them first.

side

But is the ocean such a cold place to e? Thougi the water o the Arctic Ocean
ra ly goes more than a few degrees above 28 , the tempera re at which sea water freezes,'
it a does not go below that temperatur n the' winter, the,ocean water under the sea ice
is m ch Warmer than the air:

' The . oceans of the world ar reas of abundant life, and the Arctic Ocean is 'no
. exception. Most of the marine lit consists of many different kinds of microscopic plants
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and anim siTtis teeming, fe, called plankton, is the main source of food for many of the
animals sf, tDe sea. In addition to plankton, the waters of the Arctic contain other small
marine's:: ',attires sus as clams, crabs, shrimp and several kinds of fish. .

TrOUt and salmon Are ,co mon in the bays and gulfs of the Arctic Ocean. Some of
t e fish begin their lives in th flyers and streams of the-tundra and eventually find their
Wa D the sea. The arctic char, ype,of salmon, is a plentiful source of food for men in the
fa north. A full2:9FoiN0 char )ghs;seven or eight pounds and' lives either in the rivers
fl Wing,into,theddean or inla lakes.:

i -
s. : 4,

4 .

I

°
0

7.3

ammals'

Whales
;

>

Whales live in th open sea. They are' mammals and have lungs instead of'gills, so
they must come to the si rface to breathe. Whales are thelargest animals of the Sea, and yet
most of theM live on plankton, the smallest of sea life. Several kinds of whales live in the
Arctic. Once they, were Plentiful, but years of whale-hunting have cut down their number.

Walruses.
\.!

.

s,

The I word "w alrus"' comes from the Norwegian word hvalross, which means
,

;

/

whale-horte. This is a good name for this animal, *cause a full-grown 'walrus sometimes
weighs overa ton.

A walrus is a strange-lo king animal., Its skin is thick and wrinkled, and it has two
long tusks like buck teeth th'S never stopped growing. With its tusks, a walrus digs clams
from the ocean floor. A walrus ses its flippers to walk on land. Although it is clumsy, it can
move rapidly. '

close group and protect' one .Walruses are sociab le nimals.
another. Because they often tr to help 'a wounded member father than escape, from danger,

,.
They live i

tn a very

walruses'are easy prey for hu ters. This is one reason why walruses are now rare in the bays
of- the central' Arctic.

, .

Seals

There are ma' y diff
common-in bays and i lets is

Although the live i

'must come to, the su ace of
summer this is easy. ut to br
Each seal keeps sever I breat
seal could use anoth

The ringed se
ringed seal is. insulat
blubber, which hel
pounds. Females ar
marks on the, top a
Its eyes ate covered

A male seal
bout six or seven
robablY most die

In late Ma
ow. In April sh'

den, nursing f
ms often to n

th
re

.*

rent species' of seals in the Arctic. The one that is most
he ringed seal named for the dark rings on its back. :

the sea, seals are warm-blOoded and they breathe air. Seals
he water to athe at least once every fifteen minutes. In the
athe duri th inter, Seals must chew holes through the ice.
ing holes open all winter and stays near its holes. Of course, a

seal's b, eathing hole, and some probably do._
I has a sleek body just right for swirhming.. Like all'sea mamrn;the

d to protect it from the bitter cold. Under its skin is a layer of fat, or
keep it warm. A male is about five fek long and weighs abdut 200

slightly smaller. The seal's coat df short hair is grey with dark ring-like
d a silvery undercoat. The seal has a whiskered face and very large eyes.
ith protective oil so it can see as well under water as it can on land.

reaches; maturity when he is about eight years old. A female is mature at' -"-
Many seals clfe their first year. Of those that survive to adulthood,.

efore they are twenty-five years old, _

. ,
ch a female seal crawls out onto the ice and makes a small den in the
gives birth to a single seal pup. The infant spends April and May inside

om its mother and, groWing. The mother leaves- the den to find food but
rse the infant.

-to
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. In early summer, seals often haul themselves. out of the water and rest in the sun
next to their breathing holes. Why they do this, no one is quite sure. Although seals are
cautious, every year some of them arekil led by bears and human beings while they are lying
out on the ice.

Seals feed on other animals, mainly fish and small crab-like animals that are common
in the Arctic Ocean. The jaw of a seal. is very similar to the jaw of other flesh-eating
mammals. It has strong canine teeth like dogs and cats. In fact, seals are closely related to
dogs and cats.

Seals are preyed upon by several animals. In the water they are hunted by killer
whales, and onthdice they are huntedby bears and by human beings.

Polar Bears
.

The polar bear lives on the sea, not in it. Almost all a polar bear's life is spent on the
floating ice of the Arctic Ocean, and some bears never set foot on land. They are born in a
cave in the ice and they spend their lives hunting on the ice or at the edge of open water:
Only if the hunting is poor do they go on land.

A polar bear that finds itself on land in the summer will, like other bears, eat berries,
perhaps a little lichen or moss, bird's eggs and any small rodentsthat cross its path. On the
ice, polar bears eat young walruses, fish or stranded whales. But the food they eat most is
seal meat. Polar bears hunt seal by stalking them near cracks-in the ice Where the seals crawl
out to rest. Although the seal can dive and swim betterthan the polar bear, it has little
chance to escape, if caught unaware on the ice by a hungry polar bear.

Polar bears are good swimmers. They have been seen swimming in the open ocean 25
miles from land. They can swim comfortably in cold water because they are protectedeby
their thick fur. The fur is so well lubricated With oil that it is almost waterproof and makes a
goOd insulation against the cold.

The polar bear is feared by the Eskimos, petty because of its size. A full-grown male
polar bear weighs up to :1,500 pounds. Female bears weigh much less, but they are,still
frightening at 700` pocunds. They are also frIghtening because of their speed.: Thercan run ?5
miles an hour for short' periods of time easily outrunning a man.

For such large animals, polar bears have tiny-Offspring. Cubs weigh only two pounds
when they are born. Each female has two cubs every other year. The tiny cubs stay with the
mother until they are nearly two years old, at first clinging to her ears and tail to be towed
through the icy water, later swimming on their awn to follow heron hunting expeditions.

The explorers who first went to the lands of the Arctic called the tundra "the barren
grounds", a place without, life. At first glance it may seem empty and lonely, but when we'
look more closely, we see that it is not empty at all. It is a land full of life. The.shcr Arctic
summer is a time of bustling activity, and even the long, cold winter has an abundant life of
its ,own.

TITLE: Aiyahak - Eskimo String G.ame's

LENGTHOF ACTIVITY. Adaptable

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPTS TO BE TAUGHT:

S.?

ol

The aspects of culture are passedcon in variousways other than by formal education.

By studying strarige figures and listening
something about the people who used them.

.

401,

et
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ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:~
. a

To understand Eskimo stories which have been handed down from generation tb
generation.

, To become aware of the happy relationship between grandparents and criildrep in an

Eskimo family.

TQ capture anti preserve a part of the Eskimo.culture which is:rapidly disappearing.
.

TEACHING TECHNIFUES AND ACTIVITIES: ,

1. Aiyahak is the Northern Alaskan
.
Eskimo ( I nupiat) word for 'string games. 11. is one

of the often-used methods of grandparents for amusing children indoors during the darkest,
coldest days of winter. Each string game had a story behindit and the game was a metnsof
illustrating the story.

.

2. Each season had a different amusement. String games were played during the
winter. The 'aurora borealis went with one string gam" Children were told that if they
stAyed out too .long and made too much noise, especially when the aurora borealis was out,
the northern lights would stream down and pick them up.,To keep. from being picked up,
children would have to throw dog dung at the aurora borealis and yell, "Go away. .Go
away." There was no curfew and children didn't know enough to come in so this was sonte

of the techniques used to sc'are children so that they would stay inside On dark, cold winter

nights. ,

, 3. Therels a taboo against children playing string games, except on days when the

sun, no longer i-use about the horizon. To prevent them from playing these games, older
people fold the children that there was a string man outside. They said that his intestines
flowed through his mouth and he played string games wit13. them. They also told the
children that the string man would come inside and wrap them up in his intestines and carry
them off if he caught them playing string 'games on !ong days in broad- daylight. What.

purpose did this taboo,serve?

ton4ue.

O rginal string games w er e done with' b rai ded sinew from
i

the b ack of the ca rbou.

As j gir, one had to learn to make thread by shredding;twsting; and braiding sinew.

Now is being replaced by nylon thread andedental flOts for sewing. Ordinary string is

used for the string.games..

7,

5. Use videotape, "Aiyahak", from First Alaskans, ABSD instructional television

series.

In this figure a _brown bear can be seen
running in each direction. The string figure of
the two bears was krjown all along the north
toast. It seems to have beeThttIe most widely

known String figure among, the western
Eskimos of Nwth America. On Little
Diomede it was called "the two caribou
without their horns."'

-113-
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,`pot ;Boiling a sim garde and the
.,-rovornrt!is to indicate tha it is boiling over.
Ihisiffittle; story is to imp s- children that ...
wfirri-the'pot is boiling, it iris hot and very °
,dahOroifs+ to handle: This figure- 'is also
reported; from the Okanagan -lhClians of .
British Columbia. They call it a fish trap.

.
1

.0

The two adult-polar bears are on the outside
'arid the young cubs are in the middle:, 1

other places it is called brown bear famil
9.

44

The bay is. sitting o, the edge of tha,.IOT:The,
story gads, "t sit, I sit tthe edge of a. fog-. I'm.
*anCiarinOoff to iisit a friendoon the other.
otige Of s the figure moves, he is

sit hii lend: This simple. figure- is
reportedly of thefirst that children learn
to Ynak `, Tiiis figure usually is used to mean'
`;:inatiARrc hild.

4,0

,, .t '

I

One Of the string games is done to a chant.
v First you place one. end of the loop of string

Under a mukluk. You then begin twisting the
:string ,and ,chanting at the_ sarrie time. With.
each Veat of the chant, you twist the thread.
Theft you hold dowh the twisted part of the
'string with the finger and begin chanting
again, twisting the 'string remaining above the

4inger When you, release the finger fif you
twiste,c1 the string,correctly), thefstring will
be unraveled:

er 6



A RACK OR PLATFORM

The Inland- iskimps of N. Alaska, from, whom this figure was learned, call it
uylyyaq, which means the rack or platform otitside the house on which meat, clothes, eta.,
are stored.

p

TWO DOGS FEEDING OUT OF ONE BOWL

This figure is known from the Kobuk River in northern Alaika all along the coast to
Coronation gulf. The Alaskan natives call it "two dogs feeelgg out of one bowl" (poyutaq
atauteri qi'miayuk aluptuk). In the Mackenzie the natives say: qimak ukwak aluk ukwak
itiyman quqciyuk, "Those two dogs, those who are feeding; when he-their master-- came in
he cried quq quq to drive them out." The Coronation gulf natives call the figure qimak
alaktoyyuk, "two dogs feeding."

.

THE BEAVER

Vek

At Cape Prince of Wales and at Point Hope this figure is called lialuktaq, "a red
fox." On the Kob4 river, at Barrow, and by the Inland natives of North Alaska it is called
kiyiayuk, "the beaver." I have no record of it among the Mackenzie river Eskimos, but in
Coronation gulf it is tailed qa/vik, "the wolverine. "

0120
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0 THE RAVEN = tuluyaq

This figure has been recorded from Indian point, Sibeia, from Point Hope, from
. . I

_. t.,
Barrow, frdrn Inland natives/ who wintered behind the Endicott mountain's south of
Collinson point, and fro7COronation gulf. Everywhere it has the same name, "the raven." I
have -Fio reetrd of it from the/ Mackenzie, but do not doubt that it exists there also. Boas
found it in Cumber and iound, and Kroeber in Smith sound, in both places under the same

.name, "raven." ,

c's

THE BURBOT =nataynaq (Bow and Inland Eskimos)

This figui=e is called by the Barrow and Inland Eskimos of North Alaska nataynaq,
"the burbot."

.

iHE BELUGA

This figUre is called by the Barrow, and Inland Eskimos cicivaq, "the beluga.",The
Mackenzie and popper Eskimos call, it qiialuyaq, which in the Mackenzie dialect means "the
beluga." Boas o; btained it from the west coast of Hudson Bay and from Cumberland sound
with the same ifime, "white whale or beluga," but Kroeber, who found it among,the Smith
sound Eskimos";calls it "narwhal."

17
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THE KAYAlt.
1

This is the figure described by dr. Gordon fro King i and, to whic he gives t
name, "kayak." It is known 4y the same name to the B rrow, land, Mackenzie delta, west
coast 9f Hudson Bay and Cumberland sound Eskimo 'could find no chant at Barrow,
merely the words qayaq ciamutiya, "the ice broke he kayak," uttered while dropping
the little finger loops, when "the kayak" disappears. T e Inland natives from the Endicott
mountains have a chant for theligure, which is known a o to the Mackenzie delta Eskimos.

' At Barrow the figure is produced more, simpl than Dr. Gordon's method.
Whether the Mackenzie Eskimos follow the Barrow me ti failed to notice. The
Barrow natives proceed as follows":

. THE LAMP

The Coronation gulf natives call this figure quyaq, the store lamp which they use for
light and heat.

c TWO SEAL HOLES

ure, .which is called by the Inland Eskimos of no ern Alaska, ayyuk, "two
e as Dr'. Gordon's "two kidneys," from St. Michael's island. I have not;

ther Eskimos. /
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A.*A WOMAN'S KNIFE

This figure seemed to be peculiar to the InJarid Eskimos of the Colville river, by
whom, it was called,uluyaq, "a wom 's knife."

0.

R.

4

f

Wt..?

- ESKIMO SUPERSTITIONSCONERNING STRING FIGURES
.

I '
,., \Among nearly all Eskimo tribes there were various superstitions concerning stria

figures, although, for the most part they have disappeared under the influence of Europ6an
FroM, Kotzebue Sound, in Alaska, to, Kent Peninsula, at the eastern end of Coronation,,Gul
thereQwas a taboo agarhs,t playing the game except in the winter, when the sun no longe all
rose above the horizon. The Eskimos of Alaska and the Mackenzie-Delta have Tons since
al?andoned this taboo, and the game has become a pastirrie for every season of the yearAuf
in Coronac! tion Gulf, it was obseNed, though not Very rigidlY, down to the year1916.

.. 1 .
....'''

RELATED AC TIVITIES:

1.?Other things which you !ght have students dolnclde the following; 4

simple materials?

1P.rom whom dethey learn it?
class.e.For thosg.who want to
"StringS On Your Finger's" by

,s-

a. Find out other materials for illustrating storie)s with
1 d

c -,,c-'&L' .
-

b. Have any of the ,:students ever played cat's cradle?'
Have theM .demonstr4fteathe ,gameGto the rest of the
leath, it,' there are good ill'ust'rations ancrdipectiops in

Imo
-118-
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TITLE: Alaskan Ethnic Physical Games

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY: Adaptable .

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPTS TO BE TAUGHT: .

The games a culture develops are a reflection of its values.

ATTITUDINAL ANI1BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

To develop an understanding and appreciation for the native people and some of

their games and athletic contests. .

To develop an-understanding of the athletic contests themselves add what is involved

in performing these feats. ,

TEACHING TECHNIQUE AND ACTIVITIES:

1. Ask students why a lture develops games and athletic contests (pr ?vide teaching
tools, skills needed to survive, outlets for aggressive behavior, etc.): Go fromthe general to
the specific ending up" with -a discussion of reasons Native Alaskans developed games and

athletic behavior. . .

2. Have students do research on the games developed by Alaskan Nat lies. Have them

trace their history and explain what the purpose of these games are. Some of these games'

are explained on the folloiving pages. a

3. Have the students set up an Alaskan Native Olympic Games.

. .4. The third Annual'Native Youth Olympics is tentatively scheduled in Anchorage in

April, 1973,
.)

5. Contact the district ,physical education co-ordinator for help, information, and

coordination.

a. Establish. an Olympic Committee to set` up the following.standards:

I). Purposes
". 2). What games should be included.,

' 3). Who can participate'
4). Where held

long
6). Opening and Closing Ceremonies
7). Prizes, Awardi, Honors, etc.
8). Rules and Regulations
9). Brief History of-Games

Aitts

b. Set up the Olympics, having people compete, having' opening and closing
ceremonies, and making awards.

c. Games used may include any Alaskan Native game in addition to those included in

this lesson which,are mostly Eskimo. Utiliie the Native students in your class to find

these games.

d. In addition you ;night put on these gtmes for someone else. In your own schools.

In elementary4f.laeols.

6. Use videotapes, "Eskimo Olympics" and "Native Youth Olympicst
.Alaslcans,ABSD instructional television series.

-11P
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1

HEAD PULL

Two contestants face each other on hands and knees on the floor. A belt is placed around
the back of both contestants heads and the contestants pull this belt tight between them.
The two contestants pull against each other until one contestant lets the belt slip off the
back of his head.

INDIAN LEG WRESTLING

Two contestants lay on the floor side by side
with their feet pointing in opposite.directions.
Eatt person locks arms with his opponent

:with the arm -that is next to his opponent.
,:Contestants swing the ieg nearest to his'
opponent three Times vertically 1;)y the count
Of the referee. pn the third elevation of the
legs, the cOntestknts lock legs at the knee and

; attempt to roll their opponent over.

HIGH KICK - SINGLE LEGGED

Each contestant trys to kick an object

With one leg. The contestant must try to kick
the objet by jumping off of one leg
attempting to 'kick the object with that same 't
leg and returning to the floor on that leg that
he jumped tram.

i

,

,,....._......,...._ ---=nr.......,....

tsuspended a certain distance aboqe the floor

TWO-LEGGED HIGH KICK

The contestant again trys to kick' an. object
that is suspended above the floor but this
time using two legs. The contestant must
jump from' the floor with both feet
simultaneously, kick the Oject; and then
return to the floor with both feet at the same
time. Both 'feet shduld be kept. together and
the contestant may not fall upon landing on
the floor.

...4,r

AA,
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STICK PULL

Two opponents sit on the floor facing each
other: The bottoms of a contestant's feet are
placed against his opponents with his legs
spread. A stick is placed between the two
opponents and both opponents grip it with
their hands. One opponent's hands on the
outside of the other oppbnents. Both
.opponents try to pull the other opponent
either off the floor or pull hard enough to
make his opponent release his grip on the
stick.

=1-1

,SEAL CRAWL

Each contestant must be in a position.,whieh
resembles that Of a push-up position. The
elbows Must be. even with his .upper body.
The hands which support tnitupper body
must have fingers curled underneath so that
he is supported by the heel of the hand and
the .first knudkles. The contestant must
remain in this position resemblinga lowered
push-up position and must, prOpell himself
across the floor by /the use of his hands and
toes. The winner is that contestant who goes
the farthest distance without touching the

>floor with any other part of his body.

I

KNEE JUMP

Contestants kneel behind a line wiifftheir
toes pointed out behind .. titiem. -The
contestants must leap forward from a

kneeling position across the line-landing on
both feet' simultaneously. The winner of the
event is the contestant whd'isjumps the
farthest. Determination of tejlerigth of the
jump is made by measuring from the'starting
pdint to the point wheiethe contestants,heeis
first touch the floor: The contestant'friust
remain in a standing position after the jump,

I

.121-
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TOE KICK
4

The contestants stand behind the starting line. The contestant must jump forward and kick
a r d backwards with his 'toes as far as possible. The contestant may not touch the floor
b een the rod and the starting line. After he has proceeded to kick the rod backwards, he

ust land on both feet ahead of the original place of the rod. The winner is determined by
istance that the rod is kicked backwards Worn the starting point.

In the ear weight contest small one-pound
lead weights are threaded on braided sinew or
a seal thong. The thong or sinew is then
looped over the ear. The contestant must then
carry the load of weights around a

predescribed course. After all the contestants
have completed each round, more weights are
added. He cannot.touch any part of the load
he is carrying or rest the cord on his'cheek by
tilting his head. Although thisis very 'painful
to the ear involved, contestants report that
the ear becomes numb after many weights
have been added.'-One contestant reported
that he thought that the.record in his villa
was forty-six pounds. At Point Hope they
sometimes fill a five gallon gas can with water-
and carry it.

EAR PULL

Another painful ear contest is the ear pull.
Two men sit on the floor with their legs'
extended over each other. They use a cord
with a loop at each end. Each man puts the
loop one of his ears and then they
begin to' pull y leaning back. The contest
continues until one of them can stand the
pain no longer and turns' his head thus
allowing the loop to slip off.



,

SEAL SKINNING
...

. i
I

.
. BODY LIFT

Body weight lifting requires strength. The
contestant must help the men he is to carry to
load themselves and then carry them as far as
he can. It is reported that in some Villages
there are men capable ,of carrying as many as
six men at one time...,

Women compete in the sea! Skinning contest.
They use an utu,, the crescent-shaped Eskimo
woman's knife. The winner must be able to
cut open a hair seal down the belly and skin it
out faster than the other contestants. Since
the hair seal is such an important animal to
the Eskimo people whq live-along the coast,
the women have to skin out many of them

: during their' lifetime. Sixty seconds is the .

record time for this contest.

S
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BELT WRESTLING

One of'the most popular events for spectators
is.lvIt wrestling. Each contestant 'loops a belt
behind his neck and his knees. To begin the
contest each "wrestler" must be lying on the
floor in this doubled-Up position. After the
starting signal; they attempt the not-so-easy
task of getting on their feet. Then each
'attempts to bump the other down. To win
one must sit squarely on the other's head. It is

this
easy to aim one's body while belted in

this awkward position. -Sometimes this is

referred to as the belt-head-sitting game.

4

ONELEGTWIST

Thcone-leg-twist is an Indian game. First the
contestant places one foot against a wall and
then he must throw his body over the leg held'
against the wall. He is required to land
standing up and the foot held against the wall
can pivot, but it must not Idle contact with
the-wall. Whoever can successfully jump and
twit his body over the leg while held at 'the'
'highest spot on the wall is declared the winner
in the ate -leg -twist

LIMBO

Low stick -twist or low back bend might be
called the Alaskan version of limbo. The
contestant must Ast under a stick held at a
low angle to the floor or ground. He places his
hands on the stick and twists while 7in a

- back-bend- position..He must not touch the
floor with his body or lift his feet "completely
off the floor. The winner is the person who
Can successfully do this.twist when the stick is
helcrat the lowestangleto the floor.

Alt
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BODYTHROW it

Another contest with. the stick involves the
person throwing his body over a stick held at
a high angle to the ground. In the over
body-throw the contestant is required to
place his hands on the stick and throw his
body over it, yet he must ,land on his feet.
The person who can successfully throw his
body across while the stick is held at the
highest angle is the.winner. This feat might be
compared to doing a cartwheel V/ith your
hands in position before you begin to propel
the rest of your bbdy.

-4,
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KNEE WALK

To do the khee walk for any distance is
probably the most difficult feat of all the
demonstrations the students do. To get into
position one folds his legs and locks them
over the thighs.,(Lt's almost like putting your
feet in your lap.:)-As if getting up on the knees
and walking on them is not enough, one is

. further required to place one hand behind his
back and make a fist of the other hand and
place it on his forehead. To win one must
knee-walk the greatest distance.
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."'-4.,41t, LE; Geography of Alaska

LENGTH OF ACTIVX; One period

HUMAN RELATIONS CONCEPTS TO BE TAUGHT:

When exploiting a geographical area, man supplies the variables while the constants
are the result of the environment.

ATTITUDINAL AND HAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

The students will learn hOVi,exploit a geogrphic area yilizing the present
environMent./

The ptudents will learn that there are several ways in which an environment can be

exploited." /

TEACH G TE611SHOLiES AND ACTIVITIES:

1. Using the following maps with attached data, the students should be able to
predlet what kind of utilization of the geographic area should be made.

,
, , *.

2. Have each student answer briefly the following about each of the four areas (A, B,

C, D).

a. . What economy could develop-from the natural resources or from materials
imported into the area (resource /supplies vs. manufacturer/producter.

b. What type of settlements would develop. Where are cities (if any) most likely to

1

be located.
-

c. What would be the highest population that could be upported by the area.
-;'-

d. What 'kinds Of precautions should be takeh to protect the environment.
-,

3. The data included is brief and sketchy. The teacher may want to collect more
data on each area from the following sources: \

c . .
s,

. .1.

AREA A -, Alaska Natives and the land, the Federal Field qommittee for
Developmentand Planning in Alaska', ptlges 118 9.

AREA B - Alaska Natives and the Land, pages 127-128.

AREA C - Alaska Natives and the Land, pages 112-113.

AREA 0 - Alaska Natives and the Land, pages 99 -101.

Data for AreaA:

1. String of islands.
2. Sudden storms.
3. Mountainous - to 2,000 feet.
4. Few trees.
5. Natives friendly, cheerful,-religious.
6. ,Seals in waters surroundin slands.
7. Waters abound with King c*, salmon, and halibut.
B. Brown bear numerous.

426-
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9. Climate varies from :50 to +20 in winter and +40 to +80 in summer.
10. Annual. rainfall 20 to 30 inches.
11. Many active volcanoes.
12. 2-3 inch soil cover over rocks (lava).
13, Great' deal of earthquake and fissure pCtivity.

Data for Area B:

1. Narrow strip of coastline approximately the size of Maine.
2. Mile climate with warm Winters and cool summers - seldom drops below zero degrees.

zero degrees..
.

3. Annual rainfall from 25-200 inches.
4. High rugged mountains - to 19,000 feet - close to coastline.
5. Deep fiords.
6. Massive cedar, hemlock, and spruce forests.
7. Natives friendly and industrious.
8. Waters abound with salmon.
9. Quartz found in mountains.

Data for Area C:

1. Two massive mountain ranges in this area.
2. BOrdered on one side by a sea.
3. Rolling upland cut through by a large river,
4. Continental climatAnging from -650 to +900.
5. 'Natives are mainly hunters and gatherers.
6. Daylight lasts as much as 20 hours during the summer.
7. Gold can be found in some of the mountains.
8. Wildlife abounds including moose, sheep, Oats, caribou, fox,bear, heaver,

and numerous birds. .

Data on Area D;

1. Much of the land is tundra -- lies within Arctic Circle.
2. Quite a few rivers cut through the area?
3. Bordered on one aide by sea,which is frozen' most of the year:
4. Valuable oil and natural gas found as well as coal deposits.
5. Temperatures average from -170 in winter to +400 in summer.
6. Sun never comes above horizon for two months of winter. Never sets for

two months of summer.
bear, walrus, caribou, and reindeer are found.he

8. Fish and-seal abound.
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ITLE: GeOgraphy of Alaska

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY: Adaptable
. .

HUMAN RELATIONS OONCOPTS TO BE TAUGHT:
4

Locations on map means muci more when one visits and studies about them.
. 0

., :Describing a plat in an interestingly enough way so= hat people will want to !sit it
can be a learning e ee..

u

,

,.9

ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL QBJECtIVES:
. c

. . . ,

. . . -..
..7 . , , s

The students4wi
.11

gather information about several Alaskan cities and patit togetherAlaskan
. ,., , .

. in Such a waylhat will encourage other's to visits-those cities. ., \:, "f A.
- c

The students will increase their knowledge of several Alaskan cities', / 0 %

..--
several .

-. , ,

TEACRING TECHNIOUES)ANliACTIVITIES: /

fr

:4

1. Have the students -break into 10-12 groups. - - ,/
, .

I
'.

ed&;'.3
2 Each group should then pick a city or town in Alaska they w Id likeita .; N $3

6
C .

3. The students_ should spend some time 'gathering any information about their
chosen city or town. ' ..- (, .,. . .).

'v, ,.

4. Have them create a travel brochure on their city or town inchiding allfiertinent -1--,,r-.
information such as: . 0 ,.

?

le?.." :."

4 4,
I

a. History; .. .
-.;-

.+

0,

:., ',-,
,...

,. Si,

C

b. Places to go:
0 a.

'c. Accomodationsand prices.

d. Recreation sites.

5. Make sure the students include pictUres as wel(asup to dateinformation in their
brochures.

6. Have each group prese their brochuris to the class explaining and dfsplayingii.i
vs . ,

7. A related activity would balo tiaire students bringisny slides or movies from home
they have which they feel could be presented in an educational travelogue to-the class.

TITLE: 'Geography of Alaska ,

LENGTH OF ACTIVITY: Adaptable ,

HUMAN` RELATIONS CONCEPTS TO BE TAUGHT:

P

I

'

: People can only be fully underitobd after an in -depth study di the landln which
they live. . , . .

0
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ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVI6RAL OBJECTIVES:

To be familiar with name places in Alaska.

To learn certain map skills essential to understanding and reading maps.

TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

1., Using the information from the following excerpt from Source Book on Alaska,
Alaska Department of Education, the student should complete the following map exerbises.
0N-blank map is included from which a master can be made.

2. The teacher should obtain a detailed wall map of Alaska 'for use as a reference for
these lessons. A classroom set of world atlases might also bd useful. Wall,maps can be
purchased from Alaska Geological Survey or the Highway Department. of the State of
Alaska. Gas stations are also a good source of map's. ,

3. Using a blank map of Alaska, the following map assignments can be made:

a. Locate and name the following physical features:

'1)
Mountain Systems

2) Principal mountain passes
3) Glaciers
4) Islands
5) Inland waterways
6) Bays, sounds, and inlets and other bodies of water
7) River SYstems
8) VOcapoes

.09) Valleys
10) Peninsulas
11) Lakes 4

4. Have the students Lise.a red pervor pencil to indicate those places they have
visited.

5. , erhaPs any interesting stories that c,an be found which tell of how the place was
named could be read tot(by the class.

00...Another possible activity is a field trip to any number of places listed above.

Unit 1. The Land and Its People

A. Location
-

1. Alaska ivon the northwestern peninsula of the North American Continent.

2. Alaska is bordered on the east by Canadakon the north by the Arctic Ocean, and
on the south and west by.the Pacific Ocean andlhe Bering Sea.

3. No,part of Alaska is directly north of the continental United States.

4..Ai Bering Strait, the Alaska mainland is only 54 miles from East Cape, Siberia.

5. One may stand on Alaska's Little Diorliede Island, which belongs to the United
States, and look across the strait to Big Diomede Island, which-belongs to theSoviet `Rusiia.
This is really "lobking at tomorrow" since the international dote line passes through Bering
Strait between these two islands.

-133
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B, Size of Alaska

1. Alaska is more than twice as large as the state of Texas. *.

2. It is about one-fifth as large as the entire United States.

O.

3. The total land area of Alaska is 586,400 square. miles, and its'entire coastline
stretches 33,904 miles.

C. Physical Features.

1. Mountain Systems

a. Pacific Mountain System
c

1) .Aleutian Range
2) Coiit Range b
3) Chugach Mountains
4) Kenai Range
5) Mentasta Mountains

' 6) Nutzotiii Mountains
7) St. Elias Range
8) Wrangell Mountains

b. Alaska Range

1) Chigmit Mburitains
2) Mount McKinley
3) Talkeetna Mountains

c. Brooks Range '-

1) Baird Mountains
2) Davidson Mountains

, 3) De Long Mountains
4) Endicott Mountains
5) Philip Smith Mountains
6)* Romanzof Mountains
7) Schwatka Mountains
8) Shubelik Mountains
91Waring Mountains

d. Miscellaneous Mountain Masses

1

0

1) Bendeleben Mountains -- On Seward Peninsula northeast of Nome. 4--"'
2) Crazy Mountains -- In the Interior northeast of Fairbanks.
3) Kigluaik Mountains -- On Seward Peninsula north of Nome.
4) Kilbuck.Mountains -- In Southwestern Alaska north of Bristol Bay.
5) Kuskokan Mountains -- In Southwestern Alaska northeast of Bristol Bay:.
6) White 'Mountains -- In the Interior northeast of Fairbanks.

2. Principal.Mountain Passes

a. Analctuvulc In Endicott Mountains northwest of Fairbanks; u for tan ou
hunting.



b. Broad - In Alaska Range onsouth side of Mount McKinley National Park'; used as
a transportationroute (railroad). ,

.-
-4,

c. Chickaloon In Talktetna Mountains northeast' of Palmer; used for 'gold rush
transportation.

cl .
., .

d: Chilkat - In.,,Saint Eliait, Mountains northwest of Haines; used for transportation
(Haines Highway).

.

e. Chilkoot In'Coasf Range north of Skagway; used air gold rush trarisPortatiori..'

f: Isabelle - In Alaska Range near. Paxson; used for transportation.
,

g. Keystone - In Chugach Mountains soLtheast of Valdez; used for transportation.

h. Lake Clark - In Aleutian Rine west of Seward; used for air navigation.

i. Mentasta - In Mentasta Moun (ains northeast of Glennallen; used as dog team--'
transportation route (Glenn Highway). -

j. Merrill - In Alaska Range west of Anchorage; used as a transportation route.,

k. Moose - In Kenai Mountains southeast of Anchorage; used as a transportation
route.

....

I. Portage - In Kenai Mountains southeast of Anchorage, used as a transportation ;:
route. .... .

.

m. Rainy- In Alaska Range southwest of Mount McKinley National Park; used as s-
dog team transportation route (air transportation now). ..

, - .

n. Survey - In Endicott Mountains northwest of Fairbanks; used as a transportation. '
route. V

o. Thompson - In Chugach Mountains east of Anchorage; used as a transportation
route (Richardson Highway).

p. White - In Coast Range northwest of Skagway; used as a transportation route
(railroad). 4

3. Glaciers
1

a. Adams - In Saint Chi Range in-Glacier Bay 40 miles southwest of Skagway; it is
the southeast tributary of Muir GlaOier.

b. Baird - In Coast Range 100 Miles east of Sitka on Alaska-Canadian border; trends
southwest 22 miles to 1.5 miles north of Thomas Bay, its 1961 terminus.

c. Bering - Heads in Chugach Mountains in Bagley ice Field and trends southwest 48 .

mileslo its 1950 terminus on the Malaspina Coastal Plain 66 miles east southeast of
Cordova; approximately as large as the state of Rhode Island.

d. Brady In Saint Elias Range in Glacier Bay; trends south 24 miles to its terminus
-'46 miles northwest of Hoonah; visible from boat.

e. Childs - In Chugach Mountains; trends southwes
northwest of Katalla on the Copper River.
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f. Columbia - Part of Columbia Icefield; heads in Chugach Mountains 2 miles
'southeast of Mount Witherspoon and trends southeast 40 miles to its terminus in
Columbia Bay 28 miles southwest of Valdez; largest glaCier in the world; visible from
boat.

g. Denver - In Coast" Range; trends northwest 8.5 'miles from its head at
Alaska-Canadian border to its terminus 4 miles east of Skagway and -14miles east 8f
Twin .Dewey Peaks.

h. Guyot - In Chugach Mountains in Icy Bay; heads in Robinson Mountains and.
trends southeast 19 miles to its 1963 terminus 68 miles northwest of Yakutat at the
head of Icy Bay.

,7

i. Le Conte - In Coast Range; trends south 6 miles to its terminus in Le Conte Bay, 20
miles east of Petersburg; visible from boat.

j. Malaspina - In Saint Elias Range; Heads 8 miles south Alaska-Canadian border and
trends south 28 miles to its terniinus 38 miles northwest of Yakutat in the Gulf of ,
Alaska; 30 miles across; approximately as large as the state of Rhode Island; visible
from boat.

k.Matanuska In Chugach Mountains; trends northwest 27 miles-to its terminus, a
tributary of the Matanuska River, 46 miles northeast of Palmer, visible from car.

I. Mendenhall - In Coast Range 19 miles northwest of °Juneau; heads north of
Mendenhall. Towerg and Trends south 10 miles to Mendenhall Lake, its terminus;
visible from car.

m. Miles - In Chugach'Mountains; trends west 30 miles to its terminus, Miles Lake, 2
miles north of Goat Mountain and 33 miles north of Katalla, visible from car.

n. Muir - In .Elias Range in Glacier Bay; trends southeast 12 mileifrOm its head
9 miles south of Mount Harris to its terminus in Muir Inlet, 77 miles northwest of
Hoonah; visible from boat.'

o. Norris - In Coast Range 14 miles.northeast of Juneau; trends 8 miles southeast
from its heAd in North .Branch Norris Glacier to its terminus at Grizzly Bar, Taku
Inlet; visible from boat.

p. Portage - In Chugach Mountains on Kenai Peninsula; trends north-6 miles to its
terminus Portage Lake, 4 miles west of Whittier; visible from car.

O. Rainbow - In Saint Elias Range; trends east 1.5 miles from itsead on east slope
of Chilkat Range to its terminus 24 miles southwest of Skagway; visible from car
and boat.

r. Taku -.In Coast Range; trends southeast 27 miles to its terminus in Taku Inlet, 15
miles northeast of Juneau; may be reached in a very small boat.

s. Twin = In Saint Elias Range 64 miles northwest of Hoonah in Glacier Bay; trends
east 1.2 miles from its head 0.6 miles south of Mount Merriam; visible from boat.

4. Islands

a. Aleutian Islands -- The total area of the Aleutians is slightly.greater than the area
of the Hawaiian Islands. The Aleutians consist of five major island groups:

1) Andreanof Islands
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2) F-oik IS !arid'
3) Islands of the Four. Mountains
4) Near Islands
5) Rat Islands

b. Alexander Archipelago

1) Admiralty 96 miles long
2) Baranof 105 miles long
3) Chhagof -- 72 miles long
4) Kiiiu 65 miles long
5) Kupreanof 56 miles long
6) Prince of Wales -- 132 x 45 miles
7) Revillagigedo.-- 55x 35 mikes
8) Many other smaller islands

a. Hagemeister -- 24 miles long

d. Hinchinbrook -- 22 miles long

e. Kodiak 100 x 60 miles

f. Little Diomede -- 2 miles across

g. Montague -- 50 miles long

h. Nunivak 60 miles across

i. Pribilof Islands

1) Otter 0.8 miles long
2) Saint George 12 miles long
3) Saint Paul 10 miles across .

4) Walrus 0.4 miles long

j. Saint Lawrence 95 x 25 miles

k. Saint Matthew -- 35 x 4 miles

5. Inland Waterways

a. Behm Canal
b. Chatham Strait
c. Clarence Strait
d. Frederick' Sound
e. Icy Strait
f. Keitu Strait
g.. Lynn Canal
h. Peril Strait
i. Portland Canal

_j. Stephens Passage
k. Stikine Strait
I. Sumner Strait

6. Bays, Sounds, and Inlets
,

a, Bering Strait,.
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b. Biistol Bay
c. 'Christian Sound
d. Cook Inlet
e. Cordova Bay
f. Cross Sound
g. Dixon Entrance
h. Etolin Strait

Kotzebue Sound
j. Kuskokwim Bay
k. Kvichak Bay
I. Montague Strait
m. Norton Sound
n. Nushagak Bay
o. Prince William Sound-
p. Salisbury Sound
q. Shelikof Strait
r. Sitka Sound

-s. Yakutat Bay

7. Other Bodies of Water

a. Gulf of Alaska
b. Seas

1) Bering
2) Beaufort
3) Chukchi

8. River Systems

a. Colville - Heads in DeLong Mountains.and flows east northeitst to
ArCtic plain, 350 miles long used for transportation and some fishing.

die

Harrison Bay,

b. Copper - Heads on north side of Wrangell Mountains and flows south through
Chugach Mountains to Gulf of Alaska; .250 miles long; glacial; used for fishing and
some transportation.

c. Innokb - Heads.south of tloudy Mbuntain and flows northeast and southwest to
Yukon River; 500 miles long; used for gold rush transportation-.

, .
d. Kobuk - Heads in Seiwatka Mountairfs and flovis west to Hotham Inlet near

v..Kotzebue; 280 miles long; used for transportation and fishing. , . ©' -

.- e0Koyukuk - Heads in Endicott Mountains and flows-southwest to Yukon River;
... .

425 miles long; used for miningtransportation.
i ....

/
6

f..Kuskokwim - Heads in Kuskokwim Mountains and flows southwe st to Kuskokwim
Bay; 500 miles long; used for mining transportation and fishing.

g. Matanuska - Heads in Chugabh Mountains and flows southwest to Knik Arm,
Cook lnlet475 miles long; glacial, used some for fishing.

h. Noatak it-Heads in Schwatka Mbuntains and flows southwest to Kotzebue SOurk:;
425 miles long; used for transportation and fishing.

ushagak -_ Heads in Taylor-M_ puntains and flows,southwest to Nushagak Bay; 242
long; used for fishing.
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j. Porcupine - Heads in 'Yako'n Territory, Canada, and lows to Yukon River; 460
miles long; used for mining and trapping transportation.

k. Stikine - Heads in British Columbia, Canada, and flows northwest and south
across Alaska boundary to Eastgrn Passage north of Wrangell!\ 330 miles long; glacial;
used for gold rush transportation to the Klondike and for

I. Susitna -- Heads at Susitna Glacier and flows southwastAo Cook Inlet; 260 miles .
king; glacial; used for gold rush transportation and fishing. .

m. Taku - Heads in British Columbia, Canada, and flows to Taku Inlet, Coast
Mountains; 54 miles long; glacial, used for fishing and mining transportation.

\
n. Tanana,,z Form 'n Dawson Range-by Chisana and Nabesna Rivers atNorthway

_Junction *id flow# to Yukon Range; 446 miles long; used for gold rush
transportation and fishing and-tfiMing.

o. Yukon - Heads in Yukon Territory, Canada, and flows northwest and southwest
to Norton Sound; 1500 miles long; glacial; used for transportation and fishing.

9. Volcanoes (Elevations, Locations, Most Recent Activity)
t . ..

a. Bogoslof Island - 1 mile long; north of Umnak Island, Aleutian Islands; 1951 ash
eruption. . .

b..1-liamna Volcano - 1,Q,016 feet; at tread of Ttixedni Glacier east of Nondaltoff;
Aleutian Range; 1952-53 smoke.

c. Mount Edgecumbe - 2,638 feet; on Kruzof Island west of Sitka; lava flows.

d. Mount Katmai - 6,715 fret,. in Katmai National Monument northeast of Kodiak,
Aleutian Range; ash eruption in 19121 steaming since;

-V"
e. Mount Mageik- 7,250 feet; in Katmai -National Monument; 1953 ash eruption.,

f. Mount Martin -
since 1912.

g. Mount Spurr

6,050 feet; in Katmai National Monument; steaming intermittent

- 11,100 feet; northwest of TyOnek, -Alaska Range; 1954 ash
eruption.

h. MOunt Trident :6,790 feet; in Katmai NatiOnal Monument; 1953 lava eruptioh.

i.

/
'Mount Wrangell - 14,163 feet; east of Glennallen, Wrangell Mountains;eruptionr

within last century, occasional steam arukash now .

1 Pavlof .Volcano - 8,905 feet; west side of Pavlof gay, Alaska PeninS;la 1950-53
ash eruptibns. ,.

k. Pogromni Volcano - 6,568.feet; on, Unimak laid, Aleutian islands; 1827-30 ash
eruptions.- '
I. RedbUbt Volcano - 10,197 feet; west of Kenai, Aleutian Range; 1933 smoke.

m. Shishaldin Volcano -.9,372 %et; on Unimak island, Aleutian Chain; 1955 ash
eruption.

. '
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10. Valleys .

a. Copper Rivqr Valley Ex tends approximately 200 miles south between thenorth
side of Wrangell Mountains and the Gulf of Alaska; copper deposits; transportation.

b. Matanuska Valley - Extends. 60 miles southwest between Matanuska Glacier
terminus and Knik Arm, Cook Inlet; coal beds, other rich mineral deposits;
transportation (Glenn Highway); chiefly farming.

c. Susitna River Valley '- Extends approximately 140 miles between north of Gold
Creek and Cook Inlet; transportation (Alaska Railroad, highway under
construction); trapping.

d. Tanana Valley - Extends approximately 400 miles northwest between Northway
Junction and the Yukon River; transportation; trapping, farming, mining.

e. Yukon Valley - Extends approximately 1,500 miles northwest and southitest
between Marsh Lake, Yukon Territory and Norton Sound; "transportation; trapping,
gold mining.

11. Peninsulas

a. Alaska
b. Kenai,'
c. Seward

12. Lowlands

a. Bristol Bay
b. Cook Inlet
c. Innoko 4.

d. Kenai
e. Kotzebue-Kobuck
f. Koyukuk
g. Kuskkwim
h. Nowitna
i. Stoney River
j. Tanana

13. Highlands

a. Hogatza
b. Kokrines - Hodzana
c. Se Ward Peninsula
d. Yukon - Tanana

14. Flats, Plateaus, Hills, etc.

a. Copper River Basin
b. Kanuit Flats
,c. Lime Hills .

d.. Malaspina Coastal Plain
e. Nulats Hills
f. Porcabine Plateau

. g. Yukon Flats
-h. Yukon - Kuskokwim Delta-

.

L
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15. Lakes (And Their Locations)

a. Bechatof -- Alaska Peninsula
b. George -- East of Apchorage
c. Munn -- Alaska Peninsula
d. Imuruk -- Seward Peninsula'
e. Long -- Alaska Peninsula
f. Minchumina North,of Mount McKinley National Park
g. Naknek -- Alaska Peninsula
h: Nuyakuk (arid others) -- Northeast of Dillingham
i. Nunivakpak -- North of Kuskokwim Bay
j. Skilak -- Kenai Peninsula
k. Takstesluk -- North of Kuskokwim Bay
I. Tazlina -- North of Valdez_
m. Teshepuk -- Southeast of Point Barrow
n. Tetlin Southeatt of Tok Junction
o. Tustumena -- Kenai Peninsula

/
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PAMPHLETS, GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS, & GUIDES

1. Alaska' is Our Home, Books No. 1 and No.. 2, John and Susan Bury of the Alaska
Rural School Project, College, Alaska.

2. Alaska Natives and the Land, Federal Field Committee for Development and
Planning in Alaska.

3. Anthropotogical Papers of the Upiversity. of Alaska, College, Alaska. (Thesecome
out quite often, many containing papers and research pertinent to Alaskan Ethnic:.
Studies.)

4. The Eskiimi of North Alaska, Norman A. Chance, Holt, 1,966. Excellent
ethnographic study of the Inupiat, but dated. /

5. The First Alaskans, 'Daisy Lee Sitter wrote teacher's guide, each lesson accompanied
by an instructional video-tape. ABSD

6.. Handbook for the Human Relations Approach pa Teaching,,Buffalo Public choOls,

Buffalo, N.Y.
\ . .- .7--',

7. Human Relations Education, A Guidebook to Learning Activities, Huma Relations
Education Project of Western N.Y., Buffalo Public Schools, Buffalo, N.Y.

8. Inupiat Suuvat?, compiled. and edited by Donald Webster and Roy Ahmaogak,
Summer institute of Linguistics, Inc.; Fairbanks, Alaska, 1968.

9. Journal of American Indian Education, College of Education, Arizona State
University, Tempe, Arizona. 53.80/Yr.

10; Kassigeluremiut, edited and photographed by Leonard Kamerling, Alaska Rural
School Project, Unitersity of Alaska, College, Alaska.

11. The Mental Health of the American Indian, American Journal of Psychiatry, .
American Psychiatric Association, Washington, D.C.

12. NaaqsugenarqeIriit, Vol. I, No. 1. The Eskimo. Language Workshop, Univcrsity of
AlaskarCollege, Alaska, 1969.- -

13. National Study of American Indian Education, Vol. I, II, I H. Office of Community
Programs, Center for Urbari and Regional Affairs, University of Minnesota.

14. Public Law 89-130, 89th Congress, 5893, August 19, 1963, Title 25. (Avail9ble at'
B.I.A. Enrollment Office.)

*15. Resource Unit for Teaching of Alaska History, Geography, and Government, State
Department of Education, Juneau, Alaska.

16. Sensitizing Teachers to Ethnic Groups, by Gertrude. Naar, for the Anti-Defamaticri
League of B'nai distributed by Allyn & Bacon, Inc., in.U.S.A..,

Aft. ,

17. Source'Book on Alaska; compiled by Robert Pergtrovickfor ttie Alaska Department
of Education.

18. The Story Knife, compiled by Jan_ Gibson for ABSD. Each lesson is.accompanied by
an instructional video-tape.
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19. Suggestions for Teaching Rural Alaska Native Students, written by Sharon Sellens
and Guy Fisher. ABSD.

20. Teacher's Resource and Activity Guide for a Study of Alaska, Anchorage Borough
School District.

1. U.S. Department of the Interior, Mid-Century Alaska, U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1952, Washington, D.C.

22. U.S. Coasted Geodetic Survey, United States Coast Pilot 8:gacifc Coast, Alaska.
Dixon Evralice to Cape Spencer, 1869 to present. Washington, D.C:, U.S.
Government Printing Office. New Editions kept up to date by supplements. ,

23. U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, United States Coast Pilot 9: Alaska. Cape Spencer
to Arctic Ocean, 1916 to present Washington, D.C., U.S. Govemmentyrinting
Office. New Editions kept up to date by supplements.

AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS

I. INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION TAPES. (Available for use with both Sony add'
Panasonic equipment)

1. Bitter, Daisy Lee, The First Alaskans. Instructional Television Series
available from ABSD Audio Visual Services Center, 2508 Blueberry Road,
Anthorage,. Alaska 99503. Phone: 277-6652, Ext. 232, 245. 15 Lessons

Individual titles listed below:

a. "Inupiat The .Eskimo People"
b. "Health Aide"
c. "Eskimo Olympics"
d. "As the Students See It"-
e. "Eight Star&pf gold"
f.-flUnipkut - Stories That are Handed Down"
g. "Aiyakak Eskimo String Stories"
h. "Student Away Flom Home"
i. "Preparing For Tomorrow Education in th= Village"
j. "Wainwright Alaska 99782"
k."1-laidai of Alaska" .

I. "Twentieth Centary-Tsimpsians"
m. "The Tlingits of Kiawock"
n. "Haynyah Tlingit'Dancers"
o: "Sports of the Native-Youth'

2. Gibson, Jan, The Story Knife. Instructional Television Series_availa e from
ABSD Audio Visual Services Center,e2508 Blueberry Rbad, Anch ge,

Alaska 99503. Phone: 277-6652, Ext. 232, 245. 15 - Lessons ual

titles listed below:

a. "The Story Knife"
b. "The Fox Man of Nunivak"
c. "The Seal GutrFlaincoat"
d. "The Woman. Who Mistreated the Caribou"
e. "The Poorest Hunter",
f. "The Man Who Became Magic"
g. "The Lesson of Denali"
h. "Edastila, the Wolverine"
i. "Raven the Creator" .

j. "The Woodworm Totein"
k. "The Boy Who Was tolen By A Star"
I. "The Boy Who Fed Eagle" .

m. "An Aleut Legend" .r
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n. "Raven,-The Trickster"
o. "A Trip to the Museum"

II. FILMS. .
1. The first listing of film are available at the ABSD Audio Visual Services

Center, 2508 Blueberry Road, Anchorage, Alaska 99503.

a. "Next Door to Siberia ", F 323 (IMC)
'

b. "Native Alaska", F 1321

,

1 (IMC)
c. "Tidara: Ageless City of the Arctic", F 439 (IMC)
cl: "Loon's Necklace", F 427 (IMC)
e. "Timber and Totem Pples", F 251 (IMC)
f. "Bushman of the Kalahari", F 1572 (IMC)
g. "The Desert People", F 1387 (IMC)

-

h. Check the new IMC catalogue for other listings.

III. FILMS AVAILABLE FROM OTHER SOURCES.

"The Living Stone", National Film Board of Canada, 680 Fifth Avenue, New York, New
York, 10019, (Telephone: 212 - JUdson 6-2400) 30 minutes, narrated, color.
Rental: $11.00. Purchase: $260.00. (Also available at IMC.)

"Land of the Long Day", National Film Board of Canada (see address above). 37 minutes,
narrated. Rental: black and white $9.50; color S13.50. Purchase: brack and white
$170.00; color .$350.00:

, Story of an 'Eskimo Boy", National' Film Board of Canada (see address above). 31
minutes, narrated. .Rental: black and white $8.00; color $11.00. Purchase: black and
white $165.00; color$325.00.

"Nanook of the Wirth"; Contemporary Films, Inc., 267 West 25th StreetNew York, N.Y.,
10001. (Telephone:, 212 - ORegon 5-720) 55 minutes, black and white, sound.
Rental: $25.00..Pbrchase: $350.00. Four to six weeks advance notice is desired.

-"The Hunters',-- :Contemporary Films, ,Inc. (see addreis above). 73 minutes, narration and
natural iound. Rental: biabk and .white $25,.00; color $40.00. Purchase: black and
white 5?75.00; colori4Q0.00. . :- .

"Alaska", (Animated- maps with 3 'main climates and seven great , industries) 1947. 10.
-..--- minutes, black and white, Encyclopedia Britannica Films.

.- -,:-

-A----
`i

and"Alaska", (Scenery niturakresources and some history) 1945. 12 minutes, black and white,,
Nu-Art Filnis, Inc. _.

, "Alaska",,,lHistorical background and current status, including significance. as -an "drctio
outpost) 1954. 21 minutes, black and'vkite, U.S. Department of Defense.

..
- ' I

.
''Alaska -1 a Modem .Frontier", (Fairbanks, Eskimos, Matanuska Valley, Gold Miners and

Salmon Fisherinen)1959..14"minutes, color and black and whites Coronet Films.
.....i0 . , - .

:
, e .

!
..-

4 "Alaska America's' Last Frontier ", (Scenery, gold mining, fishing and pioneering) 1962.28,
. minutes, color, Standard Oil Company. ... .-ms,...,

--.
. . _... .

"Alaska America's Northern Frontier", (Physical geography, eacinorriy 8nd culture) 1965.
. .18 mites, color, McGraw-Hill Textfilm.

. .

e. -
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"Alaska ,- Cruise Style", (Trip through inside passage) 1963. 15 minutes, tolor, Canadian
National Railway.

o

4'Eskimo Artist Kenojuak", National Filth Board of :Canada (see address above); 20
Minutes, color, narrated. Rental: $8.50. Purchaie: $195.00.

The film, primarily about a woman and Eskimo art, manages to show a `blend
between the old and new ways,in a compelling way.

"Four Families ", .Contemporary Films, Inc. (see address above)'. 60 minutes, Nick and
white, sound. Rental:1$12.50.

Scenes from ,family life in India, France, Japan and Canada with sperial attention to
the baby in--each family. Commentary i's provided by the noted anthropologist Dr.
Margaret Mead.

"Man of Aran", Contemporary Films,'Inc. (see address above). 77 minutes, black and white,
sound. Rental: $25.00. Purchase: $375.00:

On one of the Aran Islands off the West Coast of Ireland, men and their families
struggle to survive by fishing in the turbulent sea and by using intriguing farming
methods on a land which contains no soil. This remarkable documentary was filmed
by Robert Fl*Iertyin 1934. Ailb.

"Three Grandmother", Textfilms, 330 West 42 Street, New York, N.Y,
1Q0.16. 28 minutes, black and white, sound. Rental: $7.80.

This film shows the.daily lives of three grandmothers- irIVigeria, Brazil and Canada
and their family roles..

NOTE: The Netsilik Eskimo Films used in the course are pail of a series on the traditional
life of the Netsilik ;Eskimos. The films not used in the course are not currently
available in Super 8mm. They can be ordered from:

ModerilLearning Aids ,

1212 Avenue of thAmericas
New York, New York 10036

The series includes:

"Fishing at the Stone Weir", Part II
"At the Caribou Crossing Place", Part
"At th.,e Winter Sea Ice Camp", carts II and IV
"At the Spring Sea Ice Camp ", Parts I, II, and III
"Stalking Seal on the Spring Ice", Parts I and II
"Jigging for the Lake Trout", Part I..
"Group Hunting on the Spring lee", Parts I, 11, and III
"Buildidg a Kayak", Parts I and II

.*

"Alaska. -- Newest of the Upited States of America ", (Physical characteristics, resources,
41111

transportation,'etc.), 18 minutes, black and white, U.S. Office of Education.

-"Alaska = The 49th State", 2nd Ed., (Obstacles to be overcome before Alaska reaches
potential). 1960. 16 minutes, color, Encyclopedia Britannica Films.

'' Alaska Trail -to the Midnight Sun"; (Cruise from VancouVer to Skagway) 1952. 30
minutes, calor, Canadian National Railway'.
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'PAlast(a -- (A study Of size, location, flora, fauna resources, etc.) 1960.2 minutes,
color, and black and white, Bailey Films, Inc.

"Alaska and its Natural Resources", (Development from early pioneers to the present). 26
minutes, color, Du-Art Films Lab., Inc,

"The Alaska Highway", (History, etc. with pictures in all four seasons). 22 minutes, color.

"Alaska's Modern Agriculture", (Conservation, Recreation, transportation, education
oppohunities, etc.), color, Bailey Films, Inc.

."Alaskan Eskimo", (Eskimo family life in a typical village) 1957. 30 minutes, color, Walt
Disney. Purchase: $300.00. Rental: $10.00.

"The-Alaska Sanitation Aide", (Sanitation progfam in Kotzebue and-Kobuk areas) 1961. 26
minutes, color, Alaska Department of Health and Welfare.

"Alaska Sled Dog", ,(Summer and winter life) 1967. 18 minutes, .color, Walt Disney.
. Purchase: $2.00.

"The Alaskans", (Cities, industrieS, people) 1960. 12 minutes, color, Classroom Film
Distributors.

"Men Againif the Arctic", (U.S. Coast duard) 30 minutes, Walt Disney. Purcha'se: $300.00.
Rental: $10.00.

"Seal Island", (The Pribilofs) 27 minu-tes---Walt-DisneyPu. rchase: $300.60. Rental: $10.00.

: "White Wilderness Series
Part I, The Arctic Regio'n and its Polar Bears, 28 minutes; Walt Disney - purchase:
$275.00. (-

Part II, The Lemmings and Arctic Bird Life, 21 minutes, Walt Disney - purchase:
$225.00.

Part III, Large Animals_orthe Arctic, 2 minutes, Walt Disney purchase: $230.00

Or all 3 parts in one, 73 minutes !purchase: $670.00; rental: $24.50.

Addresses of Publishers Mentioned in the List of Films

Alaska Department of Health and Welfare
Juneau, Alaska

American Can Company
100 Park Avenue
New York, New York

Bailey Films, Inc:
6509 De Longpre Avenue
Los Angeles, California

Canadian National Railways
Motion Picture Library
630 Fifth Avenue.
New .York, New York
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Classroom Film Distributors, nc.
. 5620 Hollywood Blvd.

Los Angeles, California

Coronet Films
Coronet Building
Chicago, Illinois

Northern Films
Box-98

'Maine Office StatiCh
Seattle, Washington 98111

Nu-Art Films,Inc.
247 West 46th Street
New York, New York

Standard Oil of California
Public Relations Department
225 Bush Street
San Francisco, California

I

Society for Visual Education, Inc.
Div.,General Precision Equipment Corp.
1345 Diversey Parkway
Chicago;

,Du Art Films Lab, Inc.
245 West 55th Street
New York, New York

Eye Gate House, Inc-.
146.01 Archer Avenue-
Jamjica, New York

Encyclopedia Britannica
Educational Corporation
1150 Wilmette Avenue'
Wilmette, Illinois:. ,

Herbert M. Elkins Company'
11031 CommerC'e Avenue
Tujunga, California

JohhiN. Gunter
1027 S. Claremont Street
San Mateo, California

McGraw-Hill Textfilm
3306 West 42nd Street
New york, New York

U.S. Department of, Defense
The Pentagon"."'
Washington, D.C.

t
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U.S. Office of Education,
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C.

Walt Disney Productions
EducatiOnFilm Division
350 S. BJAn a Vista Avenue
Burbank California

IV. 35mm. FILM STRIP

Alaska 4

(From Peter the +eat to S4tehood) 90 frames, black and white, Life
iht

Alaska, -- Frontier State Series
1962 - Encyclopedia Byitannica
Comrherce and Industry . *:

Discovery and Deve)Opment
Land and its Resources
The People and their Way of Life

Alaska -- a series, 1960
Eye Gate House, Inc.
People and Industries
Other Induttries, Transportation
Geographic Background

Alaska our 49th State
1958, .49-frames, color, Popular Science

Alaska th.e land-and its people
1953, 49 frames, coloi

Alaska after Statehood - a series, 1961 - Bailey Films, Inc.
;;Tho Wi defiiess'Frontier
The 491:1,:i-State
Farminy.inAlaska

,lndustriesOf Alaska
Living in Alaska
TrapSportetiori ''';

Alaska - a series,1961 Jahn W. Gunther
Eskimo-Village Chilllen
Esk iinOT Village' Life
Geography of Alaska
Memoriet of4heAPast
SoutheaSIterrikTOkns

Alaska, Our 'Northern mOst- State
framei, color, S.V.E.

Sea-going Hunters
(Indians of the Northwest Coast Series) 31 frames, color, S.V.E.

,Work of Snow and Ice,
(Glaciers), 44. frames, color, S.V.E.

,

;*,

46 frames
44 frames
46 frames
46 frames

36 frames
47 frames
43 frames

45 frames
44 frames
45 frames
45 frames
44 frames
45 frames

47frames
_48 frames
48 frames
38-frames
43 frames

,



Epic of Man, Part III B Mesalitflic Age Today
(Eskimos and Caribou) 53 frames, color, Life

Alaska: America's Frontier State
42 frames, color, McGraw-Hill-

The Arctic Wilderness-Series - Encyclopedia Britannica
Birds of the Northlan
The Northland
Rodents of the Northland

f Marine Animals of the.Northland-
Arctic Foxes and Wolves
Wolverines and Weasels

V. , 8mm. FILM LOOPS

Alaska Series -la Series, Bailey
,Geography, 3 minute, color,
cities and Transportation, 3 minutes, color:
Fishing, 3 minutes, color
Industry, 3 minutes, color
Agriculture, 3 minutes, color

VI. RECORDS

Audio-American History Library
Alaska: Act for Statehood E A D 8 A

',my.

s

O

50 frames
50 frames
50 frames
50 frames
50 frames

' 50 frames

;i

Alaska Festi41 of, Mutic, Anchorage Community Chorus. Anchorage, Alaska: Tradjtional
Songs by Alaskan Eskinos. 45 rpm WB-2298.

VII. FREE OR INEXPENSIVE MATERIAL

The Heritage of Alaska
A packette of a series of eight pamphlets relating interesting themes on the history,

culture and development of the 49th State.

National Bank of Alaska
4th and E
Anchdrage, Alaska 99501

Airlines

Alaska Agoines
Wettern Airlines
Wein Consolidated
Japan Airlines <

Free illustrated materials, especially posters ancimaps.

:VIII. MULTI-MEDIA KIT

Alaska - Land of Tomorrow
Modern Alaska unfolds its story in a kaleidoscopq of materials exploring people,

places, economics and communications systems,---;
kr
sound- color - filmitrip $66.00

(Note: Ready for distribUtion-by fall 1969) 't
International Communication Films
Film Library
811 Eight! Avenue
Anchorago, Alaska 99501
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IX. AGENCIES AND PEOPLE

A, list of people and agencies in Alaska that would be beneficial to this course can be
foun'd in Suggestions for Teaching Rural Alaska Native Students, a guide written at the same
time as this one by Sharon Setlens and Guy Fisher and published by the Anchorage Borough
School District. This guide should be used in conjunction with A Human Relations

ach to Alaskan Ethnic Studies'
.1
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